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don’t 

  المصدر

Do 
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 educate  major             archaeologist 
 education  Statue   soil 

 satellite  ancient  x modern   astronaut 
 Find out=know  Famous-well known   expert  

 character  Quiz   geologist 
 rocks Junior  headmistress 
– include  make a mistake    professional 

 Biography Jewellery   Score goals 
 Competition champion  underground water 

 high school championship  Photography 
 university  hero  remote sensing  

She was the first Egyptian woman to go to high school.     
She helped other women to succeed in education and work.    
She wrote a famous book about girls' education.    
She became the headmistress of Al-Mohammadia School for girls.    

  

He is a famous archaeologist.     
He wants to bring ancient things back to Egypt from museums    
He writes in a magazine called “Egypt Today”.    

 

He was born in Zagazig in 1938.he studied At Ain Shams University.     
He is a space scientist and a geologist.    
He is the world's greatest expert in remote sensing:    
He used satellites to find underground water in the desert.   
He is the director of Remote Sensing at Boston University in  USA.   
He gave astronauts advice on where they should land, and how to 
collect rocks and soil on the moon.  

 
 

He is an international squash player.     
He became famous because he won a championship in Canada.   
At the age of 16, he won the Men's World Junior Squash Championship.    
He is hard work, good practice and ambitious.    

 

Form النفي   Negative    التكوین   Interrogative اإلستفھام   Usage اإلستخدام   الكلمات الدالة  
یتكون من مصدر الفعل 

 بإضافة
مع  ies, es, s  

he , she , it 
 أو االسم المفرد

   و المصدر فقط مع
I,you,we,they 

 أو االسم الجمع

I 
You 
We 
They 
 
He 
She     doesn’t  
It        المصدر 

                     I 
      you 

                  we  
       they 

 
             he 
Does    she 
             it 

یستخدم للتعبیرعن -  
      Habitعادة - 1

- I get up at 6 
o'clock. 

Fact حقیقة     -2  
- The moon 
moves round the 
Earth. 

always 
usually 
often 
sometimes 
not often 
rarely 
never 
every…… 

یتكون من التصریف الثانى 
 للفعل بإضافة

 ied, ed, d  
 فى حالة األفعال

 المنتظمة واألفعال
 الشاذة ُتحفظ

I 
He 
She 
It             didn’t 
You    المصدر 
We 
They 

         I 
         he 
         she 
Did   it       
         you 
         we 
          they    

یستخدم للتعبیرعن -  
حدث بدأ فى الماضى 

.وانتھى  
- We saw the film 
two days ago. 

عادة فى الماضى  -
.وانتھت (used to ) 

in +تاریخ ماضى 
yesterday 
ago 
last 
once 
one day 
in the past 

 

Unit 1 Famous Egyp ans 

Nabawiya Musa 

Dr Zahi Hawass 

Ramy Ashour 

Baz-Dr Farouk El 

Grammar 
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  borrow…….from  Kidnap  Novel 
  Lend……….to –  grow up                    novelist   

The Country      Punish   play 
–  belong to Reward  prison   

 Earn money x Poor  x  rich  prisoner   
 In debt  crime   debt 

Pay for criminal  Journalist 
– Moral  Work house –  Character 

 journalist Orphan     adopt 
Take place  hard life  gang  

  Niece  run a way  arrest 
  

He is the most famous writer in the English Language after Shakespeare.     
He lived hard life as his father went to the prison As he got into debt.   
He went to London to earn money for the family. He worked in a factory.   
He saw how hard life was for poor people.   
He went to work as an office clerk.   
He showed the dark side of life in the nineteenth in his novels.  
He wrote many novels as Oliver Twist and A Tale of Two Cities.    

 

He grew up in a workhouse because his mother had died when he was born.     
He lived a hard life because  

 The food wasn’t enough. 
 The bed wasn’t comfortable. 
 He was punished when he asked for more food. 

  

He decide to run away to London as his life was unbearable   
he worked with a gang of thieves in London    
Fagin was the leader of the gang and  he taught children how to steal  
Mr Brownlow was kind and generous. He adopted Oliver.    
Bill Sikes kidnapped Oliver and took him back to Fagin.   
Oliver was shot when the gang broke into Mrs Maylie's house.   
Oliver discovered that Monks was his half brother. Rose was his aunt.    

 
 

Form 
 

Negative 
 

Interrogative 
 Usage 

 
Key words 

   
I         
He 
She     was 
It           
 
You  
We     were 
They 

I 
He 
She  wasn’t 
It           
 
You  
We        weren’t 
They 

           I 
           he 
Was   she 
           it       
 
           you 
Were   we 
           they 

 
 

1
 

 

2


 
3


 

- While 
- AS 
- Just as 
- When 
- at …… 
yesterday 
- all last 
night 

Grammar 

Unit 2 Charles Dickens  

Oliver Twist  

Charles Dickens 

Past Continuous 
Don’t 
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1  
 He was watching TV at 9 o'clock yesterday. 

 

2 
 

  

While, As, Just as   ,  
 

 While we were playing, it rained. 
 

 while, as, just as  
 

 My brother came while I was studying. 
 

When   ,  
 

 When I saw Ali, he was driving home. 
 

 when  
 

 Adel was watching the match when the light went out. 
 

3  
 

While, As, Just as   ,  
 

 While we were walking in this street, it was raining. 
 

  while, as, just as  
 

 I was doing my homework while my brother was playing. 
  

  

 
 

 
  

  
            , 

 
 
 

 
 
 
- After / As soon as I had read the novel I saw the film. 
- He bought a car after she had learned to drive. 

After / As soon as +  ماضى تام + فاعل   = Having + pp 
- He bought a car after she had learned to drive.  (Having) 
  Having learned to drive, she bought a car. 

after / before / when v. + ing   
- After doing his homework, he went to bed. 
- He had done his homework before going to bed. 

After 
as soon as 

since 
because  

when  

  v+ ed)(  بسیطماضي   فاعل had + p.p)(  ماضي تام

After 
as soon as 

since 
because  

when  

  v + ed)(  بسیطماضي   فاعل had + p.p)(  ماضي تام

1 

The Past Perfect Tense   

 )(had + p.p   
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            , 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

- He finished his training. Then he got the job. 
  He had finished his training before he go the job. 
- By the time we arrived at the cinema, the film had started. 

on  when : ing  
- When she saw the robber, she called the police. 
   On seeing the robber, she called the police. 
 

 
 
 

till/ until  
  I didn't know the truth until I had met him. 

    
- When we arrived at the cinema, the film had already started. 
- When I arrived home, my father had just left. 
- It was the best novel I had ever read. 
- The house was dirty. They hadn't cleaned it yet. 
- She said she had seen the film the night before. 

 
 

  

  
             

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- I had no sooner read the novel than I saw the film. 
- No sooner had I read the novel than I saw the film. 
- She had hardly learned to drive when he bought a car   
- Hardly had she hardly learned to drive when he bought a car   

  

 

 

 

 

Before  
By the time 

When 
By then  

(v+ ed  (had + p.p 

(v+ ed (had + p.p 

2 

Before  
By the time 

When 
By then  

(had + p.p (didn't + inf 3 

Until   

till  

No sooner 

Hardly 

scarcely 
  had فاعل  v+ p.p)(  ماضي تام

than 
when 
when  

4 

No sooner 

Hardly 

scarcely 

than 
when 
when  

 )v+ p.p     had  فاعل 

  v+ ed)(  بسیطماضي 

  v+ ed)(  بسیطماضي 
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senses  mention  Class 
sight functions – Incredible 
 hearing                           brain      Password 

taste  store  Photographic 
memory 

touch past memories –  repeat 
 smell Memory    analyse 

 do homework  control   breathe 
 look forward to+ing  complex  Cell 

 keep fit  digestion  Cell 
 good at  send  Pain 

 quiet    messages  Powerful 
 quite   hurt  Temperature 

  

The brain is more complex than the most powerful computer.     
It has about a hundred billion (100,000.000.000) cells.   
The brain weighs a kilo.   
With it you can see ,smell flowers, remember holidays and feel pain   
How does our brain work? 
    it receives information from the senses 
   It analyses it  
   Then it sends messages to the rest of the body.  

 

The brain helps us to learn and remember by storing past memories.    
the functions of the brain 
  control breathing                     control digestion 
  Store past memories.               control body Temperature 
  control heart 

 

We have five senses taste, smell, sight, hearing and touch. They work together     
 

   

  

  

  
  

 
                                 will 

                              Would 
                   would have + p.p 

  
    تنطبق حاالتif    الثالثة علىunless  و يأتى بعدھا جملة مثبتة  

-   If Ali doesn’t improve, he will fail the exam.  (Unless) 
    Unless Ali improves, he will fail the exam.  

Unit 3 The power of mind  

brainThe  

Grammar 

If 

 - he –she(v+ s ) ( v )( بسیط مضارع   v+ s he –she - it ) ( v ) ,(  بسیط مضارع

        ,                    will + inf  بسیط مضارع )( v ) ( v+ s he –she - it

                ,                    would + inf   بسیطماضى )  ( v+ ed  

                ,                    would have +p.p ماضى تام ) ( had + p. p  

  Unless = if        not  –  
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have 

not 

has 

pp 

 Have          pp  

 

drown historical places  proud of 
ability  crocodile  Move to  

 incredible athletes   headlines 
 make sure  score a goal 

 break a record 
powerful channel  exhausted 

 determination  national   generous        
 loyalty  sportsmen  generousity 

 achievements report  professional 
 Prize against   interpreter  

 go for a walk   –  nickname  translator 
 give up         cross    train 

 charity      at the age of      trainer 
  

He was horn in 1929 in the Anfoushi area of Alexandria.      
His father was a primary school teacher.   
At the age of ten, he won the Egyptian primary school swimming championship.   
He moved to Cairo. He trained at al-Ahly Club.   
In 1951, Abu-Heif became internationally famous because he swam 
across the English Channel.  

 

He broke the world record for swimming across the English Channel in 1953 in 
13 hours and 45 minutes. 

  

When he returned to Egypt, people welcomed him as a national hero  
Abu-Heif was generous He gave his prize money to the family of a British 
swimmer who had drowned while he was crossing the Channel.  

   

He retired at the age of 46.    
Because he had a weak heart. He died in April 2008.    

 

   

Form 
 التكوین

Negative 
 النفي

Interrogative 
 اإلستفھام

Usage 
 اإلستخدام

Key words 
 الكلمات الدالة

 

I 
You      have 
We          p.p 
They 
 

 
He 
She  
It 
 

 

I 
You 
We 
They 
 

 
He        has 
She      not 
It           pp 
 

          

           I 
          You  
          we 
          they 
 

 
         he 
Has  she  pp 
         it 
 

1   
   

. 
2   

 
just ,  already, 
recently 

3   

  

 معsince 
,for  

- ever 
- never 
 

- just 
- already 
 

- since 
- for 
- yet 
 

- lately 
- recently  

 

 

      ever       
  

pp 
 Have you ever met a famous person? 
 It is the most beautiful picture I have ever seen. 
 

Unit 4 theword 's best swimmer  

Heif-Abu  

Grammar The present Perfect Tense 
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      never       
  

pp 
 I've never seen such a beautiful picture. 
 

      just = a short time ago       
 

pp 
 She has just done her homework. 
 Hello. Have you just arrived? 
 

  already ; something happened sooner than expected   
 

   pp 
 I've already sent the letter. 
 Have you already seen this film? 
 

      yet       
 

  
 Has it stopped raining yet? 
 I've written the letter, but I haven’t sent it yet. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

  
 since 

 I haven’t seen him since last week. 
    since           

 
 She has been in bed since she arrived home. 
 I haven’t swum in the see since I was in Alexandria. 

since 
 
    

 Salem has worked in Egypt Air Company for two years. for 
 

 yesterday 
1995 
Monday 
January 
winter 
dinner/lunchtime 
that time 
7 o'clock 
last night 
the age of … 
He was a child. 

  a minute – minutes 
an hour – half an hour 
a day – days 
a night – nights 
a week – weeks 
a month – months 
a season – seasons 
a year – several years 
an age – ages 
the last week 
a long / short time 
 

  
 

 

 

have has been to + place          ذھب الى مكان ما ثم عاد 
have has gone to + place    ھناكذھب الى مكان ما ومازال  

 He has been to Cairo. (He went there and came back.) 
 She has gone to Pairs. (She is in Pairs now.) 
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Summary  die of  relationship 
Frightening  Title  Nature 

Fight against  apprentice – Knowledgeable 
Camping  Shark  Wound 

Short story  Terrifying  Fiction 
Poem  Manage to  Talented 

Literature  Succeed in  bait 
Extremely – Outdoor  Skeleton 
 guest              die out  Furious 
fisherman        attack  Remain 

 catch fish                            Fishing line  Hurt 
 The First World War  The marlin  In detail 

He was a very talented American writer.    
He was born in Chicago in 1899.    
He joined the Red Cross during the First World War at the age of 18.   
He worked as a journalist, reporting news stories of all kinds.   
He wrote The Old Man and the Sea. It was the most successful book.    
He won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1953.   

 

It was about an old fisherman, Santiago, and his young apprentice, 
Manolin, who had not caught a fish for nearly 3 months. 

   

Manolin's parents advised him to work with a more successful fisherman.    
The old man went fishing alone to prove that he was still strong.   
He could catch a big fish, marlin.   
Because he wasn't strong enough.  
he was in great pain Because he had the fishing line around his body   
He started to sail home, pulling the fish in the water behind the boat.  
Sharks attacked the boat and tried to eat the marlin. The old man killed 
seven sharks, but during the night more sharks came and ate the marlin. 
Only its skeleton remained. 

 

  

Unit 5 Ernest Hemingway  

Ernest 
Hemingway  

Grammar 

The Old 
Man and the 

Sea  
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instead of    electric cars  exhaust fumes 


 petrol vehicles  electricity  affect 
protect from        empty  air pollution 

 agree with     engine  airbag 
 recharge  engineer  as well as 

 report  environment  believe 
 route   location        breathe 

 battery  inspector  burn petrol 
 traffic jam  include  damage 

harmful to  fuel   lung 
 rush hour   excited about  discover 

 run on  pleased with    efficiently 
– waste  vegetable oil  take over 

It has a computer, a satellite navigation system, and an airbag.    
Computer controls the engine and report any problems.   
Airbag inflates and stops you being injured in a crash.   
They burn petrol more efficiently.   
When the battery is empty, the engine uses petrol. When the car uses 
petrol, this recharges the battery.  

 
  

Air which is polluted by exhaust fumes can damage your health as well 
as the environment. 

   

Air pollution comes from Exhaust fumes from cars, buses and lorries.   
if you sit in a traffic jam Your lungs will fill with the exhaust fumes   
Industry leads to pollution.   
We should use forms of natural energy as wind power, water power, 
geothermal power, and solar power. 

 

We can develop engines and factories which do not produce waste.   
We can develop cleaner forms of energy.  
 We can limit يحد من people's use of cars.  
Scientists have also designed engines which use natural gas.  
Scientists have discovered that cars can run on vegetable oil.  

  

  

Unit 6 Tomorrow's World 

Modern 
cars  

Grammar 

air 
pollution  
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cover   seat belt   cleanliness 


 disappointed    disappear    
 hygiene 

follow      serious      sanitation     
                   germs           wound          outbreak    

living thing   harmful        infect 
 smoke  poisonous   infection    

insects         bird flu  infected birds  
 improve      public  domestic 

make noise     stomach      control 
smell bad   digest           meal 

get fit  bathe     flies           
  put on weight avoid          illness= disease    
look after 

 = take care of  
 The rules of…   catch 

follow \ flies \ insects 
The recent outbreak of bird flu started in 2003 in Asia. 100 million birds 
were killed to try to stop the disease 

   

By 2005 to 2006, there were new outbreaks in Africa, the Middle East and 
Europe.

  

All kinds of wild birds as well as farm birds, like chickens and other 
animals, like cats, can catch bird flu. 

  

Human can catch bird flu if They have to be very near infected birds  
If you have touched an infected bird, you must wash very well.  To avoid 

illness If you have the disease, you must see your doctor.  
  

Cleanliness is extremely important in protecting us from infections    
Hygiene is your own cleanliness.    
Sanitation is public cleanliness.   
You should also be very careful about the food you eat and water you 
drink. 

  

Make sure that flies and other insects do not land on your food.    
Because flies or insects may land on them and pass their germs on to you.   
What are the rules of hygiene that we have to follow?  
- You should always wash your hands before a meal.  
- You should bathe more often in hot weather or after exercise 
- You should keep food clean and covered up. 
- You mustn’t leave pieces of food or dirty dishes lying around.  
- You should boil tap water before you drink it. 
- You mustn’t eat food that smells bad because it may be poisonous.  
- Do not eat food from a tin if the tin is damaged because it may be bad. 

 

 

 

 

It’s necessary for مفعول to   = ) فاعل + have to \ has to (   = فاعل  must .... مصدر  مصدر
 It is not necessary for مفعول to…..  فاعل = don't (doesn't) have to   = فاعل needn't مصدر 

 It was necessary for مفعول toالفاعل   مصدر=  +hat to  المصدر+  
 It was not necessary for…… = فاعل  didn't have to + در مص  

 مصدر .... mustn’t   فاعل = It’s not allowed (banned –forbidden) forمفعولtoمصدر 
 should = ought to = had better = I advise you to = if I were you , I would…….المصدر 

Unit 7 Health and Safety  

Bird Flu  

Gramma

Cleanliness  
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road accident   definitely    send away 
 save  diary  financial problems 

 find out    discover   patron 
 guilty  effect  actor 

  include  feelings  artist 
  injured   playwright  ashamed of 
  believe  a theatre group make a mistake 
  make a decision    prison  capture 
  perform   musician  risk 

  poem  realise   damage   
 theater   quality  obvious = clear   
 soldier  wander describe 

 the stage  well-known a play  
He was born on April, 23rd,1564, in Stratford in the Midlands of England.    
His father was a glove maker.   
He left the school at the age of 14 because his family had financial problems.   
In 1592, he left his family and went to London to become an actor.   
he started writing poems, and one of his longest poems, "Venus and 
Adonis”, was so successful that it made him famous 

 

He wrote and performed for a theatre group called The King's Men.   
He wrote famous plays as Romeo and Juliet, , Hamlet, King Lear and Macbeth.  
He part-owned The Globe Theatre, and made a lot of money from it.  
He retired in Stratford in 1611 and died in 1616  

 

When he is old, he decides to give his country to his three daughters,   Goneril, 
Regan and Cordelia. 

   

He asks them to tell him how much they love him. Two of the daughters, 
Goneril and Regan, say they love him much. The third daughter, Cordelia, does 
not say very much. She does not know how to describe her love.  

  

Lear is angry with Cordelia, and gives his money to Goneril and Regan. Cordelia 
is sent away and goes to live in France where she marries the king. 

  

He discovered that he has made a mistake that Goneril and Regan said that 
they loved him only to get his money and his country.  

  

Cordelia hears what has happened to her father. She comes to England with 
soldiers to try to save him. 

 

Cordelia and Lear are captured and taken to prison.   
Cordelia proved to her father how much she loved him.  

 

  

  

Unit 8 Health and Safety  

William 
Shakespeare 

Grammar 

King Lear  
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  located in  metal structure  advantageتقع في
 busy port  the underground  disadvantage میناء مشغول

  freedom  criticize…....for 
  capital  facilities  overcrowded 

 poster  achievements  historic building 


 advertisement –  insult  business centre 
 busy port  identify  symbol 

\  judge –  represent  harbour 
 based on   organization  palace 

 unfortunately architecture  skyscraper 
 the home of \  go up - lift statue of liberty 
 look like  popular with –  destinations 

  #  public x private sightsee 
disadvantages of living in London: 
 Prices are sky high.   The underground is overcrowded and dirty.  
 Public transport is expensive and slow.       The traffic is terrible.    

   

advantages of living in London 
 London is a safe city.  
 There are many historic buildings and wonderful places to visit as 
museums, theatres, beautiful shops and big parks.  

  

  
New York is the biggest city in the USA   
It is one of the world's most important business centers and a busy port.   
The statue of liberty at the entrance of the harbour is a symbol of freedom   
New York has more skyscrapers than any other city in the world.   

 
Paris is France's capital and its largest city   
it is the most beautiful city in the world.   
The most popular place to visit is the Eiffel Tower, a tall metal structure 

which is the symbol of Paris. 
  

   
Tokyo is the capital of Japan.   
Tokyo is very overcrowded. It is Japan's main business centre.   
Tokyo has skyscrapers and fast, wide roads.   
Tokyo is the home of Japan's emperor.     

  
Cairo is the capital of Egypt.   
Cairo has the largest population of any city in Africa   
Cairo is an important centre for tourism. Visitors come to see the Pyramids.   

 


 tov+ 

agree  يوافق   Learn  يتعلم try   يحاول refuse يرفض hope  يأمل Plan  يخطط 
decide  يقرر offer   يعرض Want   يريد enable يمكن promise يوعد   expect يتوقع 


v+ing 

avoid يتجنب enjoy يستمتع mind يمانع suggestيقترح give up  يقلع admit  یعترف 
dislike   يكره finish  ينتھى regret يندم imagineيتخیل fancy  يتخیل  look forward to 


 tov  

v+ing  

stop -forget -remember- try +regret    v+ ing *  
stop -forget -remember- try +regret    to+ المصدر *   

Unit 9 It's a small world  

London  

New York  

Paris  

Tokyo  

cairo  

Grammar 
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Unit 1 
Choose the correct answer: 
1 Nabawiya Musa was the first Egyptian woman (to go-go-going-goes) to high school. 
2 Nabawiya Musa wrote a book about (girls’-girls-girl's-girl) education. 
3 The (master –head teacher- headmistress-headmaster) of my school is a good teacher and a very clever woman. 
4 Dr Hawass wants to bring ancient things (up-down-over-back) to Egypt from museums in other countries. 
5 Nabawiya Musa helped other women to succeed (at-in-about-to) education and work. 
6 Dr Zahi Hawass is one of the most famous (archaeologists-archaeologist-astronaut-geologist) in the world. 
7 Dr Hawass often speaks (on-in-with-at) radio and television. 
8 (Astronauts-Astronomers-Archaeologists-Geologists) from all over the world have visited Egypt to 
 study the Pyramids and other ancient buildings. 
9 There are very big (states-statues-stations-rocks) of the pharaohs at Luxor. 
10 (An astronaut-A scientist-A geologist-An archaeologist (is someone who travels and works in space. 
11 ((An astronaut--A scientist-A geologist-An archaeologist) is someone who studies rocks and their history. 
12 Plants grow quickly in the (oil- soil- fuel- space) in our garden. 
13 Many large, modern cities have (ground-underground-surface-space) railways. 
14 Dr El-Baz is the world's greatest expert (in-with-by-of) remote sensing. 
15 When I went on holiday, I always (played-scored-took-won) a lot of photographs. 
16 When Ali was young, he (played-scored-took-won) football every day. 
17 My father is good (at-in-of-about) photography. 
18 Our teacher is a real (geologist-expert-astronaut-astronomer). She knows everything about Egyptian history.  
19 The pan- Arab Games is a (far- remote- near- major) sports championship. 
20 Many young men want to become (professional-sports-educational-scientific) footballers. 
21 When he was 16, my cousin won the (junior -senior- quality) tennis championship. 
22 We did a (major- quiz- junior –fair) at school today, I answered all questions. 
23 A (photographer-photography-photo-photoshop) is someone who takes pictures. 
24 It only rains every 20-50 years in ( an-a-the-no article) Western Desert 
25 (Remote control- Remote seen- Remote sensing-Remote) is used to find water under the desert.  
26 (Major-Minor-Senior-Junior) is a kind of competition or school for young people. 
27  (An astronaut-A scientist-A geologist-An archaeologist) is person who studies buildings and tools from the past.
Choose the correct answer: 
1 It (rains- -rained- has rained- is raining) only once every 20 to 50 years in the western desert. 
2 When I was young, I used to (play-plays-playing-played) tennis every day. 
3 We (go-had gone-were going-went) fishing last week. 
4 She (opened-was opening-has opened-had opened) a new office yesterday. 
5 Nurses (look-looks-are looking-are looked) after patients in hospitals. 
6 Ann (isn’t drinking-didn’t drink-don’t drink-doesn’t drink) tea very often. 
7 I always (makes-make-am making-am made) silly mistakes when I’m taking an exam. 
8 The earth (go-goes-is going-is gone) round the sun. 
9 Dalia usually (play-playing-plays-is playing) tennis once or twice a week. 
10 She often (feels-felt-feeling-is feeling) tired when she comes home. 
Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1 Why don't we pay Mona a visit tonight?  (Let's)…………………………………………………………….. 
2 What's your brother's job?  (What does……)………………………………………………………………. 
3 She married when she was 25.  (age)……………………………………………………………………….. 
4 He left his job as a painter.  (gave)………………………………………………………………………… 
Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1 Mother is after me all the time to do my homework. (always)……………………………………………... 
2 It is his habit to drink a cup of coffee after lunch. (usually)……………………………………………….. 
3 We go to the theatre from time to time.     (occasionally)………………………………………………… 
4 He was in the habit of smoking when he was young. (used to)……………………………………….. 
5 When did you start playing the guitar?   (How long….)…………………………………………… 
6 He is always late for work.   (never)…………………………………………………………… 
7 She studied engineering from 2001 to 2007.  (for)…………………………………………………… 
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Unit 2 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- Naguib Mahfouz wrote (tales-novels-plays-stories) about life in Egypt in the 20th century. 
2- Thieves should go to (prison-hospital-school-factory). 
3- If you don't want to go to prison don't (make-work-do-give) anything wrong. 
4- If you borrow too much money, you will be in (wealth-debt-doubt-richness).  
5- A (journalist-doctor-painter-teacher) often interviews people before he or she writes their reports 
6- Oliver is the main (story-film-play-character) in Dickens's story Oliver Twist. 
7- A gang broke (in-out-into-down) the bank and took millions of dollars. 
8- A (gang-crew-staff-committee) is a group of criminals who work together. 
9- I want to be a doctor when I (wake-grow-put-get) up. 
10- The criminals (killed-kicked-kidnapped-knocked) the little boy and asked for too much money to return him. 
11- His brother's daughter is his (niece-nephew-cousin-aunt). 
12- I keep my glasses in my jacket (packet-pocket-bracket-basket). 
13- We should (reward-punish-praise-honour) people who take things that do not belong to them. 
14- When the thieves saw the police, they ran (into-on-out-away) to London. 
15- They worked very long hours to (win-earn-gain-beat) enough money to live.  
16- Many people died when (so-although-because-because of) they were ill. 
17- The gang took Oliver to (rob-steal-punish-arrest) Mrs Maylie's house. 
18- In the factory Dickens worked for ten hours (a-an-the-some) day. 
19- Dickens is best known (at-as-for-with) his novels about life in the 19th century Britain. 
20- He went to prison because he had (taken-got-played-borrowed) into debt. 
21- He traveled abroad to (earn-gain-win-spend) money for his family. 
22- After he left the factory, he worked (for-out-as-of) an office clerk. 
23-  A (school-workhouse-workshop-greenhouse) is a place where very poor people were sent to live and work. 
24- I help my friends when they are (on-at-in-for) trouble. 
25- My elder brother is still looking (at-after-through-for) a better job. 
26- The police stopped the gang from (rob-robbed-stealing-robbing) a bank. 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- I (was driving-drove-had driven-driving) to work when I saw the accident. 
2- He (fall-fell-fallen-had fallen) asleep when he was watching television. 
3-  (While-When-As-Just as) playing football, he broke his leg. 
4-  (While-As-When-During) my sleep, I had a nightmare. 
5- While we were travelling to Luxor, our car (breaking-was breaking-has broken-broke) down. 
7- The bus (leaves-will leave-had left-has left) when I arrived at the station. 
8- I didn’t write to my friend until I (have received-had received-will receive-was received) his letter. 
9- They didn’t come to the cinema with us because they (have-were-had-are) already seen the film. 
10- She didn’t write any letters (after-before-when-until) she had seen the film. 
11- Almost everybody (had left-has left-was left-was leaving) by the time we arrived yesterday. 
12- The secretary left the office after (type-had typed-typed-typing) the letters. 
13- As soon as he (had arrived-arrived-arriving-arrives) home, he watched TV.  
14- She bought a car after she (learned-had learned-learning-has learned) to drive. 
15- Before he (had taken-taking-was taking-took) the medicine, he had eaten his lunch. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- Someone stole Nader's watch.   (robbed)……………………………….…………………………….. 
2- He was poor but he was happy.  (although)……………………………………………………………. 
3- He had no money, so he didn't pay back his debts.  (because)…………………………………………. 
4- Mark borrowed a camera from Fady. (lent)………………………………………………………… 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- He was playing when he fell down .  (While)……………………………………………………………. 
2- When I saw Sami, he was playing tennis.  (On)…………………………….………………………..…… 
3- He was painting the ceiling and he suddenly fell off the ladder. (When)………………………………… 
4- While I was staying in England I picked up some English. (During)……………………………………… 
1- First he finished his work. Then he left the office. (until)………………………………………………….. 
2- Nabil did his homework, then he watched TV.  (After / Before)………………………….…………….. 
3- Having finished the report, he handed it to the police. (As soon as)………………………………………. 
4- The little boy found a gold watch. He took it to the police. (No sooner)…………………………………. 
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 Unit 3 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- Ali is very good (in-on-at-with) remembering people's phone numbers. 
2- I've got a very good (mind-brain-souvenir-memory) for faces. 
3- A (photographic-photography-photograph-photo) memory is the ability to remember something by 
looking at it. 
4- You will do (well-badly-bad-good) in your test if you don't know enough words and phrases 
5- I'm terrible at (painting-paint-painted-painter). 
6- I (made-worked-did-had) very badly in my last English test. 
7- She was looking forward to (see-seeing-saw-seen) the grandchildren again. 
8- I (sent-received-got-closed) my brother some photos by e-mail. 
9- I've got a present for you, so (look-book-lock-close) your eyes and hold out your hands. 
10- I've just (sent-received-looked-booked) an-email from my friend in Japan. 
11- Doctors need to (analyse-analysis-breathe-close) the results of tests on their patients. 
12- After I had fallen over, I had a terrible (painful-patient-paint-pain) in my right leg. 
13- Normal human body (heat-temperature-hot-warm) is usually 37 °C. 
14- (Cells-Hearts-Brains-Minds) are the smallest part of an animal or plant that can exist on its own. 
15- With you brain you can see and (smile-eat-smell-drink) flowers. 
16- If you concentrate (in-on-at-for) your studies, will do well at school. 
17- I can (remember-remind-mind-member) people's faces, but not their names. 
18- After the accident she suffered from loss of (mind-brain-memory-souvenir). 
19- She lost her (taste-touch-eyesight-smell) at an early age and became blind. 
20- I'm sorry that I wasn't (can-able-capable-enable) to phone you yesterday. 
21- My parents help me (in-to-by-with) my maths homework when I find it difficult. 
22- It is impossible to believe his story. This means that it is (credible-incredible-true-believed). 
23- Only 5% of all students could (pass-succeed-cross-work) the English test. 
24- It takes Ali two lessons (learning-learn-to learn-of learning) the names of a new class. 
25- You (heart-brain-body-taste) stores past memories and this makes learning and remembering possible. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- She can speak four languages.   (able-capable)…………………………………………………………. 
2- I'd like very much to travel abroad.  (look forward) …………………………………………………… 
3- It is difficult to believe what he says.  (incredible) …………………………………………………… 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- If water freezes, it (will turn-turns-would turn-turned) into ice. 
2- If you knew enough English words and phrases, you would pass your English test. 
3- If I remember Ali's address, I (phone-will phone-would phone-could phone) and tell you. 
4- I'll help you with your maths homework if you (find-will find-found-had found) it difficult. 
5- I wouldn't be able to read if I (lose-lost-will lose-had lost) my glasses. 
6- If I can't sleep at night, I (take-would take-might take-took) an aspirin. 
7- If I (has-had-had had-has had) more time, I would visit my friends in Dubai. 
8- If I (gets-will get-got-get) a good job. I will help my family. 
9- If you don't hear a person's question, (will ask-would ask-can ask-ask) them to repeat it. 
10- If you (go-went-had gone-has gone) to England in winter, it would be very cold. 
11- If I (were-am-had been-have been) thirsty, I would drink some water. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- Heating water to 100 º C makes it boil.   (If…)………………………………………………………… 
2- Heat makes ice melt.  (If…..)…………………………………………………………. 
3- You must be here on time. You won’t be allowed to enter. (Unless) ………………………………… 
4- She may have enough time. If so, she will visit us.  (If) ……………………………………………… 
5- Hurry up or you’ll miss the train.  (If / Unless) ……………………………………………………… 
6- He can’t help you because he isn’t a doctor. (If) ……………………………………………………… 
7- Hany doesn’t have enough money. He can’t buy that expensive car. (If)……………………………. 
8- He isn’t well, so he can’t come to the party. (Were) …………………………………………………. 
9- He can’t go to the club because he has no money.  (Had) …………………………………………… 
10- If I don't have enough time, I won't go to the cinema.  (Unless) ……………………………………… 
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Unit 4 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- Employees (recycle-retire-starve-survive) at the age of sixty. 
2- Abu-Heif (smashed-cut-fell-broke) a world swimming record when he was 22. 
3- When I have free time, I spend it at home (at-in-with-of) my family. 
4- Mark and Fady are both (in-on-at-by) the third year at secondary school. 
5- I (beat-won-earned-gained) a prize for English two years ago. 
6- My elder brother has just (got-graded-graduated-joined) from university. 
7- He spent a lot of time (swimming-swim-swam-swims) in the sea. 
8- He was the first person to swim (by-beside-over-across) the English Channel. 
9- Table tennis is my (favour-favourite-hated-disliked) sport. I like it very much. 
10- My mother is the manager (from-by-at-with) a hotel in our time. 
11- When Abu-Heif returned to Egypt he was welcomed as a national (heroic-hero-heroine-heroism). 
12- The government (took-made-named-gave) Abu-Heif's name to a beach at al-Anfoushi. 
13- Last year, we went (to-in-with-of) Australia. 
14- A professional (trainer-train-training-trains) helped Abu-Heif to become a famous swimmer. 
15- I like most sports, but I find table tennis most (enjoy-enjoyment-enjoyed-enjoyable). 
16- To keep fit, professional athletes have to (train-trainer-training-trained) every day. 
17- A balanced diet enables us to (do-make-keep-cause) fit. 
18- It was (enjoyable-disagreeable-unkind-generous) of him to offer to pay the bill for us.  
19- (Biology-Physics-Chemistry-Phonology) is the scientific study of living things. 
20- (Community-Association-Assembly-Charity) is an organization for helping people in need. 
21- (An interpreter-An accountant-A doctor-An architect) is a person who changes spoken words of a 
language into another language. 
22- My favourite (sport-sporty-poem-meal) is table tennis. 
23- He is (cooking-searching-making-doing) architecture at university. 
24- We should give more attention to children with learning (abilities-disabilities-habits-families). 
25- Architecture is the study of (making-giving-doing-designing) buildings. 
26- She was awarded a school (patrol-shift-prize-ship) for her cleverness. 
27- If I need to (relax-relaxed-relaxation-relaxing), I watch TV or go for a walk. 
28- My brother is very (helpless-helping-helpful-helper): he often helps me with my homework. 
29- Our family is a very (sport-sporting-sports-sporty) one. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- Argentina beat Brazil in 1957.  (lost)………………………………………….……………………… 
2- What about phoning your friend to say you'll be late? (Why.)…………..……………………………. 
3- I was extremely tired that I slept for twelve hours.  (exhausted)……………….………………………… 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- Maria hasn’t called her parents (ever-never-yet-already). 
2- John has lived in the same house (since-for-ago-in) twenty years. 
3- People (have been making-are making-would be making-had been making) music for thousands of years. 
4- They have lived in Paris (for-ago-in-since) 1996.  
5- She has worked at the university (for-ago-in-since) a long time.  
6- She (has been waiting-has waited-waited-is waiting) for you all day. 
7- I've been working on a report (for-since-ago-from) eight o'clock this morning. 
8- She (has been knowing-is knows-knew-has known) him since she was a child. 
9- Have you (ever-never-always-yet) been to England? 
10- She (went-had been-has been-have been) to the cinema twice this week. 
11- It's the first time I've (ever-never-yet-already) eaten snails. 
12- They (don't eat-didn't eat-hadn't eaten-haven't eaten) yet. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- The bus left a moment ago.  (just)……………………………………………………………………. 
2- He has been in prison for the last year.  (since)…………………………………………………… 
3- It's years since I took any photographs.  (for) )………………………………………………………. 
4- I haven't seen her since 2004.  (I last………)………………………………………………………. 
5- It has been raining for three hours now.  (ago) ……………………………………………………… 
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Unit 5 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- My brother spent many years (study-studied-studying-studies) engineering. 
2- My teachers are all very (knowledgeable-knowledge-know-known) about their subjects. 
3- As a boy, Hemingway loved the (outdoors-indoors-inside-outdoor) life. 
4- Hemingway decided to give (in-off-up-out) journalism and write fiction. 
5- Novels are short stories are both kinds of (fancy-fiction-dream-science). 
6- The witness told the police what had happened (at-in-for-on) detail. 
7- Hemingway was a very (talented-talent-talents-tale) American writer. 
8- My elder brother is worried (at-by-about-from) passing his exams. 
9- When two countries fight each other, this means that they are at (peace-war-business-friendship). 
10- The old man was completely (pleased-glad-refreshed-exhausted) after hard work, so he went to sleep. 
11- The sharks ate the old man's fish and left only its (skeleton-meat-body-flesh). 
12- The old man felt great (joy-pain-comfort-pleasure) because he had the fishing line round his body. 
13- After the fish took the fisherman's (stone-ball-bell-bait), it could not escape. 
14- The old fisherman (arrested-held-captured-caught) a huge fish last week. 
15- My brother spent most of his time (indoor-indoors-outdoors-outdoor) walking, fishing and camping. 
16- I enjoy watching (imaginary-imaginative-imagine-imagination) films. 
17- Being a fisherman can be a (comfortable-dangerous-pleasing-pleasant) job. 
18- (Buses-Planes-Trains-Lifeboats) are used to rescue passengers if a ship sinks. 
19- You should learn how (use-to use-using-to using) the computer. 
20- My sister is (able-enable-capable-ability) of driving a car. 
21- When they are on holiday, they go (camping-camp-camps-to camping) outside. 
22- My cat was (killed-survived-drowned-wounded) by a dog and cannot run very fast. 
23- A lot of people in Africa die (of-from-by-with) hunger every year. 
24- He was furious because he (spent-wasted-missed-lost) his job. 
25- An (actor-accountant-apprentice-engineer) is a young person who is learning how to do a job. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- Abu-Heif managed to swim across the English Channel.  (succeeded)…………………………………. 
2- Noha can pass the driving test.  (capable)……………………………………………………….………. 
3- He answered all the questions. He didn't make any mistake. (without)………………………….………. 
4- Omar could climb the mountain.  (managed)……………………………………………………………. 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- I think Paris is (more-most-the most-the least) beautiful than New York. 
2- Seoul has the (high-highest-higher-highly) population in the world. 
3- The pacific is the (biggest-bigger-big-tallest) ocean in the world. 
4- Which is (long-longer-longest-length), the Nile or the Amazon? 
5- The Nile is the (long-length-longer-longest) river in the world. 
6- The warmer the weather, the (good-better-best-more good) I feel. 
7- Sarah is the (young-younger-youngest-more young) of the two sisters. 
8- Ayman is the (highest-longest-tallest-deepest) boy in our class. 
9- Everest is the (high-higher-highest-highly) mountain in the world. 
10- London isn’t (so-very-highly-a lot) hot as Cairo. 
11- Everest is (high-higher-highest-highly) than Kilimanjaro. 
12- The Nile is (most-least-less-the most) beautiful river I have ever seen. 
13- He is (the best-good-better-best) football player I have ever met. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- The Nile is the longest river in the world.  (No other river……)………………………………………… 
2- A very big elephant suddenly came out from behind the tree. (enormous)……………………………. 
3- Mark and Fady aren’t the same height.  (as……as)…………………………………..…………………. 
4- You didn’t pay as much money as I did.  (more)………………………………….…………………….. 
5- I have never met such a good friend.  (the best)…………………………………………………………… 
6- He got the best marks in our class.  (Nobody….)………………………………….…………………….. 
7- Rania is the tallest girl in class. (taller) )………………………………….…………………….. 
8- Ali plays football well.  (good) )………………………………….…………………….. 
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Unit 6 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- I've run (out-out of-on-up) milk. So I'll get some 
2- They'd (did-worked-played-made) all the arrangements for the party. 
3- (Lungs-Hearts-Ears-Eyes) are parts of your body that fill with air when we breathe. 
4- Scientists are working (in-with-on-at) a new type of car battery which makes energy out of hydrogen . 
5- A car (ship-satellite-plane-star) navigation system tells you the quickest route. 
6- Leila's sister and her husband will (go-give-do-have) a baby. 
7- The inspector is arriving at 10 o'clock (on-at-in-with) Thursday morning. 
8- The teacher asked us to (do-give-make-get) a prediction about life ten years from now. 
9- I felt a few spots of rain so I put my (battery-umbrella-airbag-satellite) up. 
10- Lucy and Paul are probably staying (at-for-in-to) dinner this evening. 
11- Modern cars have computers that control the engine and (report-tell-write-say) any problems.  
12- A satellite navigation system tells about any (terrific-terrifying-traffic-terrified) jams . 
13- (Batteries-Engines-Computers-Airbags) in modern cars inflate and stop you being injured in a crash. 
14- Air (population-pollution-popularity-personality) is a big problem for people and the environment.  
15- If you sit in traffic jam in Cairo, your lungs will (fill-fall-feel-fell) with the exhaust fumes from cars. 
16- Air which is polluted by (exhausted-exhaustion-exhausting-exhaust) fumes can damage your health 
 as well as the environment. 
17- Scientists are working (in-on-at-for) the problem of exhaust pollution.  
18- Engineers have designed (electric-electricity-electrical-traffic) cars that use batteries.  
19- Scientists have discovered that cars can run (out-out of-into-on) vegetable oil.  
20- We need to find  (place-space-reproduction-replacement) for petrol as soon as possible. 
21- Cars and other vehicles are (protecting-damaging-preventing-providing) our health and our world.  
22- All living things need (oxygen-nitrogen-carbon dioxide-alcohol) to breathe. 
23- (A battery-A battle-An umbrella-An airbag) stores electricity for a car, radio. 
24- When the battery is empty, the petrol engine takes (on-over-in-off). 
25- The best way to protect the environment is to (encourage-warn-punish-stop) people driving cars. 
26- Vegetable oil means that farmers will be able to (grow-make-do-work) fuel in their fields. 
27- When the battery is empty, it needs to be (repaired-recharged-fixed-thrown). 
28- Water power and geothermal power are forms of (artificial-solar-wind-natural) energy are. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- We decided to go to the theatre.  (decision)…………………………………………………………….. 
2- He said, "Let's go for a swim."   (suggested)………………………………..…………………………. 
3- Let him do what he wants.  (stop)………………………………………………………………………. 
4- If you don't eat more, you'll make yourself ill.  (or)…………………………………………………….. 
5- Pollution affects the environment badly.   (effect)………………………………………………………. 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- He (will fly-is going to fly-is flying-will be flying) to London tomorrow. He’s got his ticket. 
2- I think it (will rain-is going to rain-is raining-rains). The sky is cloudy. 
3- "The phone is ringing." "I (answer-am going to answer-am answering-will answer) it." 
4- "You look very happy. Have you had some good news?"  
       "Yes, my sister (has-is having-is going to have-will have) a baby." 
5- "Why are you turning on the TV?” I (am going to watch-will watch-am watching-watch) the news." 
6- We haven't got any tea." "It's ok. I (am going to get-am getting-get-will get) some." 
7- "How old are you?" "I (am being-am going to be-will be-am) 16 on Saturday. 
8- "When are you leaving for Rome?" "I (will leave-am going to leave-am leaving-have left) tomorrow 
afternoon." 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- We decided to go to the theatre.  (going to)……………………………………………………………. 
2- They intend to fly to Rome next week.  (are)………………………………………………………….. 
3- He plans to spend the summer holiday in Greece.  (going to)…………………………………………. 
4- I threaten to punish you if you make noise.  (will)……………………………………………………. 
5- Do you intend to visit Luxor next month? (Will)……………………………………………………… 
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Unit 7 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- If you eat too many sweets, you'll (put-put away-put on-put down) weight. 
2- The cut on his leg is getting worse: it is dirty and has become (infected-infection-infection-healthy). 
3- (Hygiene-Sanitation-Cleanliness-Flu) is an illness that birds, people and other animals can catch. 
4- Lions and elephants are examples of (wild-domestic-tame-farm) animals. 
5- Cleanliness protects us from (infect-infectious-infects-infections). 
6- Infections can (pass-walk-run-jump) very quickly from one person to another. 
7- A fly is a common kid of (bird-human-insect-flu). 
8- There are rules of (infection-hygiene-pollution-disease) that we should follow to avoid danger. 
9- Personal (cleanliness-clean-cleaner-cleans) is important if we want to stay healthy. 
10- Washing can stop people from (making-catching-taking-becoming) infections. 
11- Food that smells (good-well-badly-bad) may be poisonous. 
12- Many infections of the stomach pass (from-by-with-of) one person to another because of bad hygiene.  
13- Dr Mark is an expert (at-with-on-about) bird flu. 
14- It is extremely unusual (at-for-to-about) humans to catch bird flu from other humans. 
15- By 2005 to 2006, there were new (outbreaks-breakout-diseases-infections) in Africa and Europe. 
16- Experts believe bird flu is (on-at-below-under) control. 
17- Cleanliness is extremely important in (predicting-protecting-providing-preventing) us from infections. 
18- If a child has dirty hands, they will be covered (by-over-on-with) germs which we cannot see.  
19- You should always wash your hands (during-after-while-before) a meal.  
20- You should bathe more often in (cold-warm-hot-cool) weather or after exercise. 
21- You should be very (careless-careful-care-cared) about the food you eat.  
22- If insects land (on-in-at-with) your food, they may pass their germs on to you.  
23- If you leave pieces of food or dirty dishes lying around, they will (attract-attack-contact-contract) flies.  
24- We can protect food (from-with-by-of) flies and germs by covering it.  
25- You must never eat food that smells bad because it may be (good-tasty-expensive-poisonous).  
26- A young patient is ill in hospital after a cut on his finger became (infected-infect-infection -infectious). 
27- Doctors and nurses were very (disappoint-disappointment-disappointed-disappointing) by the news.  
28- The hotel staff promised to clean the hospital and (ready-equip-do-make) it properly. 
29- Most people who (take-catch-eat-drink) bird flu live very near to birds which have the disease.  
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- It's possible to get stamps from the local newsagent. (can.)……………………………………………. 
2- Humans can catch bird flu.  (possible)……………………………………………………..………… 
3- Catching bird flu is unusual.  (It's)…………………………………………………………………………. 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- You have an important test at school next week. You should (start-starting-started-to start) revising now. 
2- You (shouldn't-can't-mustn't-should) always boil tap water before you drink it. 
3- You (must-mustn't-ought to-shouldn't) eat any food that smells bad. 
4- It's dangerous to drive so fast. You (should-mustn't-ought-shouldn't) drive more slowly. 
5- If you have touched an infected bird, you (shouldn't-must-can't-could) wash very well.  
6- You (shouldn’t-mustn’t-should-ought to) drive. You’re too tired.  
7- This is a really good book. You (ought to-must-may-might) read it. 
8- You (mustn’t-needn’t-don’t have to-won’t) park here. It says a “No Parking area. 
9- You (mustn't-shouldn't-oughtn't-must) eat crisps – they're bad for your health. 
10- You (mustn't-ought-shouldn't-must) throw away food if you think it is bad or poisonous. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- I advise you not to eat so many sweets.  (shouldn't)……………………………………………………. 
2- I advise you to go the gym more often to keep fit. (should)…………………………………………… 
3- You aren't allowed to drive at more than 110 kph on the motorway. (mustn't)……………………….. 
4- It’s inadvisable to take medicine without asking your doctor. (shouldn’t)……………………………. 
5- It’s necessary for us to be economical. (must)…………………………………………………………… 
6- You mustn’t park here. (allowed)…………………………………………………………………………. 
7- You mustn’t smoke in the theatre.  (Smoking)………………………………………………………….. 

8- I advise you not to eat sweets between meals.  (oughtn’t)……………………………………………… 
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Unit 8 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- Last year Ali didn't (do-make-get-play) much money as he was still a student. 
2- He (left-spent-lived-lent) on money from his parents when he got married. 
3- Two soldiers were killed and the rest were (captured-got-put-kidnapped). 
4- This is an easy question! The answer is (done-made-public-obvious).  
5- I’m not good at (doing-working-playing-making) quick decisions. 
6- Simon always (wins-beats-earns-gains) me at tennis. 
7- A (patron-poet-performer-porter) is some one who supports or gives money to an organization or an artist.  
8- In his maths test Mark didn't (do-work-make-take) any mistakes. 
9- The date (at-in-by-on) which Shakespeare was born and died was unusual. 
10- We spent the morning (wondering-wandering-visiting-paying) around the old part of the city. 
11- What job would you like to (do-make-work-earn) when you leave university? 
12- (An actor-A patron- An engineer- An interpreter) plays in films, on TV or in a theatre.  
13- In 1611, Shakespeare left London and (resigned-retreated-tired-retired) to Stratford. 
14- Try not to (do-make-get-play) any noise when you go into the library.  
15- You can watch (films-plays-novels-matches) in a theatre.      
16- Shakespeare wrote some great  (games-quizzes-poems-novels).  
17- What sports do you (make-get-do-spend)? 
18- The children are (performing-writing-playing-making) in a famous play this afternoon. 
19- Can I (make-do-get-play) a suggestion? Why don't you do your homework before you go out? 
20- Let's (play-make-work-do) this quiz about animals. 
21- Two trees fell down in the wind, but luckily they didn't (make-do-work-get) any damage. 
22- Daniel Craig is the actor who (plays-makes-does-works) James Bond.  
23- Without his rich (patron-performer-professional-actor) Shakespeare wouldn't have been a successful writer. 
24- Shakespeare often (did-played-made-performed) in his own plays. 
25- Shakespeare wrote plays (in-with-for-by) a theatre group called The King's Men. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- The house is very beautiful. (so)…………………………………………………………………… 
2- This is a very interesting film.  (such)………………………………………………………………. 
3- He came home early to see the children before they went to bed. (so that)………………………. 
4- He owns a house by the Nile.  (owner)…………………………………………………… 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- I wouldn’t have reached this stage unless she (helped-had helped-was helping-would help) me. 
2- If you (hadn’t spent-didn’t spend-don’t spend-wouldn’t spend) so long in the sun, you wouldn’t have got 

burnt. 
3- If she hadn’t learned how to type, she (would have written-will write-wouldn’t have written-would write) so 

many books. 
4- If he (has got up-got up-would get up-had got up) earlier, he would have caught the first plane.  
5- He (wouldn't-won't-can't-may not) have gone to hospital if he hasn't been injured. 
6- (If-Unless-Without-Had) his rich patron Shakespeare wouldn't have been a successful writer. 
7- If he (studied-has studied-had studied-studies) hard, he would have succeeded. 
8- (If-Unless-Without-Had) he had found a patron, he wouldn't have become a famous writer. 
9- He would not have been so rich if he (hadn't been-wasn't-weren't-hasn't been) the part owner of a theatre. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- They didn’t win the match because they played badly. (If)……………………………………………….. 
2- He didn’t have an umbrella. Therefore, he got wet in the rain. (Had)…………………………………… 
3- She lost her tennis match because she didn’t have enough practice. (If)…………………………………… 
4- He didn’t work hard. Perhaps that’s why he failed. (If)…………………………………………………. 
5- He went to school. He learned to read and write well.  (If)………………………………………………. 
6- He forgot to write the time of the meeting, so he arrived an hour late.   (If)…………………………….. 
7- The flat was very expensive, so they didn't buy it.  (Unless)……………………………………………. 
8- You didn't do very well in the test because you didn't do enough revision.(If)………………………….. 
9- They played badly so they didn’t win.   ( If)………………………………………………………….. 
10- His family had financial problems. He left school.  (If)………………………………………………….. 
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Unit 9 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- London is one of the most expensive cities (at-of-about-in) the world.  
2- Everything costs so much. Prices are (high sky-highly sky-sky high-sky highly).  
3- He isn't afraid (at-in-with-of) going out at night in London. 
4- you have to pay to drive (through-over-up-at) the middle of London. 
5- Jane hates travelling (in-on-at-by) the underground.  
6- (General-Secret-Public-Private) transport in London is expensive and slow.  
7- More and more (strange-modern-public-foreign) visitors are coming to Egypt for holidays and sightseeing. 
8- You shouldn't (criticize-laugh-smile-talk) people if they are trying their best. 
9- Tourists like visiting (history-historian-historic-historical) buildings and wonderful places. 
10- If too many people want to travel at the same time, trains get (empty-cheap-expensive-overcrowded). 
11- New York is one of the world's most important business centers and a busy (airport-bank-coast-port).  
12- You can see the statue of liberty (at-in-to-of) the entrance of New York harbour. 
13- The statue of liberty is a (symbol-simple-sample-simply) of freedom and welcomes visitors from other countries. 
14- New York has more (skyscrapers-huts-cottages-pyramids) than any other city in the world .  
15- Paris is France's (town-city-capital-village) and its largest city.  
16- Tokyo is the capital (about-at-for-of) Japan.  
17- Big cities are always (full-fall-fell-filled) with traffic. 
18- In big cities, it is often quicker to travel (by-in-on-with) underground train.  
19- Tokyo is the (house-building-flat-home) of Japan's emperor 
20- The palace of Japan's emperor (sits-stands-walks-jumps) in a beautiful park in the centre of the city. 
21- I'm ashamed (to-of-about-by) myself for doing so badly in the school test. 
22- Tourists can go (down-up-through-under) the Eiffel Tower and see the whole of Paris. 
23- Cairo has been an important (building-tower-centre-symbol) for tourism. 
24- Don't (miss-lose-waste-pay) a visit to Luxor. It's fantastic. 
25- The Eiffel Tower in Paris is very popular (to-with-off-by) tourists. 
26- Tokyo has the worst (population-pollution-people-news) in the world. 
27- (Freedom-Population-Pollution-Production) is the right to live your life the way you want to. 
28- Living in big cities has some advantages and (results-consequences-effects-disadvantages). 
 Choose the correct answer: 
1- A famous scientist has agreed (to write-writing-write-wrote) an article. 
2- I finished (do-to do-doing-done) my homework at 11 o'clock at night. 
3- The doctor decided (seeing-see-to seeing-seeing) his patients immediately. 
4- Our school wanted (buy-to buy-buying-bought) more computers. 
5- Would you mind (driving-to driving-of driving-to drive) me to the airport? 
6- Do you like (swim-swimming-to swimming-of swimming) in the sea? 
7- Ali enjoys (visiting-to visit-visited-with visiting) historic buildings. 
8- I prefer (swim-to swim-to swimming-swam) in a swimming pool. 
9- We hope (see-seeing-to see-to seeing) our French friends when we visit Paris. 
10- We're planning (to go-going-to going-of going) to Greece for our holidays. 
11- You should stop (smoke-smoking-to smoke-smoker). It's very bad for your health. 
12- I really enjoy (speak-spoke-to speak-speaking) other languages. 
13- He refused (apologize-apologized-to apologize-apologizing) for what he had done. 
14- My four-year-old brother is learning (to ride-riding-rides-rode) a bicycle. 
15- She agreed (write-to write-writing-wrote) an article on classical music. 
16- He practises (playing-to play-of playing-to playing) the guitar every day. 
17- He suggested (go-going-to go-of going) to the theatre. 
18- I don’t fancy (watch-watched-watches-watching) that film. There’s a lot of violence in it. 
19- Mona promised (she comes-to come-coming-will come) and she usually keeps her promises. 
20- We all noticed that she avoided (looks-to look-looking-to be looked) at us. 
21- He practises (to play-to be played-to have played-playing) the guitar everyday. 
22- The salesman denied (taking-to take-takes-take) money from the lady. 
23- I regretted (criticize-to criticize-criticizing-to criticizing) her in public. 
24- I don't fancy (watch-watched-watches-watching) that film. There is a lot of violence in it. 
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25- He is learning (to play-play-playing-played) the guitar. 
 Rewrite using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- He felt sorry he left his job .        ( regretted )………………………………………………………….. 
2- He said, "I am happy to work with you”.     (mind)……………………………………..…………….. 
3- My mother said that she'd get me a present if I passed the exam. (promised)………………………… 
4- I am happy that I started my business.                  (regret)…………………………………………….. 
5- She said that she would write an article on classical music.  (agreed)………………………………… 
6- I'm happy to stay up late to help finish the work. (don't mind)………………………………………. 
7- They said it might be a good idea to telephone him.  (suggested)……………………………………. 
8- Nadia said she wouldn’t lend me her camera.  (refused)…………………………………………… 
9- He said he would lend me his camera. (agreed)…………………………………………………….. 
10- I like very much to visit London. (look forward)…………………………………………………… 
11- It's not an easy matter for him to solve this problem.  (difficulty)…………………………………… 
12- It's not a good idea to travel during rush hours.  (It's better to avoid…)…………………………….. 
13- Nadia says she's happy to stay with the children. (doesn't mind)……………………………………. 
14- Could you turn the radio down, please?  (Would you mind….)…………………………………….. 
15- Can I borrow your story book, please?    (mind)……………………………………………………… 
16- She said that she hadn’t stolen the bicycle.  (denied)………………………………………………….. 
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                   "Oliver Twist" 
A. Answer these questions. 
1. What is the setting of this novel? (Country and time)  
       The setting is England in the 19th century.  
2. What three places did Oliver live in? Which one do you think was the worst? The best? Why? 
       He lived in the orphanage with Mrs Mann, the workhouse, and Mr Sowerberry’s  
shop. I think the workhouse was the worst place. 
3. What did Noah Claypole say about Oliver's mother that made Oliver so angry? 
      She died in the workhouse because she was no good at anything. he insult her.   
4.Why did Oliver cry when Mr Bumble took him to Mr Sowerberry? 
      Because he would have no friends there. 
5. Oliver agreed that the notebooks were well made. Why did Fagin and the boys find very funny? 
       Because Oliver didn't know that these books were stolen .Oliver thought they 
bought these books  
6.Why did the orphans with Mrs Mann not have much to eat? 
      They didn’t have much to eat because Mrs Mann kept some of the money for the 
orphans for herself. 
7.What did Oliver do at the workhouse that no one had ever done before? 
     He asked for more food.  
9. What kind of work did Mr Sowerberry do?         Mr Sowerberry was a coffin maker.  
10. Why do you think Oliver did not tell Mr Sowerberry why he was fighting with Noah Claypole? 
     Because Oliver felt both ashamed and angry. 
B) Read the following quotations and then answer the questions. 
1-“You’ve given him too much meat, Mrs Sowerberry. You’ve been too kind to him. 
Leave him in this room without food for a few days, then feed him only soup.” 
1. Who said these words?       Mr Bumble said this. 
2. Where was the speaker?     He was at Mr Sowerberry’s 
3. What had happened shortly before these words were said?  
 Noah Claypole teased Oliver about his mother, so Oliver started hitting him. They 
locked Oliver in the cellar and called for Mr Bumble. 
                                            2-“Please, sir, I want some more.” 
1. Who said this to whom?      Oliver said this to the master of the workhouse. 
2. Why did this person say it?  He wanted more to eat 
3. What was the result of this request?  
He was locked in a dark room and at every meal he was beaten in front of the other 
boys. And the workhouse put up a sign to find someone to take Oliver away. 
                 3-"Poor woman, she was so beautiful. We'll never know who she was"  
1-Who said these words?                                The nurse to the doctor. 
2-Who is the beautiful woman?                     Oliver's mother. 
3-Why will they never know who she was? Because she didn't tell them about her name 
  4-“Why are you crying ? You should be happy to have the opportunity to work with 
someone like Mr Sowerberry.” 
1. Who said this to Oliver?                          Mr Bumble said this to Oliver. 
2. Where were they when this was said? They were in the street on their way to Mr 
Sowerberry. 
3. Why was Oliver crying?                         Oliver was crying because he had no friends. 
C. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 

workhouse/  orphanage1.Oliver was born in the  
unkind/   to Oliver and the other orphans. kinder2.Mrs Mann was  

punished./      when he asked for more food rewarded3.Oliver was  
small/    . big4.Mr Sowerberry complained that Oliver was very  

Bumble/  Oliver when he was locked in Mr. Sowerberry's cellar. didn’t frighten Brownlow5.Mr.   

Chapter one 
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A. Answer these questions. 
1.What do Fagin and the boys do for a living?   They steal things. 
2.Why does Fagin live in such an old dirty house if he has a box of gold watches and jewellery?   
    He is a miser; he doesn’t like to spend money. 
3.Why did Mr Brownlow take Oliver home? Who do you think the woman in the painting is? 
 He was kind-hearted. I think it was the painting of his mother. 
4.How does Fagin find out where Oliver is? Why does he want to find him? 
A policeman tells Nancy that Oliver went with Mr Brownlow. Fagin is afraid that 
Oliver will tell Mr Brownlow about them and he will send the police after them 
5.Who took Oliver as an apprentice?      Mr Sowerberry 
6.When the policeman took Oliver, What did Charley and the Artful do? 
 They ran away and went to Fagin and told him about what happened to Oliver. 
8.Why didn't the magistrate send Oliver to prison? 
 Because the owner of the bookshop told the magistrate that Oliver didn't take anything, 
9.What was the game that Fagin played with the boys? 
 The game was how to steal things from people. 
10. What did the Artful Dodger do for Oliver when he met him? 
 The Artful Dodger bought a meal for Oliver, showed him the way to London, and 
introduced him to Fagin, who would give him a place to live.  
11. What was the game that Fagin played with the boys? 
 Fagin pretended to walk in the street and the boys took things from his pockets. 
12. Why did they play that game? They were practicing / learning to steal things. 
B) Read the following quotations and then answer the questions. 
                           1-“I hope you’ve been at work this morning, boys.” 
1. Who said this to whom?              Fagin said this to Charley Bates and Jack Dawkins 
2. What kind of work were they doing?  
They were stealing things notebooks and silk handkerchiefs 
3. What did Oliver think they had done? He thought they had made the things. 
     2-“It wasn’t that boy! It was two other boys. He was with them, but he 
didn’t take anything.” 
1. Who said this? The bookshop owner said this 
2. Who is “that boy” and “two other boys”? 
  “That boy” is Oliver. “Two other boys” are Charley Bates 
and Jack Dawkins/ the Artful Dodger. 
3. What happened as a result of these words? The magistrate set Oliver free 
                                        3- “But what is this? Look there.” 
1. Who said this? Mr Brownlow 
2. Where was the speaker?  He was in a room in his house 
3. What was the speaker looking at? 
He was looking at a painting of a young woman who looked like Oliver. 
              4- "Well, I know a man who will give you work and a room for nothing" 
1- Who said this?  Jack Dawkins (the Artful Dodger) . 
 2- To whom was it said?  To Oliver. 
3- What Kind of work will Oliver do for this man? He will work as a thief. 
C. Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1.They entered London in the morning./ after dark. 
2.London was as beautiful as Oliver had expected. / poorer and dirtier than 
3.Bill Sikes was sent to look for Oliver and bring him back. /Nancy 
4.Mrs Mann complained that it would cost money to feed Oliver. / Mrs Sowerberry 
5.Noah Claypole teased Oliver about his father . / mother. 
6.Nancy went to the police to find out what had happened to Charley Bates./ Oliver.  

 

Chapter two 
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A. Answer these questions. 
1.Why does Mr Grimwig think that Oliver won’t return? Was he right? 
 Mr Grimwig thinks Oliver won’t return because he will return to the thieves .Mr 
Grimwig was partly right: Oliver did return to the thieves, but not willingly. 
2.Why did Nancy tell the people in the street that Oliver had run away from home and she was 
returning him to his parents? 
She didn’t want the people to stop her. If they thought she was kidnapping Oliver, 
they might stop her. 
3.What plans does Fagin have for Oliver? 
 Fagin wants to make him a thief. He lets Sikes use Oliver to rob a house. 
4.Why did Mr Bumble talk to Mr Brownlow about Oliver? What was the result of conversation? 
 Mr Bumble went because Mr Brownlow put an advertisement asking for 
information about Oliver. Mr Bumble said only bad things about Oliver. As a result, 
Mr Brownlow didn’t want to hear anything about the boy again. 
5.Where is the house that Sikes and Crackit want to rob?  a large house in the countryside 
6.Why do they need Oliver to help them?  To get inside a large house in the countryside. 
8.Did Oliver want to help them rob the house? Explain.  
 No, he refused but Sikes menacingly pointed to his gun to make sure Oliver 
understood what the trouble would be. 
9.Why did Bill Sikes and Toby Crackit want Oliver to help them break into a house? 
They wanted a small boy who could fit through a window and then open the door. 
10. Why did Mr Brownlow put an advertisement in the newspaper? 
 He wanted information about Oliver Twist. / He wanted to find Oliver Twist. 
11. Who answered his advertisement and what did he say? 
 Mr Bumble answered the advertisement and said that Oliver had always been a bad 
boy. 
B) Read the following quotations and then answer the questions. 
                                     1-“Do you really think he’ll come back?” 
1-Who said this to whom?  
 Mr Grimwig said this to Mr Brownlow. 
2-When was this said? Who is being talked about? 
He said this just after Oliver went to pay for the books. He’s talking about Oliver. 
3-How did the listener reply? Do the speaker and the listener share the same opinion? 
Mr Brownlow/ He said of course Oliver would come back. The speaker and listener 
do not have the same opinion. 

 
                 2- “Sadly, you were right. I do not want to hear his name ever again.” 
1. Who said these words and to whom?  
Mr Brownlow said this to Mr Grimwig. 
2. Why did he say “You were right”?  
 because Mr Grimwig had said that Oliver would return to the thieves. 
3. Whose name does he not want to hear again and why? What did he learn about the person? 
 He doesn’t want to hear Oliver’s name because he learned from Mr Bumble that 
Oliver was bad. 

 
           3- “I’m not happy about this either. I’ve tried to help you, but it’s no good. I’ll 
try and help you again, but this is not the time. Now, come with me.” 
1. Who said this to whom?  

Chapter three 
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Nancy said this to Oliver. 
2. How did the speaker try to help the other person?  
She told Mr Sikes to stop beating Oliver 
3. Where were they going and why? 
 Nancy was taking Oliver to Mr Sikes so that Oliver could help him rob a house. 

 
        4-" He's run away from home. I'm taking him bake to mother and father. " 
1- Who said this?                            
 Nancy  
2- To whom was it said?                  
  Some people in the street 
3- Where was the speaker really taking 'him' to?       
     to Mr Fagin. 

 
         5- “Why don’t you join our gang? Take things and you’ll be rich. If you don’t take 
people’s watches, someone else will.” 
1. Who said this to Oliver?  
The Artful Dodger / Jack Dawkins said this. 
2. Why did the person say this?              
   Because he wanted Oliver to be a thief 
3. Did Oliver agree with these words? How do you know? 
 He did not agree. He said he would rather go back to Mr Brownlow’s. 

g sentences and correct it:C. Find the mistake in each of the followin 
1.Mr Grimwig is Mr Brownlow's servant.         / Mrs Bedwin 
2.Mr Grimwig is Mr Brownlow's servant.               / friend 
3.Nancy and Charley took Oliver back to Fagin.          / Bill Sikes 
4.Mr Bumble put an advertisement in the newspaper to ask about Oliver       / Mr Brownlow 
5.Toby got shot in the arm when they tried to break into the house.       / Oliver.  
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A. Answer these questions. 
2.What happened to each of these after the failed robbery attempt: Crackit, Sikes, and Oliver?  
 Crackit got back to London. We don’t know yet what happened to Sikes; he hadn’t 
returned home yet. Oliver was found and taken in by the people of the house 
3.Describe Monks. Who do you think he is? How does he feel about Oliver being used in the 
robbery attempt?   
 Monks is tall, with dark hair and dark eyes. He looks around nervously. He looks 
cruel. Monks is Oliver’s half-brother, or they might just say he is a thief. He is not 
happy that Oliver was used for a robbery, though the reason is not very clear. He 
seems mostly afraid of the police. 
4.How long did Oliver stay with Mrs Maylie? What happened when Dr Losberne took Oliver to see 
Mr Brownlow?  
 Oliver stayed more than six weeks with Mrs Maylie. They 
learned that Mr Brownlow had moved to the West Indies six weeks earlier. 
5.Who shot Oliver in the arm?  
 Mr Giles shot Oliver in the arm. 
6.Why did Nurse Sally want to talk to Mrs Corney? 
She wanted to tell her some secrets/things before she died. 

following quotations and then answer the questions.B) Read the  
           1-“He looks so helpless and small. If it hadn’t been for your generosity, I might 
be helpless like this small child!" 
1- Who said this to whom? Rose said this to Mrs Maylie. 
2. Who is the person talking about?  She is talking about Oliver, who is wounded. 
3. What does the person mean by “If it hadn’t been for your generosity...”? 
 She means that Mrs Maylie was generous to adopt Rose when she was a child. This 
is why Rose now feels she wants to be generous in turn to some other child-Oliver. 
      2-“You don’t need to do anything. I’m lucky because I have an aunt who has 
enough money to help people like you.” 
1. Who said this to whom?    Rose said this to Oliver. 
 2. What did the listener offer to do? 
Oliver offered to work for Rose, to water her flowers or do anything for her 
3. Why do you think the speaker says this? 
  Probably because this is Rose’s way of showing her gratitude to Mrs Maylie, by 
being kind to someone else. 
          3-“She was rich enough for a good hospital. I stole from her before she died!” 
1. Who said this to whom? Nurse Sally said this to Mrs Corney. 
2. What did the speaker steal and from whom?  
She stole a gold locket from Oliver’s mother. 
3. About how long after the theft did the speaker say this, and what happened to the speaker after 
saying this?  
The speaker said this more than ten years/nearly eleven or twelve years after Oliver 
was born, and she died after saying this. 

each of the following sentences and correct it:C. Find the mistake in  
1.Bill Sikes went back to London.          / Toby 
2.Some people found Oliver in a house           / field 
3.Monks met Fagin at Sikes’s house.               / Fagin’s 
4.Jack Dawkins's friends call him" The Skillful Dodger ".       / Artful 
5.Mr Brownlow is a rich criminal who lives in London.         / gentleman 
6.One Day at Mrs Maylie’s, Jack Dawkins asked Oliver to clean his boots.      / Fagin’s 
7.Two servants, Mr Losberne and Mr Brittle, told the cook about the robbery in the night.  / Giles 

Chapter four 
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No The quotation The speaker The listener 

1 "What's the mother's name?" 
 -The doctor the nurse. 

2 2-"I don't know. She arrived at the workhouse last night,". "She was ill 
and weak  when she came." - The nurse the doctor 

3 3-"Poor woman," "She was so beautiful. We'll never know who 
she was." The nurse the doctor 

4 Now Oliver's nine, you don't need to look after him," "He is 
old enough to work  for us in the workhouse The nurse the doctor 

5 5-"Why are you crying? You're very lucky to work here," "We'll give you 
food and a bed for nothing. 

The managers 
of the 

workhouse 
Oliver. 

6 "Please, sir, I want some more," -Oliver 
the master who 
gave them their 

food. 

7 7-"If he is not happy with our generosity,", "he must leave." 
The managers 

of the 
workhouse 

the master 
who gave 

food. 

8 Why are you crying?" "You should be happy to have the opportunity to 
work with someone like Mr Sowerberry. - Mr Bumble Oliver 

9 I'll be a good boy," "But I have no...' - Oliver to  Mr Bumble 

10 He's very small, Mr Bumble," 
 

Mr. 
Sowerberry.  About Oliver  

11 11- " But it will cost money to feed him," 
 

Mrs 
Sowerberry  Mr Bumble. 

12 "Now get some sleep, You don't mind sleeping down in the 
shop, do you? There's nowhere else to sleep in our house." 

Mrs 
Sowerberry  to Oliver. 

13 
You're from the workhouse, aren't you?" "I help Mr 
Sowerberry. You do what I say, Workhouse Boy. Now open 
the shutters, المحل اقفال " 

Noah  Oliver. 

14 -"Why can't I have a good breakfast like Noah?   Oliver. himself 

15 
What happened to your mother, Workhouse Boy?" "I heard she died in 
the  workhouse because she was no good at anything," I heard that if she 
hadn't  died, they would have punished her," 
 

    Noah  
 Oliver. 

16 16- "The nurse said she died of a broken heart." 
 

    Oliver  
 

Noah. 
 

17 17-"Help!". "He's killing me!"    - Noah  to Mr and Mrs. 
Sowerberry. 

18 18- " Help me lock him in here," 
- Mr and Mrs 
Sowerberry  

 
Noah. 

19 19-"You poor boy,". "We must get Mr Bumble at once."    - Mrs 
Sowerberry. 

Noah 
 

20 
-"Oliver, do you know who's speaking?" 
 
 

Mr Bumble 
 

 

21 21-"Aren't you afraid, Oliver?" - Mr Bumble   

22 
22- "I understand the problem," "You've given him too much 
meat, …. You've been  too kind to him. Leave him in this 
cellar without food for a few days, then feed him only soup,' 

   - Mr 
Bumble  

 

Mr and Mrs 
Sowerberry. 

 

23 "You look hungry. Where are you going? 
 Jack,  

the Artful 
Dodger, 

Oliver. 

24 I'm going to London." Oliver  Jack, the 
Artful Dodger. 
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25 -"Have you got a room there? Or any money?" 
- Jack, the 
Artful 
Dodger,  

Oliver 

26 4-"Well, I know a man who will give you work and a room 
for nothing. 

Jack, the 
Artful 
Dodger  

Oliver.         
( about Fagin) 

 

27 "What did you see?" he shouted, taking a knife in one hand. 
 

Fagin. 
 

Oliver 

28 I hope you've been at work this morning, boys.” 
 

Fagin  
 

Jack and 
Charley. 

29 "They're good ones. But they have marks on them." 
 

- Fagin  
 

Jack, Charley 
and Oliver. 

30 "The boy is so very young." 
 Charley 

 About 
Oliver 

31 - "Let's have breakfast, then we'll show Oliver our little 
game." 

- Fagin to  
 

Jack, Charley 
and Oliver. 

32 "Very good. Now you try, Oliver." 
Fagin was 
speaking.  

 

He praised 
Jack and 
Charley. 

33 
"Has it gone? Well done, I felt nothing. You're a clever boy. 
You'll be as successful as the Artful Dodger." 
 

Fagin. 
 
 

Oliver 

35 13- "Stop him! He's a thief!" 
 

People in 
the street 

about Oliver 

36 "It wasn't me!" Oliver  
 policeman. 

37 - "Don't worry, sir. A magistrate will see him soon. He'll 
decide." 

A police 
officer 

Mr. Brownlow 
 

38 16- "It wasn't that boy. It was two other boys." 
 

The owner 
of the 

bookshop 

the 
magistrate. 

39 17-"Why didn't you tell me this before?" 
 

The magistrate the owner of 
the bookshop 

40 Poor boy. Somebody call a coach. He must come home with 
me." 

            
MrBrownlow. 

 
 

41 19- "Lie down, there's a dear." Mrs 
Bedwin  

Oliver. 
 

42 20- "You look a little better. But what is this? Look there." - Mr 
Brownlow. Oliver 

43 21- "Stop wasting good coffee." Mr Sikes, 
or Bill. Fagin 

44 22- "Sorry, Bill, but we have a problem." Fagin  

45 23- "We need to speak to him quickly." 
 

- Mr Sikes  
 Fagin 

46 
24- "The police don't know Nancy, so she can go and find 
out what's happened." 
 

              
Mr Sikes  

 
Fagin 

47 - "A police officer told me that he went somewhere in a 
coach with a gentleman called Mr Brownlow." 

- Nancy. 
 Fagin 

48 26-"Don't stop until you find him, not even foraminute."          
Fagin  

Nancy and the 
Artful Dodger. 

49 -"We took it down because it seemed to worry you." Mrs Bedwin Oliver 
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50 2-"Get well, then, Oliver, and we can put it back." 
 

- Mrs 
Bedwin Oliver 

51 Hello, is this the boy you told me about?"      Mr Grimwig Mr Brownlow. 

52 -"We need to pay for these new books."                        - Mrs 
Bedwin  Mr Brownlow. 

53 "Yes, do let me help you, sir.".                       Oliver Mr 
Brownlow. 

54 6-"I need one pound change. Some of the books need to go 
back, too.” 

Mr 
Brownlow 

Oliver 
 

55 7-"Do you really think he'll come back?”                                    Mr Grimwig   
 

Mr 
Brownlow. 

56 "He has new clothes, some books and five pounds." 
- Mr 
Grimwig 

Mr 
Brownlow. 

57 9-"I'm sure he'll go back soon.                                                - Mr 
Brownlow 

Mr 
Grimwig. 

58 10-"There you are! I've found him!" "هلقد وجدت. أخیرا وجدتك  Nancy  Mr Sikes. 

59 "Let go of me." اتركي قبضة يدي                              Oliver,   
 Nancy. 

60 12-"He's run away from home."   لقد ھرب من المنزل 
 Nancy some people 

in the street. 

61 13-"Come with me, Oliver, you bad boy."    تعال معي يا
.أيھا الولد الشقي، أولیفر       

- Mr 
Sikes. 

 

62 14-"Look at his clothes and books! What a gentleman." 
 Charley 

the Artful 
Dodger and 

Fagin. 

63 15-"And I will have this five pound note for our troubles." 
 Mr Sikes Fagin. 

64 16-"Please, take the books and money back to Mr Brownlow.  Oliver 
Fagin and 
Mr Sikes. 

 

65 17-"Don't do that to the boy! He's already a thief like me." 
 Nancy Mr Sikes 

66 18-"Take his clothes and lock him in a room," he said angrily."  Mr Sikes 
 Fagin 

67 19-"I told you he was a bad one."                                              
 Mr Grimwig 

Mr 
Brownlow. 

68 20-"Why don't you join our gang? Take things and you'll be 
rich."  

- The Artful 
Dodger.  Oliver 

69 21-"I would prefer to go back to Mr Brownlow's."     Oliver 
the Artful 
Dodger. 

70 22-"We need a boy to help us to get inside a large house  in the 
countryside."  Mr Sikes Fagin 

71 You must come with me to Mr Sikes's house. It's better that 
you don't ask." 

Nancy Oliver 

72 24-"I'll try and help you again, but this is not the time."  Nancy Oliver 

73 25-"This is the boy who can help us tonight."     Mr Sikes 
Toby 

Crackit 
74 26-"Climb up!" تسلق                                                                              Toby Oliver 
75 27-"Be quiet. Do as I tell you or there'll be trouble."  Mr Sikes Oliver 

76 28-"Take this light and go upstairs, then you can open the front 
door for us."  Mr Sikes Oliver 

77 29-"The boy's been shot. Quick, run."                 Mr Sikes Toby 
78 1-"But where's the boy?"                                                         Fagin Toby 
79 2-"After he was shot, we carried him through some fields."  Toby Fagin 
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80 3-"Hello, Monks! Come inside."                                     Fagin  
81 4-"This was not well planned."                                       Monks Fagin 

82 5-"Mr Sikes had a job for him. And you should be happy I found 
him!"  Fagin Monks 

83 6-"What if the boy's dead? The police will look for us!”  Monks Fagin 

84 7-"Here's the thief!”                                                               
     Mr Brittles Mr Giles and 

the cook. 

85 8-"We've got the thief that I shot!"                     Mr Giles 
Mrs Maylie 
and Rose. 

86 "Is he hurt? We must get a doctor at once." Rose Mr Giles and 
Mrs Maylie. 

87 10-"I think you should come and see the thief. You don't need 
to be afraid."  Dr Losberne 

Mrs Maylie 
and Rose. 

88 11-"How can such a young boy be a criminal?"          Rose 
Dr Losberne 

and Mrs 
Maylie 

89 12-"Evil can live in anybody."                           Dr Losberne Rose 

90 13-"If it hadn't been for your generosity, I might be helpless 
like this small child."  Rose Mrs Maylie. 

91 14-"Let's wait until the boy can talk to us. Then we can decide 
what to do with him."  Dr Losberne 

Mrs Maylie 
and Rose. 

92 15-"Yes, doctor. He isn't going to die, is he?"            Mr Giles Dr Losberne. 

93 16-"Tell me about the robbery."                                              
   

Detective 
Blathers 

Dr Losberne, 
Mr Giles and 
Mr Brittles. 

95 18-"Let's talk about the boy later."                                   Dr Losberne 
Detective Duff 
and Detective 

Blathers 

96 19-"I want to help the boy, but I don't know what to say to the 
detectives."  Dr Losberne Mrs Maylie. 

97 20-"I believe him, but it would not stop a magistrate from 
sending him to prison."  Dr Losberne Mrs Maylie 

98 21-"We think the criminals were from the city. Probably two 
men and a boy."  

Detective 
Blathers 

Dr 
Losberne. 

99 22-"This is the boy who hurt his arm yesterday and came here 
for help this morning."  Dr Losberne 

Detective Duff 
and Detective 
Blathers. 

100  
23-"If it's not the same boy, why are we here?"  

Detective 
Duff  

Mr Giles and 
Dr Losberne. 

102 24-"Can I work for you?"         Oliver Rose  
103 25-"I'm very happy to be here."                                    Oliver  Rose 
104 26-"What's the matter? You look white. Are you feeling ill  Dr Losberne  Oliver 
105 26-"Excuse me, Miss. Nurse Sally doesn't have much time.   A poor woman Mrs Corney. 
106 27-"No, Miss, but she says she wants to tell you  something 

important."  
A poor woman Mrs Corney.  

107 28-"When I was younger, I was a nurse to a woman who died 
here."  

Nurse Sally  Mrs Corney.  

108 29-"I stole from her before she died."                                    .  Nurse Sally  Mrs Corney. 
109 30-"This woman had a gold locket! She asked me to take the 

gold for the child."  
Nurse Sally Mrs Corney  

110 31-"She asked me to…"                                                           Nurse Sally Mrs Corney. 
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The dialogue 

 
1. Finish the following dialogue: 

Amir is telling his teacher about one of his close friends. 

Teacher :Hello, Amir. Do you have any close friends? 
 Amir      : .... (1)……………………………………………...... 
 Teacher :   How long have you known him? 
 Amir       : .... (2)…………………………………………….. 
 Teacher :   I see. What do you do together? 
 Amir       : ..... (3)………………………………………….. 
 Teacher :   ..... (4)…………………………………………..? 
 Amir       :   No, I'm good at maths. He's good at science. 
 
2. Finish the following dialogue: 

-  Hani and Tamer are talking about public transport. 

 Hani     : I have a long bus ride every morning to my work. 
 Tamer  .... (1)……………………………………………......? 
 Hani  : I don't have the money for a car and I don't want to drive. 
Tamer   : Neither do I, and I think we have a duty to use public transport . 
Hani       : .... (2)…………..If everyone used public transport,  there would be less pollution. 
Tamer   : Yes, and if everyone used public transport ..... (3)……………………………….. 
Hani       :   Are there any disadvantages to public transport ? 
Tamer    : Yes, ..... (4)………………………………………….. 
 
3. Finish the following dialogue: 

- Mohammed and Hassan are talking about memory. 

Mohammed : What's your memory like ? 
Hassan :     .... (1)……………………………………………...... 
Mohammed : Are you good at remembering numbers ? 
Hassan :     .... (2)…………………………………………….. 
Mohammed : Can you remember people's names easily ? 
Hassan :     ..... (3)………………………………………….. 
Mohammed : ..... (4)…………………………………………..? 
Hassan :Yes ,I am very good at maths    
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4. Finish the following dialogue: 
- Ashraf offers to buy some things for Ola. 

Ola  : Oh, No, we haven't got any bread  
Ashraf  : .... (1)……………………………………………...... 
Ola : Thanks , Could you also buy some potatoes  ? 
Ashraf : .... (2)…………………………………………….. 
Ola : Oh, Yes, I didn’t see those .Have you got enough money for the bread ? 
Ashraf : ..... (3)………………………………………….. 
Ola : Which shop are you going to go to  ? 
Ashraf : ..... (4)………………………………………….. 
5. Finish the following dialogue: 

- Ali and his friend Nabil are at a restaurantز 
Ali : what would you like to eat? 
Nabil : .... (1)……………………………………………...... 
Ali .... (2)……………………………………………………..? 
Nabil : Yes, green salad. 
Ali : …………………….……..( 3 )……………..…………? 
Nabil   : I’d like to drink tea. 
Ali : ..... (4)…………………………………………..? 
Nabil   : No, thanks. I don’t want any more sugar. 
6. Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue. Omar and an assistant at a shoe shop:- 
Assistant : .... (1)……………………………………………......? 
Omar     .... (2)……………………………………………………..? 
Assistant : what size ? 
Omar     : Size 42, please. 
Assistant : ..... (3)…………………………………………..? 
Omar       : Black. 
Assistant : What about these shoes? Do you like them? 
Omar     : Yes, they are wonderful..... (4)…………………………………………..? 
Assistant : They are seventy pounds. 
7. Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue  between a reporter and a businessman :- 
Reporter : May I ask you some questions? 
Businessman .... (1)……………………………………………...... 
Reporter       .... (2)……………………………………………..? 
Businessman : No, not at all. I came from a poor family. 
Reporter      : ..... (3)…………………………………………..? 
Businessman : I got the youth bank loan to start my own business. 
Reporter : Was it difficult to be successful? 
Businessman : On the contrary, ..... (4)………………………………………….. 
8. Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue  between Two friends who are mak 
Ali: .... (1)……………………………………………......? 
Ahmed: Why is he in hospital now? 
Ali: .... (2)…………………………………………….. 
Ahmed: Where did he have that accident? 
Ali: ..... (3)………………………………………….. 
Ahmed: I think we should pay him a visit.  
Ali: Of course  ..... (4)………………………………………….. 
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Ahmed: So let us see him tomorrow morning 
9. Finish the dialogue between Ali and Ibrahim about a famous Egyptian football player: 
Ali: I hear that Hossam Hassan is the best Egyptian football player. 
Ibrahim : .... (1)……………………………………………......? 
Ali : as he has played in many matches and scored more goals than any other player. 
Ibrahim : .... (2)……………………………………………..? 
Ali : He was born in Cairo in August 1966. 
Ibrahim ..... (3)…………………………………………..? 
Ali :  It was the National Club. 
Ibrahim ..... (4)…………………………………………..? 
Ali : His twin brother also played over 100 matches for the Egyptian national team. 
10. Finish the following dialogue: 

Silva and Sandra are talking about Naguib Mahfouz. 
Silva    : What are you reading? 
Sandra    : It's a very nice novel. 
Silva    : Really? .... (1)……………………………………………......? 
Sandra    : Naguib Mahfouz. 
Silva    : .... (2)……………………………………………..? 
Sandra    : Yes, he wrote many other novels. 
Silva    : It sounds he's a great writer. 
Sandra    : Of course. ..... (3)…………………………………………... 
Silva   : Nobel Prize! ..... (4)…………………………………………..? 
Sandra    : OK. When I have finished it, I'll lend it to you. 
11. Finish the following dialogue: 

Ramy and Samir are asked to prepare a project on Charles Dickens: 
Ramy     : You know we've got to prepare a project on Charles Dickens. 
Samir    : .... (1)……………………………………………......? 
Ramy     : We can go to the school library. The librarian .... (2)……………………………….. 
Samir     : My father has bought a CD- Rom which has so much information about Dickens. 
Ramy     : ..... (3)…………………………………………..? 
Samir     : He is best-known for his novels about life in 19thcentury Britain. 
Ramy     : ..... (4)…………………………………………..? 
Samir     : He wrote "Oliver Twist" in 1838. 
12. Finish following dialogue: 

Two students are talking about having a good memory. 
Ibrahim : What's your memory like, Noha? 
Noha : .... (1)……………………………………………...... 
Ibrahim : .... (2)……………………………………………..? 
Noha : I am good at remembering names, ..... (3)…………………………………………..? 
Ibrahim : I have a photographic memory. 
Noha : Can I test yours? 
Ibrahim : If I look at a list of telephone numbers, I can repeat them a few minutes later. 
Noha      : ..... (4)………………………………………….. 
Ibrahim : I think the human brain is incredible 
13. Finish the following dialogue between a teacher and a student who has a problem with 

studying new words: 
Student : Can you give me some advice about studying the new words? 
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Teacher : .... (1)……………………………………………...... 
Student : .... (2)……………………………………………..? 
Teacher :You shouldn't learn more than 10 words or phrases at the same time. 
Student : Does it help to learn words in phrases or sentences? 
Teacher : ..... (3)…………………………………………..? 
Teacher : A dictionary gives the meaning of a word, its part of speech and how to use it .  
Student : ..... (4)………………………………………….. 
Student : Thank you for your good advice. 
14. Finish the following dialogue between Nabil Hello Zaki. 
Zaki :   Hello Nabil. I haven't seen you for a long time    .... (1)………………………………...? 
Nabil : Yes, I was  In fact I spent my holiday in Europe.... (2)………………………………..? 
Zaki : I spent it in Cairo..... (3)…………………………………………..?  
Nabil : I visited France and Italy. 
Zaki  : How interesting! I wish ..... (4)……………………………………….. 
Nabil : Next year you may have a chance. 
15. Finish the following dialogue: 

- Leila invites Samia to her birthday. 
Leila    : You know my birthday is next Tuesday.  
Samia : Really? .... (1)……………………………………………......? 
Leila  : Twenty five. I'll be giving a birthday party. Are you free on that day?  
Samia .... (2)…………………………………………….. 
Leila    : I 'm glad you can come.  
Samia : ..... (3)…………………………………………..? 
Leila    : Only some of the closest friends.  
Samia ..... (4)…………………………………………..? 
Leila    : Yes, I think you know them all.  
Samia : Ok, I will come. Leila   : Thank you. 
16. Finish the following dialogue: 

- Karim’s grandfather was ill yesterday. 
Amr: Where did you go yesterday? I called on you but.... (1)…………………………………...... 
Karim: .... (2)…………………………………………….. 
Amr: Is your grandfather still alive? 
Karim: ..... (3)………………………………………….. 
Amr: ..... (4)…………………………………………..? 
Karim: He is over sixty. 
17. Finish the following dialogue: 

- Ali asks Hassan about his new car. 
Ali : That's a nice car.... (1)……………………………………………......? 
Hassan : Last week when I sold my old one. 
Ali: Why did you sell your old car? 
Hassan: .... (2)…………………………………………….. 
Ali: ..... (3)…………………………………………..? 
Hassan: Seven thousand pounds. 
Ali: Don't you believe it was worth more? 
Hassan: ..... (4)…………………………………………..Would you like to have a lift? 
Ali: No, thank you 
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Situations  

 
Respond to each of the following situations: 

(Review B) 
1- The sky has suddenly gone dark. Someone asks you what you think about the 
weather in the near future. What do you say? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

2- Someone asks your opinion about a book you have read. What do you say?  
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

3- A friend asks about your holiday plans for next summer. Your plan is to spend a 
month in Turkey. What do you say to your friend? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
4- Someone asks about your age on your next birthday. What do you say?  
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

5- Someone asks you what famous Egyptian you admire. What do you say?  
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

 (Review C) 
1- You are going to have lunch with your young brother. He has been playing 
outside. You look at his hands. What do you say to him? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

2- Your uncle is going on holiday in Britain. You want to remind him which side of 
the road to drive on while he is there. What do you say? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

3- You hear some people criticising a friend's homework. You think the homework is 
quite good what do you say? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

4- You have just told your friend something that is untrue.   Now you feel ashamed. 
What do you say to him or her? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
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Practice Test (1) 
1- A friend of yours asks you what you know about Neil Armstrong. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

2- Your friend asks for some advice on how to study.  
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

3- You are invited to dinner at a big restaurant , but you refuse the invitation politely. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

4-Your sister asks you what you think of Charles Dickens's Oliver Twist. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

Practice Test (2) 
1-Your cousin wants to know if you have any pen friends and how you communicate with them. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

2- Your grandfather admires Abu-Heif. You want to know why. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

3- Your sister wants to know what you are going to do at the weekend. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

4- Your friend is ill and needs to see a doctor. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

Practice Test (3) 
1- A friend raises chickens and wants to know how to prevent getting bird flu. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

2- You are visiting someone in hospital when you see another visitor smoking. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

3- One of your friends is getting too fat. He is asking for your advice. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

4- Suggest to your little brother some activities that are more useful than watching television. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

موقع الوزارةمواقف   
1. You ask your friend if he took part in the 25th January revolution. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

2. You want to know about a friend's studying habits. What do you ask? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

3. You are asked about the reason for building the Aswan High Dam. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

4. You advise your little sister not to let the water tap run all the time. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

5. You invite your friend to go to the theatre. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

6. It's the beginning of the new year. What would you say? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 

7. You don't think that something is true. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
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Exercises on   Situations 
Write what you would say in each of the following situations 

1. Your friend suggests going to Cairo, but you are busy. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
2. Your friend tells you about the brave Egyptian who climbed Everest. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
3. Your friend wants to know what you are going to do at the weekend. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
4. Your teacher asks you what Oliver's life was like. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
5. Your friend wants to know what you are going to do at the weekend. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
6. Your friend's sister is going to marry. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………… 
7. Your grandfather admires Abu-Heif. You want to know why. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
8. A friend asks about your holiday plans for next summer. Your plan is to spend a month in 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
9. A friend of yours asks you what you know about Neil Armstrong. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
10. A friend of yours has just passed his exams. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
11. A friend raises chickens and wants to know how to prevent getting bird flu. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
12. A friend wants to know something about Paris. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
13. A passer – by asks you the way to the nearest bank. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
14. A passerby wants to go to the train station. You give him directions. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
15. A relative of yours asks you to visit him. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
16. A tourist asks you where the Karnak Temple is. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………… 
17. A visitor comes to visit you at home. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
18. A visitor is asking you what he can see and do in the Pyramids area. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
19. Ahmed wants to borrow your pen and you agree. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
20. Clouds are gathering in the sky and you expect it to rain. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
21. It's raining. Your brother feels cold. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
22. Mother asks you about your favourite dish. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
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23. One of your friends is getting too fat. He is asking for your advice. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
24. Someone asks about your age on your next birthday. What do you say? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
25. Someone asks your opinion about a book you have read. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
26. Someone invites you to dinner. You refuse politely. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
27. Someone is afraid. You want to comfort them. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
28. Someone is speaking too quickly and you can't follow him. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
29. Someone makes a loud noise but you want to study. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
30. Someone tells a lie. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
31. Someone thanks you because you've helped them. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
32. Someone thanks you for showing him the way. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
33. Someone took your bag and ran away. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
34. Suggest to your brother some activities that are more useful than watching television. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
35. Tamer is ill and you advise him. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
36. The bus you were traveling in was in an accident and you are the only one 

who has a mobile phone and can call the police for help. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
37. The sky has suddenly gone very dark. Someone asks You what you think 

about the weather in the near future. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
38. The waiter is waiting for your order in a restaurant. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
39. Turkey. What do you say to your friend? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
40. You accept someone's apology for breaking your pen. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
41. You accept your teacher's advice about using a dictionary. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
42. You advise someone not to waste his time. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
43. You advise your friend not to spend too much money. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
44. You advise your schoolmates to keep your school clean. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
45. You agree that people should only drive their cars for four days a week. 
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…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
46. You agree with your friend's suggestion that mothers shouldn't take part in public life. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
47. You and your friends have some free time, suggest how you can spend it. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………… 
48. You are against your father's opinion that women shouldn't be given equal 

rights as men…………………………………………………………………………….. 
49. You are congratulated on your success. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
50. You are for the idea of planting trees to help the environment. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
51. You are for the suggestion of banning cars from going into the city centre. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
52. You are going to have a meal with your young brother whose hands are dirty. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
53. You are invited to dinner at a big restaurant, but you refuse the invitation politely. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
54. You are invited to have lunch in a restaurant, but you refuse politely. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
55. You are seeing your pen-friend off at the airport. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
56. You are too busy to help your sister with her math problems. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
57. You are visiting someone in hospital when you see another visitor smoking. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
58. You ask someone the way to the museum. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
59. You ask your friend about what Abu-Heif had done. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
60. You ask your friend to lend you some money. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………… 
61. You ask your teacher what people should do in order not to forget heroes of the past. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
62. You ask your teacher where Abu- Heif was born. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
63. You can't hear what your teacher is saying. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
64. You describe a famous scientist to your friend. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
65. You did not study last year. Express regret 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
66. You didn't hear what someone said. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
67. You end a story about someone who was lost for a week in the desert. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
68. You express how you were influenced by the writer of a book you've read. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
69. You express your admiration of your favourite singer. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
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70. You express your fear of a wild dog. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
71. You have just broken your friend’s sunglasses by accident. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
72. You have just read The Old Man and the Sea. Someone asks your opinion 

about the story.  …………………………………………………………………………. 
73. You have just told your friend something that is untrue. Now you feel ashamed. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
74. You hear some people criticizing a friend’s work. You think this work is quite good.   
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
75. You meet a person for the first time. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
76. You meet your friend on first January. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
77. You met a tourist at the pyramids; you asked him about his visit to Egypt. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
78. You offer to help Ali with his homework. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
79. You politely refuse your brother's advice about learning words in phrases or sentences. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
80. You say why your father is the person you admire most. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
81. You see a dishonest man and you want to express your disapproval. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
82. You see someone smoking in hospital. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
83. You start telling a story about a swimmer who drowned. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
84. You suggest going to the cinema. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………… 
85. You suggest having dinner at a restaurant. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
86. You suggest how you and your friends can spend your free time. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
87. You tell a friend what happened to someone who spent a night in a lifeboat. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
88. You tell a friend what King Lear learns from his terrible mistake. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
89. You tell a friend your opinion of Nelson Mandella. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
90. You tell your father about the main character in "Oliver Twist." 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
91. You tell your father about the moral of "Oliver Twist." 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
92. You tell your friend about the best way of learning new vocabulary. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
93. You visit your friend who is ill 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
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94. You want permission from your father to go the cinema tonight. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
95. You want to know the meaning of an English word. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
96. You want to know what your friend's plans for the week-end are. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
97. You want to know where Dr El-Baz works. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
98. Your brother dropped his money carelessly and couldn't buy what he needed. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
99. Your brother is driving too fast. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
100. Your brother is going to play an important match in tennis. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
101. Your brother is ill and you give him advice. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
102. Your brother played much and did badly in his English exam. You blame him. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
103. Your brother suggests going out for a walk, but you refuse. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
104. Your friend's sister is going to marry. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
105. Your friend apologizes for breaking your camera and you accept his apology. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
106. Your friend asks for some advice on how to study. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
107. Your friend asks you about the story you've read and why you have chosen it. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
108. Your friend asks you about the tourist place you have visited recently. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
109. Your friend asks you to lend him your mobile and you don't mind giving it to him. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
110. Your friend did badly in the last English test. What do you advise him to do? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
111. Your friend doesn't obey his parents. Advise him. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
112. Your friend is getting fat. He asks you for advice. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
113. Your friend is ill and needs to see a doctor. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..…………………… 
114. Your friend offers you a bunch of flowers. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
115. Your friend speaks quickly and you can’t understand what he is saying. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
116. Your friend suggests going for a walk along the bank of the Nile. You like the idea. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………… 
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choose 
1- Neil Armstrong was the first……………... to walk on the moon. 
    a) archaeologist            b) geologist          c) astronaut       d) biologist  
2- Water……………………….. at 100 degrees centigrade.  
    a) boil         b) boils                  c) is boiling  d) boiled 
3- If she…………………..………to the party, I'd be sad. 
    a) has come  b) comes            c) had come   d) didn't come  
4- Two million years ago, very heavy rain……………………. in the Western Desert.  
   a) fall               b) fell                        c) had fallen  d) falls 
5- Space scientists all over the world……………..…….. too much to Dr El-Baz. 
   a) belong                 b) owner              c) own             d) owe 
6-He doesn't know who………………………………his wallet on the train. 
   a) stole                  b) robbed       c) gave         d) punished 
7- He………………..…..a journalist before he became a businessman. 
    a) was being               b) has been            c) had been           d)would be 
8- While Heba was studying, her mother………………….…..dinner. 
    a) cooked            b) was cooking       c) cook         d) cooks 
9- We have no ……………………………..in birth and death. 
   a) choose   b) chase    c) choice            d ) chose 
10- Dr Zewail won the Nobel prize…………….……………chemistry. 
    a) at                         b) of                       c)on                       d) for  

     11 - To be a successful sports star, you should have certain......... 
        a-adjectives            b-characters              c-quantities         d- qualities 
    12-He didn’t do his post graduate studies ……………..…………he had married  
       a- unless                b- before                    c- until                d- as long 
    13- Eating too much food , makes you ...........................weight. 
        a- put                     b- put away                c- put on             d- put down 
     14- Football is an ........................... game. 
      a- indoor                b- outdoor                   c- indoors           d- outdoors 
     15-If they …………………..…. rich, they would have a new car. 
         a- had been                b- were                             c- are               d- had had 
     16-The smallest parts of animals and plants are called …………………………... 
         a- hearts                     b- cells                             c- brains          d-pieces 
     17- Your question was so easy to understand. The answer was very …………… 
        a- obvious                    b- poisonous                    c- infected        d- dangerous 
     18-My colleague has…………much experience from traveling abroad. 
         a-required                     b-inquired                        c-acquired        d-regained 
     19- We should avoid ……………………… our time. 
         a- waste                     b- wasting                      c- to waste         d- wastes 
     20- Our plane ………………. at 5 o'clock tomorrow morning. 

   a- will leave                 b- leaves                 c- would leave      d- is going to leave  
21- If my watch …....….… right, he wouldn't have to fix it. 
   a) will be                        b) had been                       c) were                  d) is 
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22- Our …....….… fill with air when we breathe. 
   a) hearts               b) heads                    c) hands            d) lungs  
23- Without his rich ….................…, he wouldn't have been a successful writer. 
   a) actor                 b) patron                    c) theatre           d) plays 
24- Paris is …............….… city in France. 
   a) bigger               b) the biggest             c) big                 d) biggest  
25- Dr. El-Baz was educated …....….… Ain Shams University. 
   a) from                  b) by                           c) with               d) at 
26- When I was on holiday, I always ….........….… a lot of photographs. 
   a) taking               b) take                         c) takes            d) took 
27- Oliver is the main…....….…in Dikens' story Oliver Twist. 
    a) character          b) place                       c) actor             d) novel 
28- Cleanliness protects us from …....….… . 
  a) infections          b) infect                    c) infected        d) infectious 
29- In 1611, Shakespeare left London and ….............….… to Stratford. 
    a) performed           b) retired             c) wanted              d) worked    
 30- His father has promised …....….… him a new car. 
    a) to buy                 b) buying              c) buy                  d) bought  
31. Charles Dickens wrote great ........ like, "Oliver Twist" and "A Tale of Two Cities".  
    a)  plays         b) novels           c) reports             d) poems 
32. They left for Cairo after ……………. their work in Mansoura. 
   a) finishing     b) had finished      c) finished       d) being finished 
3. The ………... of my daughter's school is a very clever woman.3  

   a)  singer       b) actress           c) headmistress          d) professor 
34. A lot of people think ' The Old Man and the Sea' is Hemingway's ……….. novel. 
    a) good           b) best                c) better                   d) well 
35. Fishing and cycling are ………………… activities. 
    a) indoor        b) outdoors                c) indoors            d) outdoor 
36. Thanks to modern technology, car engines burn petrol more … than in the past. 
     a) efficiently        b) successfully         c) carefully          d) quickly  
37. The old man ........................... off in the early morning. 
   a) seat                  b) sit                  c) set                   d) sat 
38. ………………….... he to take the bus, he'd arrive at work early.  
    a ) Without              b) If               c) Unless              d) Were 
39. Oliver Twist grew up in a …………………… after his mother's death. 
   a)  workshop         b) workhouse            c) factory         d) hospital 
40. My brother has ………………..… to England and he'll be in Egypt next year.  
    a) been                  b) gone               c) left                d) arrived  
41- When I went on holiday, I always …………..…….photos. 
   a- take          b - took            c - takes            d- taking 
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42- Thieves should go to……………………… 
    a- paradise            b - glory          c- prison           d- hotel  
43- If I lost my friend's CD, I …………..…..buy him a new one. 
   a- would                    b- will           c- have              d- am   
44- Abu Heif became………………….after he swam across the English Channel. 
   a- famous          b - infamous         c- unknown     d- ignorant 
45- Food fishermen use to catch fish is……..………... 
   a- bite                        b- bit                 c - pit                        d- bait  
46- It's really dark. I think it…………. 
    a- rains           b- shall rain       c-is going to rain        d - going to rain  
47- The cut on my leg is getting worse. It is dirty and…………… 
   a- infect           b- infected           c- infection               d- infects  
48- I have worked in this school …………..2 years. 
   a- for                      b- ago          c - since         d - during  
49- A ……………..is a place where a king lives. 
   a- room                        b- flat        c - villa       d – palace   
50- I dislike …………..to bad people.  
     a- talk               b- to talk            c- talking        d - having talked  
51 – Don't let your food ……………………. Or lying around  
   a – uncover   b – uncovering           c – uncovered     d – covered 
52 – I suggest that Nader ……………….. a lot of exercises . 
    a – do        b – doing             c – does         d – did 
 53 – It 's ………….. for him to decide on his goal . he is for sighted . 
   a – late         b – obvious          c – abnormal           d - extraordinary 
54 -  He feels much better now . He …………………… go to the doctor .  
       a – must        b – mustn't        c – doesn't have to        d – have to 
55 – Ahmed ………………..…to join the army next summer . 
     a – intend    b – will intend       c – intends      d –is going to intend 
56 – It has been raining  ………... the last week .  
     a – since        b -   while           c -  as           d – for 
57 –He  ………….  Some  business contacts yesterday . 
     a –did       b – made       c – had done       d – would do 
58 – It is dangerous to  live  near a place where…………….….animals exist .  
      a – tame          b – farm        c – domestic          d – wild 
59 – She is  ………………………….….. . She always entertains us . 
        a – brave           b – polite           c – miserly            d – generous        
60 - …………….  Is the art and science of designing buildings .  
     a –Agriculture       b-  Architecture        c – Astronomy      d- Archaeology  
61- Mona is my………………… She is my brother's daughter. 
      a)nephew          b)cousin                  c)niece                  d)aunt 
62- Nabawiya Musa was the first Egyptian woman……………....to high school. 
       a)to go             b)went                     c)go                 d)going 
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63- Food fishermen use to catch fish is…………...  . 
       a- bite                  b- bit                  c - pit                      d- bait 
64- It's really dark. I think it………………………  . 
       a- rains         b- shall rain          c-is going to rain        d - going to rain 
65- I have worked in this school …………..2 years. 
       a- for                     b- ago                  c - since             d – during  
66- The Eiffel Tower is the most famous metal…………………….in the world. 
       a) statue        b) structure          c) culture               d) sculpture 
67- Rats and mice are the ......... of sand cats. 
      a) pray                   b)bray               c)prey                       d)bay 
68- A ……. is a teacher who is a woman and the leader of a school. 
   a- headmaster              b- headmistress      c - hairdresser       d – hairstyle 
69- Without his rich………, Shakespeare wouldn't have been a successful writer. 
    a) patron                        b) apron                 c) matron                d) actor 
70- Although it was a serious problem, he…………..to solve it. 
     a) able                              b) managed            c) succeeded          d) passed  
71- The person who studies soil and rocks is called ……. 
   a) pilot             b)a geologist                 c)a biologist             d)an engineer 
72-    A professional …………. helped Abu-Heif to become a famous swimmer. 
    a)trainer            b)train                            c)trainer                   d)trains 
73-    An important rule of personal ………… is to wash your 
    a)sanitation       b)hygiene                      c)infection               d)germs 
74- This question is easy. The answer is …………................. 
    A )done               b)public                         c)obvious                d) made        
75- We hope Obama will ……………….. peace process. 
   a)adapt              b)adopt                          c)doubt                   d)donate 
76- He went to bed after   ……………….  his homework. 
   a)does                b)doing                          c)had done            d)do 
77- He is used to ………………….  Night. 
   a)study               b)studied                       c)studying              d)studies 
78- If I ………………….. a camera, I'd have a photo of my family. 
   a)had                  b)had had                      c)have had            d)have 
79- This is the  ……………  film I have ever seen. 
   a)less                  b)more                           c)most                    d)worst 
80- You should …………………. meeting such bad people. 
   a)offer                 b)avoid                           c)encourage          d)divide  
81-Salma ...................... in Tanta since 2004. 

a- lives            b- lived         c- is living            d- has lived 
82-Mona is .................. than Noha. 

a- as clever       b- cleverer     c- the cleverest      d -the more clever 
83-He has worked in this school...................... more than twenty years. 

a- since           b- in           c- for                     d- at 
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84-An important rule of personal…………...... is to wash your hands before eating. 
a- sanitation     b- hygiene     c- infection         d- germ 

85-If they ........................ more careful, they wouldn't have had that bad accident. 
a- had been      b- has been      c- were                d- are 

86Ahmed hopes ..................... a job next summer. 
a- finding          b- to find          c- finds                  d- find 

87-They left for Rome after they ...................... some business in London. 
d- do          c- had done             a -would do          d- were doing  

88-An ............ is someone with special skills or knowledge of a subject. 
a- accountant     b- electrician     c- expert                   d- academic 

89-………………Dickens was twelve, he went to work in an office. 
a- While                   b- When           c- During                  d- As 

90-Thieves and other criminals are usually punished by being sent to.................. 
       a -prison                   b- a gang        c- a workhouse        d- a hospital  
91- We did a………………..at school. I answered all the questions correctly. 
        a) match              b) quiz               c) space              d) piece 
92- No sooner………….…….written the letter than he posted it. 
      a) he had              b) has he           c) had he             d) he did 
93- Naguib Mahfouz was awarded the Noble Prize for…………………. . 
    a) medicine          b) literature       c) biology           d) geometry 
94- Diamond is the……………….…….precious metal . 
     a) more                b) little               c) good               d) most 
95- Some thieves………………………..young children and ask for ransom. 
     a) adopt              b) hijack              c) kidnap            d) adapt 
96- If they……………….more carefully, they wouldn't have had that accident. 
       a) has been         b) had been          c) were               d) are 
97- Fishing and cycling are………………….activities  
       a) indoor           b) indoors               c) outdoor                d) outdoors 
 98- Today, car engines burn petrol more………..than in the past. 
      a) successfully     b) quickly              c) efficiently             d) carefully 
99- He…………………………..be twenty next year . 
      a) will                  b) is going to          c) is                       d) was 
100- The sun…………………………rises in the west . 
       a) always             b) never                   c) often                d) ever           
101- I have been living in Bir El Abd............... three years  
      a-since                      b-ago                    c-for                         d-during  
102- In order not to……. weight, you should not eat much.  
      a- put off             b- put away           c- put on               d- put down 
103- As they ………………………….TV, the light went out. 
      a- watch            b -had watched        c- were watching           d-watched 
104- If we were in Ghaza, we ………………... Israel. 
      a- fight           b- will fight           c- would have fought         d- would fight  
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 105- My new car runs more............................ than the  old one. 
     a-successfully              b- efficiently                  c- quietly     d- carefully  
 106- Crowded cities often have air......... . 
     a- environment              b- condensation                c- traffic            d –pollution 
 107- Our.............................fill with air when we breathe. 
     a-ears                           b-eyes                   c-lungs                            d-hands 
 108-  Abu -Treka………………a lot of money as a football player. 
     a-pays                          b-earns                      c-costs                 d-gives 
 109- Your question was so easy to understand. The answer was very …………….. 
     a- obvious                    b- poisonous             c- infected          d –dangerous 
110-   ………………….… are the smallest parts of animals and plants. 
   a- Hearts                        b- Cells                       c- Brains         d- Pieces  
111- Mandarin is ………………….language in the world . 
     a) common                  b) the common          c) commonest   d) the most common 
112- When he went on holiday , he always …………………… a lot of photos . 
     a) takes                     b) have taken                c) had took                  d) took 
113- A gang of five men ............................ the bank and took millions of dollars 
         a) outbreak           b) broke into            c) broke out                d) out broke          
114-Our lungs are parts of our body that fill with air when we………………… 
          a) bathe                b) breathe               c) breath               d) bath 
115- Who ……………..….. at the weekend ? 
           a) have you meet         b) did you meet       c) will you met       d) did you met  
116- To …………..….. is to plan and draw something new , like a house or engine . 
         a) design              b) determine               c) decide            d) desire 
117-To keep fit , professional …………………... have to train every day. 
           a) athletes          b) athlete                    c) atheltics            d) athletic 
118- I've just received an e-mail from my friend in Japan . He ………. us next year.  
            a) visit             b) shall visits               c) is visiting           d) going to visit 
119- The cut on my leg is getting worse : it is dirty and has become ………….. . 
          a) polluted            b) infected                c) dusty              d) clean       
120- Without his rich patron , Shakespeare ………………….. a successful writer. 
       a) would had          b) will has          c) wouldn't been      d) wouldn't have been  
121- If I …………………….… my camera, I would borrow my brother’s. 

d) lost  c) lose         b) loses               a) will lose 
122- Mohamed and I work for children’s ………………………… 

d) society  c) assembly b) charity                a) council    
123- A human brain is more complex than the most ………………. computer. 

 d) doubtful  c) inexpensive b) powerless          a) powerful 
124- While …………………………, he fell down. 

d) play  c) plays  b) playing           a) was playing 
125- Oliver Twist was brought up in a ………………….… . 

d) station  c) palace  b) school          a) workhouse 
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6- Magdi has worked in Alex ……………………. last month.12  
d) since  c) for   b) ago           a) yet 

127- Charles Dickens is most famous for …………………………… 
d) poetry  c) plays  b) novels           a) dictionaries 

128- Having ……………………… Luxor, he bought wonderful souvenirs. 
d) had visited c) visited  b) visits           a) visiting 

129- I usually take ……………………..… with my modern camera. 
d) places  c) paintings  b) photographs        a) uniforms 

130- It’s ten years ……………….… I visited Alex. 
d) just  c) for   b) ago           a) since 

131- If Ali….. ……………………...money, he would have a party. 
        a) will have              b) had had             c) had                     d) has 
132- Our …....………………….… fill with air when we breathe. 
        a) hearts             b) heads              c) hands             d) lungs 
133- After……………………..…………lunch, she went to bed 
        a) has            b) had had          c) having          d) has had  
134- Ahmed Abdul Raheem is the….............….… school in Assuit. 
       a) biggest            b) the bigger            c) bigger        d) big 
135- Mr. Firwiz was educated …....………………..… Minya University. 
    a) from                  b) by                     c) with               d) at     

6- Mrs. Ahlam takes………………….…..when Mrs. Nadia is absent.13  
     a) off               b) over                    c) after            d) to 
137-Santiago is the main ………………..… in The old Man and the Sea. 
      a) character                b) place            c) actor          d) novel 
138- Cleanliness protects us from ……….....….… . 
     a) infections            b) infect       c) infected       d) infectious 
139- In Egypt employees ………………….at the age of sixty. 
       a) perform           b) retire            c) want              d) work 
140- Sarah does not mind …................….…her mother at home. 
       a) to help              b)helps          c) help               d) helping  
141-My father always advises me to work……………….….. 
         a-easy                   b-hardly                 c-easily                   d-hard  
142-Dr. Zahi Hawass is one of …………….…. archaeologists in the world.  
         a-more famous          b-less famous         c-the most famous       d-the least  
143-He finished his work a moment ……………..………. 
            a-just                         b-yet                 c-ago                 d-already  

4-Without lifeboats, many people would have …………….14  
           a-draw                    b-drowned              c-drawn               d-drew  

5-Sientists are looking for …………………....sources of energy nowadays.14 
          a-similar                      b-difficult             c-alternative               d-different  
146-Football is usually played ……………..………  
         a-indoor                       b-indoors                  c-outdoor                  d-outdoors  
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147-Can you ……………….my age?  
        a-guess                      b-invent                 c-spare                     d-spend  
148-Oliver Twist is one of the ……..in Dickens ‘novel. 
       a-persons                b-actors                 c-characters                d-thieves 
 149- A geologist uses …………to find out underground water. 
       a-remote sensing     b-remote serving      c-remote control  d-remote sending  
150-The machine was very ……….. No one could repair it.  
       a-easy                  b-completed                   c-complicated          d-soft  
151-If my watch ……………right, I wouldn't have been late. 
   a-was            b-were                    c-had been                     d-has been 
152-My grandfather has promised………………smoking next week. 
   a-stop                      b-to stop                       c-stopping                       d-stopped 
153-Have you heard? There's a new ……………….of bird flu in China. 
   a-breakout                 b-infection                      c-outbreak                   d-disease 
154-If we hadn't gone to Spain for our holiday, we…have met Jorge and his family. 
   a-won't                b-didn't                      c-wouldn't                    d-hadn't 
155-……………….is very important in a hospital. 
   a-clean                     b-cleaning                 c-unclean                       d-cleanliness 
156-This is an easy question! The answer is ……………………. . 
   a-done                       b-made                       c-public                       d-obvious 
157-My brother ……………an infection while he was on holiday. 
   a-caught             b-did                            c-found                      d-picked 
158-If you eat too many sweets, you'll …………………weight. 
   a-put                      b-put on                 c-put away                 d-put down 
159-If I felt tired, I'd go to bed ……………. . 
   a-early                   b-late                   c-lately                 d-later 
160-The Old Man and The Sea is shorter ………… …A Farewell To Arms. 
   a-that                  b-to                        c-than                     d-then 
 161-Ahmed………….in El-Hamoul since he was young.  
         a) lived                    b) lives                 c) had lived               d) has lived 
162-The human brain is really……………  
           a) useless                 b) silly                  c) harmful            d) incredible 
163- The smallest parts of animals and plants are called…………… 
       a) brains                      b) hearts                 c) cells                     d) pieces  
164-He always gives me money when I'm in need. He is very…………….  
          a) honest                      b) genius          c)modest           d)generous  
165-If he had that novel, he…………….….read it. 
           a) will               b) would                   c) would have               d)can 
166-It………...me three hours to finish the test. 
          a) took                           b) gave                 c) did           d)had   
167- He……………...from the Faculty of Arts. 
         a) studied               b) joined               c)finished             d)graduated  
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168-He promised………………..…smoking.  
        a) to stop                     b) stop                  c)stopping           d)stopped  
169-He drove a car for the first time at the ................... of 34. 
      a) height                   b) weight                         c) age               d) length 
170-Ahmed is………………..…than Noha.  
      a) clever                b)cleverer              c)the more clever            d)the most clever  

1-There are very big .................of the pharaohs at Luxor.17  
d .pyramids        a .geologists               b .statues                  c .rocks 

172-She ................... ..playing the piano yesterday. 
d .played        a .enjoyed          b. took                      c .gave    

173 -The young men want to give up their jobs and become ..........footballers , 
but they are not good enough . 

d .expert            a .professional              b .junior                   c .major 
174-When she was16   ,my cousin won   the…...tennis championship. 

d .Junior               a .major             b. professional        c .athlete           
5 -If a child has dirty hands , they will be covered with .................17  

a .germs             a .cream           c .paste                     d .soap 
176 -You ..........................park your car in a no parking area . 

d.should                a .needn't             c .must                      d .mustn't 
177 -You .........................wash if you have touched an infected bird . 

d .should          a.must            b .mustn't            c .shouldn't 
8 -After he .................the report, he delivered it at once .17  

d .write              a .writing                      b .had written       c .wrote  
179 -They didn't clean the flat .................the boss had already left . 

a .hardly                b .until                    c .before                d .after 
180 -This is an easy question .The answer is ................. 

  d. done       a .made             b .public              c .obvious  
181-  If I ...............................you, I'd act differently. 
     a. am                      b. have been            c. will be       d. were 
182-  Can you tell me the best ways ...................learning vocabulary? 
       a. from                        b. of                          c. to               d. on 
183- The ............. light from the sun is important for all living things. 
        a. natural                b. industrial                   c. man-made        d. artificial 
184-  Don't worry, I'll pick ..........................the phone. 
        a. out                       b. down                    c. up              d. off 
185- We use our tongues to .......................... different foods. 
        a. feel                        b. smell                    c. hear          d. taste 
186- The brain acts as a store for........................... memories. 
          a. past                    b. future                   c. next           d. coming 
187-  I............................. a phone call from my aunt last night. 
          a. made                  b. sent                      c. received    d. found 
188- The brain can.............................the information received from our senses. 
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    a.watch       b. analyse               c. feel            d. touch 
189- The ..........................is the smallest of the living thing. 
    a. cell           b. brain                    c. tongue       d. hand 
190-If water is heated, it.............................. 
    a. boiled       b. would boil           c. boil            d. boils 
191- We Should do a lot of exercise in order not to ...........weight. 
     a) put                 b) put away            c) put on                d) put down 
192- After …… Nigeria, the Egyptian People were very proud of their football team.  
       a) had beat          b ) beating             c ) beat                     d) was beating  
193-El Arish is …....….… town in North Sinai. 
        a) bigger               b) the biggest         c) big                     d) biggest 
194- I have lived in Al-Bir El Abd ………………..… 1998. 
       a) for                  b) since                    c) ago                    d) yet 
195-A …… of robbers attacked me yesterday and stole all the money in my pocket.  
       a. gang  b. public     c. geologist      d. project 
196- It is really dark. I think it…………… .  
       a) rained             b) is going to rain        c) shall rain            d) rains  
197- Food that smells bad may be………… .  
      a) poisonous        b) safe                        c) fit                       d) suitable  
198- There is no air………………….…… in North Sinai.  
       a) environment      b) condensation           c) population          d )pollution 
199- If my watch …....….… right, he wouldn't have to fix it. 
       a) will be               b) had been              c) were                   d) is 
200- It took the taxi two hours to reach the station because of the …………… jam. 
       a- traffic                   b- vehicle                     c- accident                      d- transport  
201-The ……………… of your body is used as a sign of whether you are ill or not.  
       a- digestion                   b- heat                     c- temperature                     d- cold  
202-Oh ! the door is locked. I ……………….. unlock it.  
       a- will                        b- am going to          c-would                                d- going  
 203- ………………. means staying or sleeping in a tent on holidays and vacations.  
       a- Airbag                  b- Camping              c- peace                  d- control  
 204- "……………….…" is the physical strength that lets you work for long hours.  
       a- Stamina                b- disability              c- cleaning                d- knowledge  
 205- We spent three hours ……………………… chess.  
       a- play                     b- are playing           c- playing                 d- played  
 206- My father is very …………………….…. about many topics of politics.  
       a- knowledgeable        b- well- known            c- knows               d- knowledge  
 207- ……………………... is a piece of meat or food put in a hook to catch fish. 
       a- plate                     b- plant              c- plait                   d- bait  
 208- My friend's English is not……………………..…… mine.  
       a- so good                    b- as good as            c- better                 d- best   
  209- Dr El-Baz was born in Zagazig ……….…………. 1938.  
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       a- since               b- for                          c- in                    d- ago  
  210- Yasser …………………….. for Aswan tomorrow. He has booked the tickets.  
       a- is leaving                  b- is going to leave     c- will leave          d- leave  

    211-Our senses often work…………………… 
         a-gather              b-together             c-altogether         d-all together. 
    212-Your brain receives information from your……..………. 
      a-memories         b-eyes                  c-senses            d-digestion 
    213-If I ………………………....you, I'd help him. 
       a-am                   b-were                 c-have been                     d-had been 
    214-We can learn and remember things because our……..…..store past memories. 
        a-brains             b-minds               c-mend                            d-mines 
    215-If you are not tired, you can…………………….…..……on your studies. 
       a-forget               b-remember             c-concentrate              d-ignore  
    216-…………………………….…are the smallest parts of animals and plants. 
      a-Kidneys            b-Lungs                    c-Brains                  d-Cells 
    217-Compare your handwriting…………………..mine. 
       a-in                     b-with                       c-to                             d-for 
    218-Over population results…………..most of our problems. 
       a-in                     b-on                          c-for                           d-to 
    219-This food is ……………..…… 
       a-taste b-tastes              c-tasty          d- tasteful          
    220- If you change your………….…., let me know. 

d-brain              c-mind                    b-character                        a-memory  
221- Rabbits don't have .......................... 
         a) backbones                  b) fur             c) fins              d) intestines 
222- The committee voted to .............................. our proposals.      ; 

  a) adapt                   b) adopt          c) addict               d) adept 
223- The rainforests of Borneo , in ...................the orangutan lives , are very hot. 
      a) where               b) that           c)what              d)which 

4-.............................has made it easy to keep in touch with each other .22  
    a) A telephone       b) The telephone      c) Telephone       d) Telephones 
225- She got the full marks .................................her exams. 
     a) in              b) into             c) on               d) about 
226- The Mona Lisa.................by Leonardo Da Vinci is well kept in the museum . 

  a) painted             b) paint          c) painting          d) was painted     
227- The police wanted to know .............................had stolen the car , 
     a).-if             b) why            c) who              d) when    
228-1 think someone's listening...................... .on the other phone . 
      a) to               b) in                   c) of                d) us 
229- Rats and mice are the ............................... of sand cats. 
     a) pray                 b)bray                     c)prey             d)bay  
230- People who do not have children sometimes ......... a child who has no parents. 
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a) adapt  b) adopt           c) address        d) advertise 
231- A ........................ of five men broke into the bank and stole millions of dollars. 

a) garment        b)game      c)gang                d) gaggle 
232- I want to be a journalist when I grow ...................... 

a) up   b) on                c) out              d) into 
233- The criminals........the child and kept him until his parents gave them a ransom. 

a) hijacked        b) hunted   c) caught         d) kidnapped 
234- If he has broken the law, he deserves to be ................... . 

a) paid  b) rewarded      c) punished      d) funded 
235- After he ................... secondary school, he went to university. 

a) has finished  b) had finished     c) was finished                d) finishes 
236- I............. my homework when my uncle came. 

a) did   b) have done      c) doing           d) was doing 
237- Before .............................. for London, he sold his furniture. 

a) leave      b) leaving              c) left               d) leaves 
238- He didn't buy the computer until he ....................... enough money. 

a) has saved        b) had saved      c) was saving     d) was saved 
239- No sooner .......................... than it started to rain. 

d) he arrived  c) he had arrived      a) had he arrived           b) he arrives  
240-The scientists spent months(adopting - analyzing – realizing – collecting ) 
the rocks which had been brought from the moon. 
241-A) (Does – Is – Has – Was) Ali usually late for school?  
        B) Yes, sir. He hardly comes early. 
242- If you (listen - contract - hear - concentrate) on your studies, you will do well at school. 
 243-He didn’t come to the cinema with us because he (has - were - had - is) already 
seen the film. 
 244-What kind of (space- sail – cell – soil) is best for growing potatoes? 
 245-I'm (quit – quite – quiet– queue) sure that he has passed his driving test. 
 246-If I (were -am - had been - have been) hungry, I would have something to eat. 
247-Sally is my (aunt - daughter - niece -cousin) and I am her uncle. 
248-To be a successful sports star, you should have certain................. 
a- adjectives b- characters       c- quantities d- qualities 
249-The .... of the story "Oliver Twist" is that bad people will be punished sooner or later. 
a-normal b-abnormal c-immoral d-moral 
250-Doctors need to..............the results of tests on their patients. 
a-apply b-analyze c-supply Modify 
251- Ahmed was ....... after ten hours running around the playground. 
a-exhausted b-relaxed c-afraid d-interested 
52- Football is an ....... game.2  

 
253- ............. power comes from the sun. 
a- Hydro electric b- Water c- Wind d-Solar 

a-outbrave b-outdoors c-outside d-outdoor 
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 254- Now, all cars burn petrol more ...................... 
a-effectively b-sufficiently c-efficiently d-affectionately 
255- We must take things ............. to succeed in life. 
a- seriously b- carelessly c- cowardly d-aimlessly 
256-This is one way street. You .................. go that way. 
a- can't b- shouldn't c- mustn't d-needn’t 
257- Lear discovered that he had made a ........... when he believed his two 
daughters 
a- favour b- mistake c- charity d- profit 

  258. My brother.................... a lot of money from his job as a pilot. 
     a-pays         b-earns         c-costs          d-gives 
  259 . Before his shows start, the man...... himself to everyone who comes in. 
      a-says        b-introduces   c-names        d-remembers 
  260. If I.................... a camera. I would take a photo of the family party. 
     a- had          b- have         c- has           d- would have 
  261 . If you ..................... very fast. you'll catch your train. 
      a-ran           b-running       c-runs          d-run 
  262. My brother................... a goal in a school football match yesterday. 
       a-played            b-scored        c-won          d-received 

263. If I felt tired. I'd go to bed ................   
       a-early          b-today         c-later           d-before 
   264. Someone who studies soil and rocks is called a..................... 
       a- biologist     b- astronaut     c- geologist      d- pilot 
   265. Someone who writes for a newspaper is called a..................... 
       a- journalist     b- novelist       c- teacher        d- biologist 
   266. Neil Armstrong.................... on the moon in 1968. 
        a-walk         b-walks         c-walked        d-walking 
   267.While he …. As a journalist, Charles Dickens wrote magazine stories. 
         a- works        b- working       c- is working     d- was working 

268- There are very big ................ of the pharaohs at Luxor. 
c) pyramids       d) geologists             a) statues         b) rocks 

269- She....................playing the piano yesterday. 
  d) played       c) enjoyed                a)took             b) gave 

   270- The young men want to give up their jobs and become…….....footballers. 
      d) expert      c) professional      a) junior           b) major 

271- When she was 16, my cousin won the .................. tennis championship. 
d) junior  c) major                  a) professional          b) athlete 

272- Plants grow very quickly in the .................. of our garden. 
c) space       d) underground        b) floor              a) soil 
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273- We did a ......... at school today. I answered   all the questions correctly. 
d) race  c) sail                     a) quiz             b) play 

274- Nabawiya Mousa .................. other women to succeed in education.  
d) called  c) helped                  a) discussed     b) collected 

275- Egyptian people ................... our ancient statues if they are in other countries. 
c) doesn't see     d) see       a) don't see         b) hasn't seen 

276- Dr Hawass sometimes .................. in the 'magazine "Egypt Today". 
d) writes  c) will write            a) write            b) has written 

277-Who .................. with when you visited the- museum yesterday? 
c) have you gone       d) did you go       a) do you go        b) you went    

278-She is less (cleverer-cleverest-the cleverest-clever)than her sister. 
279-Do you want to(win-gain-earn-break) the world record for swimming? 
280-The (scale-skull-skeleton-skill)is all the bones in your body. 
281-Look out! You (will fall-are going to fall-fall-are falling) in the hole. 
282-It was a difficult question but I (passed-enabled-succeeded-managed) to answer it. 
283- On holidays, we like (surfing-camping-climbing-diving)in the mountains. 
284-What sports do you ( make-practice-do-pay)? 
285-Abu-Treka is(name-pen named-surnamed –nicknamed)"Zidan Al-Arab." 
286-Abu-Heif's name was given(to-for-on-at) a beach in Alex. 
287-Hemingway had a very( popular-ordinary-normal-simple) life  
288- There are very big………of pharaohs at Luxor. 
a jewellery       b- statues           c- characters        d fiction 
289-You should ……..your best to pass your exam. 
  a to do            b doing                 c do                    d done 
290- Haidy has a photographic…….she remember things by looking at them. 
  a password          b brain         c message           d memory 
291- I …………….unless I passed my test. 
  a- wouldn't be        b- won't be    c- can't be          d- would be 
292- If I ………….money, I 'd go on holiday  
   a have          b had                c will have                 d having 
293- The teacher was pleased because all the students …...the exam. 
   a will pass     b are passing    c would pass          d had passed      
294- When we were on holiday , I ……a lot of photographs. 
   a took          b scored            c earned                d won 
295-A…………….is some one who studies rocks and soil. 
   a journalist        b geologist       c novelist         d biologist 
296- Salma………….out until she had done her homework. 
   a didn't go        b hadn't gone        c won't go     d- isn't going 
297-I'm going to ……….my brother some photos by e- mail. 
   a- close        b receive         c guess               d send 
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298- My teacher was…………….. at Ain Shams University. 
a. born   b. eaten  c. educated  d. punished 

299- The ………….studies rocks. 
a. geologist  b. photographer c. astronaut  d. pilot 

300- The Apollo project……………… men on the moon. 
a. runes   b. moves  c. carries  d. landed 

301- The ………………….. is a person who landed on the moon. 
a. astronaut  b. scientist  c. biographer  d. astronomer 

302-  A: How …….do you watch football matches?  B: twice a week. 
a. many   b. much  c. far   d. often 

303- Doctors provide the ill people …………………. medical care. 
a. without   b. with   c. by   d. for 

304- The nomads live in a …………… part in the desert. 
a. remote   b. sensing  c. form   d. cross 

305- Radars from …………….. show underground water and minerals. 
a. cameras   b. stars  c. satellites  d. orbits 

306- Ramy Ashur is a ……………………….. 
a. well-known b. famous  c. notorious  d. Sports star 

307- My grandfather is the person I admire……………….. 
d. the most   c. more than  b. mostly     a. most  

308-Charles Dickens …………….in the south of England. 
   a-bear                   b-was born                    c-born                       d-is born 
309-"Dangerous " is the opposite of ……………………… . 
   a-sad                    b-serious                       c-scared                     d-safe 
310-The smallest parts of animals and plants are called …………………… . 
   a-hearts               b-cells                           c-brains                      d-pieces 
311-If you do exercise regularly, you won't ………………. weight.  
   a-put off             b-put away                    c-put on                     d-put down 
312-You should avoid ………………..friends with such bad people. 
   a-to make           b-make                         c-making                    d-to making 
313. When I’m older, I hope………….. a big house with a garden. 
  a) bought        b) to buy       c) buying           d) will buy. 
314. A/An………….writes stories in a newspaper.  
   a) character         b) interpreter         c) journalist      d) apprentice 
315. While Samia was revising for the exam, the telephone……….. 
   a) hadrung           b) rings             c  ) rang            d) rung 
316. Try not to …………….any noise when you go into the library. 
    a) do                         b) make           c) find            d) perform 
317- Mr. Mahmoud has worked in this factory…………… more than 20 years. 
    a- since                  b- until                    c- for                        d- ago. 
318. …………….you hurry, you won’t catch your train. 
      a) If b)            b)When           c) Unless            d) Although 
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319-Abu-Heif …………… the record by crossing the English Channel in l3 hours and 45 
minutes . 
a- covered              b- achieved              c- cut                        d- broke 
320- Ahmed and his friend often………………… their home work together. 
a- do                   b- make                                 c- give                          d- receive 
321- The problem is that I'm terrible ……. Learning and remembering vocabulary. 
     a- in             b-at                         c-on                d- for 
322- ……………………………he felt tired , he'd go to bed early. 
   a-But for                  b- With                   c— If                            d— Without 
323- Rally driving is a………….. car race. 
      a) sports'                   b) sports              c) sporting                   d) sport's 
324-Our…………………fill with air when we breathe. 
     a- brains                           b- ears                   c- hearts                  d-lungs 
325- It took the taxi two hours to reach the station because of 
the………………………. jam. 
a- traffic                       b- vehicle                c- accident              d- transport 
326- . - .—- is very important in a hospital 
a- Goodliness           b- Cleanliness              c- Disease              d- infection  
327-An ……………….is someone with special skills or knowledge of a subject 
a- accountant                        b- electrician               c-expert                   d- academic 
328- The Statue of Liberty, which is at the entrance of New York is a 
…………………of freedom. 
a-part                         b- place                  c- symbol                     d- mark  
329-I wish we could avoid --------- badly maintained cars not to pollute our surroundings. 

a) using b) used c) to use d) use 
330-It’s expected that the world -------- will increase rapidly to reach 1000 billion. 

a) outbreak b) apprentice c) generosity d) population 
331-If he'd been more careful, he --------- all his money. 

a) wouldn’t lose b) won’t lose 
c) wouldn’t have lost d) isn’t going to lose 

332-This problem is very simple, the solution is very ---------. You just need to 
concentrate. 

a) mysterious b) complicated c) poisonous d) obvious 
333-His father was sent to prison because he --------- into debts. 

a) has got b) had got c) have got d) is to get 
334-You must be ------ of yourself. You have just told your friend something that isn’t true. 

a) pleased b) proud c) ashamed d) fond 
335-He is a famous journalist and he never -------- false news or stories. 

a) writing b) writes c) wrote d) write 
336-The bodies of the living things consist of millions of --------- which are very small. 

a) cells b) brains c) analysis d) senses 
337-No one was as -------- as Abu-Heif, he was the world best swimmer. 
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a) good b) better c) best d) well 
338-While hygiene is your own cleanliness, --------- is public cleanliness. 

a) infections b) stomach c) sanitation d) germs  
339- My father......... a lot of money from his job. 
  a) pays                       b) costs                c)earns        d) gives 
340-An ....... Is someone with special skill or knowledge of a subject 
  a) accountant             b) electrician         c) expert      d) academic  
341- I couldn't run any farther because I was completely ....... 
   a) tired                        b) exhausted        c) tiring        d) exhausting 
 342- Our....... fill with air when we breathe. 
   a) ears                        b) eyes                  c) lungs       d) hands  
343- Some people think that Dickens is the...............important English novelist. 
   a) more                       b) most                 c) very          d) much 
344- If you eat many sweets, you will ...........weight. 
    a) put                          b) put away           c) put on       d) put down 
345- .........is very important in a hospital.  
   a) Clean                      b) Cleanliness       c) Cleans     d) Cleaned 
346- This is an easy question! The answer is ................ 
   a) done                        b) made                 c) public      d) obvious  
347- You should avoid.......friends with bad people. 
a) to make                 b) make             c) making           d) to making 
348- An important rule of personal.......is to wash your hands before meals. 
  a) sanitation                b) hygiene          c)infection       d)germ  
349- If Sara ………….. enough money ,she'd buy a second hand car. 

d-has   a-will have      b-could have               c – had   
350- The minister decided ……………….the reports before he left the office. 

    d-read       a-reading       b- to read             c- reads 
351- We should ………… water before we drink it . 

     b-boiling             c- to boil         d-boil     a -boils 
352- An important of personal ........... is to wash your hands before eating 

  b-sanitation                c-hygiene             d-infection    a -germs 
353- If the drivers ........... more careful ,they wouldn't have had that bad accident. 
   a- had been          b- have been               c-were                d-are 
354- Osama hopes ......... .a job next month . 

       b- finding              c - to find                   d- finds a- find 
355- "Disease" means a/an ...... ..or serious medical condition. 

b- cure         c- suffering            d-illness a -examination 
356- My cousin is a new teacher. She has just ..... from   the faculty of Education. 
   a- studied           b- joined       c-finished                d –graduated 
357-A palace is a ........... 

d- very tall building    a-symbol        b- house for a king or queen          c- tower      
358- Athletes must work with a good ............ to perform well.  
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  a- training                   b- train           c- trainer                     d – trainee 
359. The smallest parts of animals and plants are called ---------------------------- 
  a) hearts                 b) cells                        c) brains                          d) pieces 
360. If you do exercise regularly , you won't ----------------------- weight . 
a) put off                b) put away                c) put on                          d) put down 
361. You should avoid ------------------- friends with such bad people . 
  a) to make              b) make                c) making                d) to making 
362. They left for Rome after they --------------------------- some business in London . 
  a) do                b) had done              c) would do               d) were doing 
363. An ----------------------- is someone with special skills or knowledge of a subject . 
  a) accountant         b) electrician              c) expert                           d) academic 
364. If I ----------------------- enough money , I 'd buy a second-hand car . 
   a) have                    b) will have                c) would have                   d) had 
365. All the other swimmers gave up the race because they were ------------------------- 
 a) generous             b) heroic                     c) proud                           d) exhausted 
366. He has worked in this school ------------------ more than twenty years . 
 a) since                    b) in                             c) for                                d) at 
367. While hygiene is your own cleanliness , ----------------------- is public cleanliness . 
  a) infections            b) stomach                  c) sanitation                    d) germs 
368. A/ An ------------- is a person who changes spoken words of a language into another . 
a) archaeologist      b) geologist                 c) interpreter            d) receptionist 
369. "Disease" means a/an ----------------------- or serious medical condition . 
 a) cure                     b) suffering                 c) illness                     d) examination 
370. An important rule of personal -------------------- is to wash your hands before 
eating . 
 a) sanitation           b) hygiene                    c) infection                 d) germs 
371 -The (Rosetta. ………...is on of (Egypt's most valuable monuments .  
a) (Pyramid     b)rock              C) Stone                 (D)brick 
372 –He  succeeded with honours, so his parents were. . . . .of him 
a) happy (B) proud         C) disappointed        (D) angry 
373 - The OldMan and the Sea describes fight between man and . ..... . 
A)- landscape    B) scenery     C) nature         D)  man 
374-To.......football ,football is a job .  
a)amateur        (B) former    C)professional    D) private.  
375 - Mount Everest is a ... ........ one . 
a) low                          b)small                    c)giant                d)    foreign 
376 -She spent a lot of time ..................... 
   a)cook                  (B)cooks                     C)to cook          D) cooking 
377 - If I were you , I. .......... study harder. 
a)will                      (B)had                          C)would               (D)can 
 378- You ................ break law. 
a) needn't                 b)    have to              C) are to          (D) mustn't 
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379 - He works……………..to earn more money . 
a ) hard                 (B ) hardly              C) harden                (D ) hardness  
380- .......he -was watching T.V , the lights went out. 
a) Because              b)  As                   C)Just                 D)So 
381 - We saw a lot of whales when we were on ..... the ship . 
  a) abroad                  b)a board              C) broad        (D) board 
382 — I'm going into the country tomorrow if it ...... ..fine  
      a)will be          (B)were            C)is                (D) had been 
383. Cleanliness is extremely important in protecting us from…….. 
a) fictions               b) inventions                    c) infection             d) outbreak 
384. My friend ………….in London two years ago. 
a) was               b) has been                 c) has gone              d) will be 
385. I don’t want to be in……….., so I’ll have to earn some money. 
a) debt             b) prison                  c) cells                d) palace 
386. Sayed was absolutely………..when he heard he had lost his job. 
a) furious                  b)exhausted                  c) incredible           d) enormous 
387. Salma always…a lot of photographs when she went on holiday. 
a) takes                    b) take                         c) took          d) taking  
388- While ……………………. , the telephone rang . 
a) sleeps  b) sleeping   c) was sleeping  d) slept 
389- He doesn't want to be in …………………… , so he'll have to earn some money  
a) debt  b) wealth   c) wealthy   d) richness 
390- I was so tired that I fell asleep ……………. the film . 
a) while  b) when   c) as    d) during 
391- A …………… is a person in a book , play or film . 
a) journalist  b) character  c) writer  d) novelist 
392- My father …………….to play football when he was young . 
a) using  b) is used   c) used   d) was used 
393- A / An …………………… is someone who travels and works in space . 
a) archaeologist         b) geologist  c) astronaut  d) astronomer 
394- The Pan Arab games is a ………………. international sport championship . 

d) remote  c) major   b) university   a) small  
395- He …………….. off his horse last Monday . 
a) falls  b) fall    c) fell    d) falling 
396- He ……………………. in passing the exam . 
a) successful  b) success   c) successfully  d) succeeded 
397- A / An ……………… is a teacher who is a woman and the leader of a school . 
a) headmistress    b) headmaster  c) archaeologist  d) astronaut 
398- The …………… is the layer on the earth in which plants grow . 
a) floor  b) ground   c) soil    d) space 
399- The manager …………………….at the meeting at eleven yesterday . 

          d) did   c) was b) had   a) didn't  
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400– On the first day of school, the teacher asked each student to say ……… name. 
a) your                  b) our                c) their                  d) his 
401– Oliver Twist grew up in a …………… because his mother had died. 
a) prison            b) palace         c) workshop     d) workhouse 
402– It ………… until the meeting had ended that we all left. 
a) isn't                b) wasn't         c) doesn't         d) didn't 
403 – Our troops …………… over 300 enemy soldiers. 
a) captured         b) captivated   c) caught         d) arrested 
404 – I'm ………….. of myself for doing so badly in the school test. 
a) afraid              b) ashamed     c) proud           d) pleased 
405– Children …………… eat too much chocolate. It's bad for their teeth. 
a) must               b) should          c) shouldn't      d) mustn't 
406 – most novels written by Dickens …… on the dark side of life in the 19th century. 
a) reflect             b) effect                c) infect              d) affect 
407 – The project may come to an end due to some …………….. problems. 
a) marital            b) financial        c) social           d) biographical 
408 – I …………….. out if it is stormy. 
a) wouldn't go     b) won't go        c) wouldn't have gone     d) hadn't gone 
409 – We …………… our old friends for a year. They are too busy. 
a) hadn't met      b) didn't meet     c) haven't met      d) haven't been met  

 410-Shall we ( complete – discuss – talk – speak )  the problem to solve it? 
 411-After a long flight, the plane ( fell – landed – crashed – sank ) safely. 
 412-Dr Zewail( helps – likes – works – calls ) scientists find new medicines. 
 413-Rain rarely ( fills – feels – falls – files ) in the Western Desert. 
 414-With the help of remote sensing, a lot of water was ( completed – found – 
brought – given ) under the Western Desert. 
 415-Her voice is too weak to ( listen – feel – hear – see ) .         
 416-The ( astronaut – pilot – archaeologist – expert ) of our flight to London was so clever. 

 417-More than one Egyptian won the Nobel( reward – quiz – prize – game ) .   
 418-The Suez Canal is ( hardly – slightly – correctly – internationally ) important.   
419-Education is the only way to help the Egyptian (world –society – quantity – photograp)  
420- My father was very……… last year. He saved one of my friends from drowning. 
   a) hero                               b) heroine                c) heroic        d) heroism 

421- I couldn't answer the phone because I ………………a shower. 
    a) was having                  b) would have           c) had                d) had had 

422- What ………..she feel if she read this novel again? 
       a) does                      b) did                     c) would                     d) will  
423. If you want to learn a skill, you can become..............and learn from your skilled  

        employer  
a) a hero                b) a trainer               c) an assistant         d) an apprentice. 
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424.Noha was..........after she cleaned the house all day. She slept for 12 hours after   
a) absolutely exhausted                        b) absolutely tired  
c) very exhausted                                 d) not tired                                                   
425. Mr. Smith lived in Egypt from 1997 until 2007.This means that............. 
a) he has lived in Egypt for 10 years.          b) he has lived in Egypt since 10 years. 
c) he lived in Egypt for 10 years.                d) he lived in Egypt since 10 years. 
426. Big cities are often crowded and have air..................... 
a) environment          b) condensation        c) traffic           d) pollution 
427. In 1953.Abu-Heif was the first to cross the English Channel in 13 hours and 45 
minutes. He................. the record. 
a) cut                        b) broke                    c) hit                 d) did 
428. Athletes must work with a good ............to perform well. 
a) training                 b) train                      c) trainer          d) trainee 
429. Today, car engines burn petrol more..............than in the past. 
a) successfully         b) efficiently             c) quickly         d) carefully 
430. We did a ..........at school. I answered all the questions correctly. 
a) match                    b) quiz                    c) space             d) piece  
431. No sooner.........written the letter than he posted it. 
a) he had                   b) has he                 c) had he           d) he did  
432- I like ……………………. music as you. 
 a- as                       b- similar                   c- same                        d- the same 
433-. …………………is the study of ancient societies by examining what remains of 
their graves and tools. 
a-Architecture        b- Archaeology         c- Geology       d- Geography  
435- I fell asleep……….the match last night. 
a- while                     b- when                      c- as                      d- during  
4- Most children in the world………………….their parents at home. 
a- helps                 b- helping                  c- has helped          d- help  
436- In order to be a good teacher, you must have a lot of ………………… 
a- patient               b- patient's          c- paint          d- patience  
437- I ………..to New York next Monday. I've got my ticket. 
a- will fly                b- going to fly             c- am flying        d- fly 
438- Although he is wealthy, he doesn't lead a ……………life. 
a- happy                b- happily                   c- happiness      d- happiest 
439- Tennis is an………………….activity. 
a- indoor                b- indoors                  c- outdoor          d- outdoors 
440-All the world's countries must try their best to…………….the pollution.  
a- cut                      b- make                    c- do                    d- increase 
441- The Eiffel Tower is the most famous metal……….in the world. 
a- statue                 b- structure             c- culture            d- sculpture  
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442-I wish we could avoid --------- badly maintained cars not to pollute our 
surroundings. 

a) using b) used c) to use d) use 
443-It’s expected that the world -------- will increase rapidly to reach 1000 billion. 

a) outbreak b) apprentice c) generosity d) population 
444-If he'd been more careful, he --------- all his money. 
a) wouldn’t lose b) won’t lose 
c) wouldn’t have lost d) isn’t going to lose  
445-This problem is very simple, the solution is very---.You just need to concentrate. 

a) mysterious b) complicated c) poisonous d) obvious 
446-His father was sent to prison because he --------- into debts. 

a) has got b) had got c) have got d) is to get 
447-You must be ---- of yourself. You have just told your friend something that isn’t 
true. 

a) pleased b) proud c) ashamed d) fond 
448-He is a famous journalist and he never -------- false news or stories. 

a) writing b) writes c) wrote d) write 
449-The bodies of the living things consist of millions of --------- which are very small. 

a) cells b) brains c) analysis d) senses 
450-As reading is a skill, it needs --------. 

a) practice b) watching c) concentration d) pleasure 
451-"mastered" in paragraph four, means ----------. 

a) confused b) ignored c) understood d) mistaken 
452- Fishing and cycling are………..activities. 
      a) indoors                     b) indoor                       c) outdoors               d) outdoor 

453- When he was on holiday, he always………..a lot of photographs. 
     a) take                              b) takes                          c) took                      d) taking 

454- The boat…………….did their best to save the passengers. 
      a) crew                            b) staff                         c) team                  d) employers 

455- This is the……….film I have ever watched. 
       a) most                           b) worst                           c) more                   d) less  

456- Besides being an international champion. Abu Heif was famous for his………. 
      a) bounty                        b) money                     c) generosity           d) generous 

457- The light went out while……...... this story. 
      a) was reading              b) read                             c) had read              d) reading 

458- There was so much smoke in the room that I could hardly…………… 
   a) breathe                      b) breath                   c) swallow                   d) breathing 

459- It was the most difficult quiz I have ever ……………. 
     a) do                                    b) make                    c) made                  d) done 

460- People like those who do ................... Things. 
       a) hero                b) heroic                            c) heroine                   d) heron 
461- The fish smelt................... 
      a ) nicely                b) well                           c) bad                d) badly 
462- Where .................. since the bell rang? 
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      a) have you been   b) were you      c) had you been           d) will you be 
463- Don't worry. I will just...... around the shops for half an hour. 
       a) wonder                    b)want                          c) wander             d) fight 
464-Parents should set a good ........... for their children to follow. 
       a) sample                     b) simple                  c) example            d) symbol 
465- You ................. smoke at school. 
    a) shouldn't                 b) should                   c) must                   d) mustn't 
466-1............... school until I had written the lessons. 
   a) won't leave        b) am not leaving               c) left            d) didn't leave 
467- Mr.Ali is ...................... So most students like him. 
  a) careless                b) modest                    c) lazy                   d) hard 
468-1 don" like the ................. of this food. 
a) look                        b) sound                         c) taste               d) touch 
468- You should be ................. of your bad behavior, 
a) excited                     b) pleased                        c) shy               d) ashame 
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 Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give  
1- No girl is more beautiful than Mona in our family. (the most)  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- He has taught in this school for seven years. ( since )  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
3- I didn’t have your mobile number so I didn’t phone you. ( If ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
4- First, Omar finished his homework. Then, he watched a DVD ( After )  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
5- Are they going to buy a car?   (DO)  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………        
6– Ahmed is as tall as Asmaa.    (  the )  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………     
7 – I have not seen Amir for a long time.  ( since )  
  ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
8– The ocean is terribly deep.   (terrible)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
9. He didn't play football until he had done his homework.   ( Having ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
10. The plane crashed because of the bad weather.                   ( If ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
11. I’ve arranged to give a birthday party next Friday.            ( giving ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

( extremely )                  12. My friend has a height of two metres.  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………    
13- February is colder than March.      (as….as) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
14- Because Osama came home late, his lunch was cold.       (If…)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
15- I last swam in the sea a month ago.     (since)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

   16- We've met before, but I can't remember your name.  (Although…)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
17- Does the shark have sharp teeth? Yes, it does. (use: Has) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

18- You didn't have a map, so we lost our way .       ( If )  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

19- Mona says she's happy to stay with the children .  ( mind ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

20- He started to watch T.V 3 hours ago. He is s ll watching it.( for ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
21 - He was so late that he missed the bus .   (  too …to  ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

22 – It is the most interesting story I have ever read .    ( never  ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

23 – He no longer goes to work on foot because he has a car .  ( used to  ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
24 – She failed because of her carelessness    ( been)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

25- A plane is faster than a train. ( fast ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

26- I advise you to sleep eight hours a night. ( should ) 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
27- I had my breakfast, before that I took some exercise. ( As soon as ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
28- We were having supper and suddenly the doorbell rang. ( While)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
29. They didn't go to school because of the heavy rain.            (heavily) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
30. Are you going to share him the project?                               ( intend ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
31. No river in the world is longer than the Nile.                         (longest) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
32. It's necessary to obey your teacher.                                      (   must  ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

-Shakespeare wrote Hamlet .                                                         ( by)33  
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

34-His habit in the past was sleeping early but now he doesn't.    ( used ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
35-The nurse is unhappy to have night shifts.                                 ( like ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
36- John Baird invented the television .                                           ( by ) 
  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

37-His habit in the past was riding horses but now he doesn't.     (used) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
38-The nurse is unhappy to have night shifts.                               ( keen ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

   39- My brother plans to travel abroad.                  ( going ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

   40-I read a story and then I went to bed.                    (After) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

   41-Zamalek didn't play well so they were beaten by Al-Ahly .                      ( If  )  
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

42- No school in Sinai is better than our school.      (best  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
43-Some people laughed during the film , but I found it terrifying . ( very ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 44- The Nile is the longest river in the world . ( There ..) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
45- He wouldn't have gone to hospital if he hadn't been injured. ( because ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
46- I have just finished my homework . ( ago ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
47- A lot of people are interested in football . ( interest ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
48- Enas last me met Marian was in 2009.                           (for) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
49- You have to wear a uniform at school.                            (necessary)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
50- G.Bell invented the telephone.                                          (inventor) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
51-Mrs Heba was cooking and suddenly the gas ran out.       (While) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
52- I last saw my uncle when I was in Alex.                            ( I haven’t ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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53- He can’t buy the car because he doesn’t have money. ( If ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

54- Ali played the match, then he went home.                   ( Ali didn’t ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

55- I’m not a doctor, so I can’t help you.                                    ( If ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

56- During his stay in Egypt, he saw the pyramids.                       ( While ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
57-I finished my homework and then I watched a DVD.                 ( After ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
58-I was so extremely tired that I slept for twelve hours.              ( exhausted ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

59-Leila can't find her school bag.                                                       ( lost ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

60-There isn't a longer river in the world than the Nile.                 ( longest ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
61. I finished my homework and then I went out.    (After) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
62. He’s a bad writer.                                                     (badly) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
64. No one in the family is taller than Ali.             (tallest) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
65. I’m not rich, so I can’t buy a new car.             (If) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
66. I advise you not to work hard.               (should) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
67. I like to eat apple.                                           (enjoy) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
68. I advise you to take some rest.                       (ought) 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
69. I’ve done my homework.                              (finish) 
 ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
70. You mustn’t park your car here.                 (It is) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
71. Would you mind opening the door?          (want) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
72-You should read more to improve your vocabulary; that's what I'd do.              (were) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
73-Her baby will be born in October.                                        ( is ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
74-How long is it since they graduated from college?         ( ago ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

-Can't you drive any faster than that?                           ( fastest)75  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
76-You should read more to improve your vocabulary; that's what I'd do.           (were) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
77-No student in the class is taller than Asmaa.            (tallest)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
78-The Egyptians own the greatest civilization in the world.             (owners) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
79-I can't find my glasses.                          (lost) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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80-Before I went to school, I had cleaned my room.                        (As soon as) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
81- Maha is the oldest member in the family.                        (No one) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
82- The ambulance took him to hospital a moment ago.            (was) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
83- I expect her arrival tomorrow.                                             (arrive) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
84- He was watching a film and he fell asleep suddenly.         (When) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
85 - It is not a good idea to make noise in class.                   (It is better to avoid. .......) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
86- The river Nile is the longest river in the world.              (longer) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
87- I haven't gone to the cinema for a long time.                   (It is) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
88- After I had excused my fathers, I went to the cinema.     (I didn't)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
89. When did this story happen.    ( place ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

90- He gets up late and as a result, he may miss the train.         ( If ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

91-  He is able to run.                                                         ( running) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

92- I really did all my jobs.                                                (already) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

             93-Are  they going to buy a car?                                           ( Do ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

                 94-Ahmed is as tall as  Asmaa.                                              (  the ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

                 95- have not seen Ayman for a long time .                          ( since ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

96 – The ocean is terribly deep .                                            ( terrible ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

   97-If you study hard, you will succeed.                              (In case of) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

    98-Unless you studied hard, you wouldn't succeed.                     (Without)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
-   99-While Ali was playing, he fell down.                              (During) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………         
100- When did you last meet Adel?                             ( When was …….) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
101-He watched TV but before that he revised for the exams.         ( until )  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

   102-  You mustn't come late otherwise I will punish you.                     (If)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

   103-  I last saw Ali in 2012.                                                                         (ago)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
104-  During the match, I fell asleep.                                                         (While) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
105- He never speaks on the radio and television.                                 (doesn't) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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106- She helped other women to succeed in education.                      (used to) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
107- I always go to bed late.                                                                          ( never) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
108- When did you start learning English?                                                  (How long) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
109- Steam condenses by cooling.                                                                      (If) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 (110) I advise you to study for the exam.                                         (better)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 (111) When did you watch this program?                                                     ( ago) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 (112) He slept but first he had his dinner                                                          (as soon as) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

113- The mother infected the baby with the flu .                                                   (catch )  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
114- Mona's marks aren't good. She probably didn't get ready for the exam.   (can't) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
115- They've built a new villa, haven't they?                                                            (been ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
116-My uncle owns a very famous bookshop. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(owner)  

117-No one in the family is older than Maha. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(oldest)  

118-If I had enough money, I’d buy a car. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(as) 

119-She said that she hadn’t stolen the books. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(denied)  

120- We've met before, but I can't remember your name.                 (Although) 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
121- I was so extremely tired that I slept tor twelve hours.                (exhausted) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 122- Do you have any interest in sports?                                                 (interested) 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
123- I wonder if you could open the window.                                             (mind) 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
124- I'm used to getting up early.                                    (usually) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
125- It is not necessary for her to buy a laptop.                  ( have to ) 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
126- Perhaps my father will come tomorrow.                ( may ) 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
127- It is said that the tickets are expensive.                   ( The tickets ) 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
128- "Have you got any homework, Amr?"                     ( Amr's mother asked…) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 - Is a crocodile able to swim?                                                   ( Can)129   
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
130-   He isn't a bird, so he can't fly.                                                  ( If ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
131-  If you have a good goal, you will do your best to reach it.  ( Unless ) 
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……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………                                                                               
132-  If you got up late, you wouldn't be at school on time.  (In case of) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………                                                                                 
133-  Cooling water to 0 C turns it into ice .                                 ( If ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

     134-If he didn’t eat bad food, he would be healthy.            (because)  
         …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

135-It’s necessary fro children to obey their parents.        (must) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
136-I haven’t met Mr. Saad for five months.                             (It’s) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
137-Omm Kalthoum sang beautifully.                                       (beautiful)  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

138- I last ate fish a week ago.                                                           (for) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

139- Although we've met before, I can't remember your name.  (but) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

140- Cairo is bigger than Alexandria.                                                        (as……as)  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

- Because Ayman arrived late, he missed the start of the lesson.   (If…)141 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

142-It is necessary for students to revise the answers well.                (must) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

143- After Mrs. Heba had checked prices, she bought the dress.         (until) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

144-Mr Mustafa teaches well.                                     (good) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

145- No one in the family is taller than Soha.             (tallst) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

146-First he wrote the letter, then he posted it.      (till)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
137-While Ali was playing, he fell down.               (During) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
148-If I felt ill, I'd go to see my doctor.                   (to feel)                   
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
149-If it is fine, I'll go shopping.                                   (be)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………       
150- He never comes late.                                                              (doesn't) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
151- She lived in Mansura when she was young.                         (used to) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
152- It's his habit to get up early.                                                      ( usually) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
153- Safy is a secondary student.                                                         (goes) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
154-Aliaa and Eman are the same age.                                               (as….as) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
155-I finished doing the ironing just now.                                          (already) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
156-Do you intend to learn swimming?                                                 (going) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
157-He is a very careful writer.                                                                (writes) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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158- I played tennis with my friend then I went home.                          (after) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  

  159- Ramy won the world junior championship at the age of 16.          (when)      
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
160- we were in Cairo two years ago .                                                            (since) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
161- I can't find my book so I can't give it back to you.                                     (If) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
162- Samir is a good boy. He always helps me.                                         (who) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
163- They answered the questions.                                                    (were) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
164- Modern inventions enable us to live in comfort.                            (capable) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
165- It is necessary to do your best.                                                  (must) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
166- Would you hold this for me?                                         (mind) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
167-Abu-Heif won the Egyptian swimming competition at the age of ten. ( when )                                                       
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
168-My uncle owns a very famous bookshop.                                             ( owner ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
169-You look very ill. I advise you to see a doctor at once.                       ( should ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
170-No one in the family is older than Maha.                                            ( oldest ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
171-No country was as great as Egypt in architecture.                        (greatest) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
172-After they had collected enough information, they wrote a report about pollution.  (until)                                         
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
173-He has lived in London for ten years.                                               (since) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
174-You aren't allowed to cross the road if the traffic light is red.   (mustn't) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
175- My uncle owns a very famous bookshop.                      [owner] 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
176-Sameh let Huda play with his ball.                                         [allowed] 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
177- You must eat healthy food.                                                       [It….] 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
178- If she had studied hard, she would have passed the exam.   [because] 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………                                             
179-He never speaks on the radio and television.                          ( doesn't) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
180-After he had finished his homework , he went to bed.               (until) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
181-It's still her habit to visit old friends.                                            (used to )  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
182-She watched the film after she had done her homework.                 ( watching) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
183. There isn't a longer river in the world than the Nile .                              (longest) 
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
184. He never speaks on the radio and television .                                   (doesn't) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
185. Ahmed missed the train because he got up late .                              (If ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
186. I won't go with such a fast driver .                                                     (refuse) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
187. I 'd like you to lend me your book .                                        (Would you mind) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
188- I last ate fish a week ago.                                                                     (for) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
189- Although we've met before, I can't remember your name.      (but) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
190- Cairo is bigger than Alexandria.                                                    (as……as)  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
191- Because Ayman arrived late, he missed the start of the lesson. (If…) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
192- I was having a shower when the light went out.                      (While) 
  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
193- She has studied abroad since 2012.                                            (for)  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 194- The Nile is the longest river in the world.                               (longer) 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
195- He had saved enough money before he bought a new flat.  (until)        
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
196- I plan to build a new house next year.                                (going) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
197- Maha is the oldest member in the family.                        (No one) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
198- The ambulance took him to hospital a moment ago.            (was) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
199- I expect her arrival tomorrow.                                             (arrive) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
200- He was watching a film and he fell asleep suddenly.         (When) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
201.If I won a lottery , I'd buy a car.                                           ( What) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
202. With your permission , I will join the army.                      ( If) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
203. I 've never been so happy.                                              (  I am happier) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
204. Nabil went to Paris and he is still there.                              (  gone) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
205. My boss is friendly to me.                                                      ( treats ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
206. France is colder than Egypt.                                               ( as hot as) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
207. We decided quickly to have a meal                                  ( decision) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
 208- I've just finished my work                                       (ago) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
209- I've never read such an interesting story.                          (the most) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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210- Without concentration, you wouldn't have understood the lesson.  (If) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
211- When did your father buy his new car?                                (How long) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
212. There is no longer river in the world than the Nile.            ( longest) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
213. It is not good for you to eat a lot of chocolate.                 (shouldn’t) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
214. Kareen has lost his school bag.                                              (find) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
215. Ali usually have a shower before leaving for work.       (is used to) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
216. Its two years since I met my friend.                                    (for) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  217-  You mustn't come late otherwise I will punish you.        (If) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
   218-  I last saw Ali in 2012.                                                            (ago) 
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
   220-  During the match, I fell asleep.                                          (While)  
   …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
   221-He used to smoke 20 cigare es.                                            (no longer )  
    …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
    222- We use Computers for storing information.                              (enable) 
     …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

223- The painter painted the flat in a week.                               (It took) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
224- Soha is the best girl in her class.                                           (good) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
225- If he had followed my advice, he wouldn't have lost his way.                   (because) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
226- We didn't watch the match till we 'd finished doing our homework.        (Having) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
227. Nada didn’t go out until she had done her homework.                                ( Having ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
228. The plane crashed because of the bad weather.                                                 ( If ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
229. I’ve arranged to give a birthday party next Friday.                                          ( giving ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
230. Pollution has a bad effect on our health.                                                ( affects ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
231. He said that he hadn’t stolen the car .                                                               ( denied ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
232-You must listen carefully to your teacher or you won't understand well.            (If)   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
233- I watched the new film but first I finished all my homework.                    (As soon as) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
234-He hurried to the station so as not to miss the train.                                       (avoid) 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………      
235- He last ate fish a week ago.                                                                                   (for) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
236-  When did you arrive in London ?      ( How long ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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237- My brother had eaten lunch before he slept .                ( eating ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
238- I didn't go to school until I had had breakfast .    ( No sooner ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
239- During the film , the light went out .                  ( While ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
240 – The Nile is the longest river in the world.                                                         ( isn't ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
241 – She bought the dress and then she left the shop.                                            ( didn't ) 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
242 – He is a man of few words.                                                                                    ( much ) 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
243-During the match, the light went out.                                                               ( While I….)     
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
244-Kareem had a shower after he had played a football match.                          {until} 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
245-We last met Mr.Yousry when we were in Assiut.                                               {since} 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
246-Oliver Twist is the most interesting story I’ve ever read.                                 {as……..as} 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
247-He is used to coming to school  late                                                                       {always}  
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
248 – Emad wasn't at the meeting, so he didn't know about the results.                   ( if ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
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           In January 2007, Egypt's interna onally famous …(1).. player, Ramy Ashour, won an 
important …(2)…. in Canada. But what do we know about this young man? Ramy was …(3).. 
in Cairo in September, 1987. At the age of 16, he became the .…(4)….. player to win the 
Men's World Junior Squash Championship. In 2006, he won the championship again. In the 
Hong Kong 2006 Championship, he was second. He …(5)….. to another Egyp an player, Amr 
Shabana. Ramy's older brother, Hisham Ashour, is also an …(6)… squash player  

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

William Shakespeare was a great Bri sh playwright. He was…..(1)….on April 23, 1564 in 
Stratford in the Midlands of England. His father was a……(2)…..maker. Shakespeare went to 
school when he was 7 but he had to leave at the……….(3)…. of 14 because his family had 
financial problems. When he was 18, Shakespeare…….(4)…a farmer’s daughter called Anne 
Heathway. William and Anne had three children. A er……(5)… no one is sure what 
Shakespeare did but, in 1592, he le  his family and went  to London to become an …(6)…... 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

Nabawiya Musa is a famous Egyptian. She was the first Egyptian ............... to join 
secondary school. She played an ............... part in girls'education. She helped women to 
learn and ................ jobs. She wrote a famous ……. about girls' educa on in 1908. She also 
became the...........of a girls' school in Cairo. She really loved Egypt very much and helped 
Egyptian girls  ................in education and work 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

Cleanliness is extremely important in protec ng us  from infec ons.  ....(1).... (your own 
cleanliness) and.....(2)......... (public cleanliness) are both important. Germs can ….(3)…. from 
one child's hands to another if children do not wash hands often. That is why you should 
always wash your hands before a meal and….(4)….. a er you come home. You 
should....(5).... more o en in hot weather or if you have been exercising. Never leave pieces 
of food lying around because they....(6)... flies. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

Abu Heif was a great athlete. He spent a lot of me ...(1).... in the sea. His father was a 
primary .....(2).... teacher. At the age of ten, Abu Heif ....(3)...... the Egyp an primary school 
swimming championship. He ....(4).... to Cairo. There, he ....(5).... at Al-Ahli club. He ....(6).... 
in April 2008 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

To park a car is a problem . Parking problems usually ..1… between 8 and 9 a. m . Driving 
cars in ..2... hours is very difficult . We should ….3 … traffic in the city centre . Parks should 
..4 .. outside the city centre . People can leave their cars…5...and catch the bus to their 
offices . Another ..6.. is to build mul ple storey garage 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
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……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  
Ramy Ashour is a famous squash player. He was ………… in Cairo in 1987. At the ………… of 
16, he became the youngest player to ………… the Men’s World Junior Squash 
Championship. He ………… the championship again in 2006. But in the Hong Kong 2006 
championship, he ………… to another Egyptian player. Ramy’s older brother is also an ………… 
squash player. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

Nabawiya Musa is a famous Egyp an. She was the ………….(1) Egyp an girl to join 
secondary school. She played an important …………..(2) in girls' educa on. She helped 
women to learn and ……………(3) jobs. She wrote a famous book about girls' ………………(4) in 
1908 she became the ……….. (5) of a girls' school. She went into many ba les for the  
………….(6) of the Egyp an women 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

Dolphins live in water but they are not fish. They need air to….(1)…  . They can stay under 
the water for many minutes but then must come up to the….(2)….. . Dolphins…..(3)…..in the 
sea or in rivers. They jump out of the water again and….(4)….. . They like warm water. 
Some mes, Dolphins…..(5)……close to ships. They can……(6)……very quickly up to 60 KM an 
hour 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

10-Scientists have discovered that cars can run on vegetable oil, which mean that farmers 
will be able to grow ……….(1)….…. in their fields. And now engineers are working 
………(2)……. a new type of car battery which makes energy ….…(3)……..… of hydrogen and 
oxygen. ……(4)…….. believe that we may be able to buy ……(5)…… using these ba eries in 
the next ten years. As oil is going to run out, we need to find a replacement for petrol as 
……(6)…….. as possible. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

11-Cairo is the capital of Egypt. About twenty percent of the populations of the country live 
there, so it is ….... (1)….......... It is Egypt’s main business …..(2) …, and it has …3……which is 
fast and cheap. Streets are …4…of traffic, so it has some of the worst pollu on in Africa. 
Cairo has the headquarters ……5…. The Arab League .It has many beau ful…6……….where 
people can spend free time 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

12-Man has been suffering from pollu on nowadays. Rivers have become …(1)… as a result 
of throwing…(2)…material from factories into them. Air has become polluted by 
…(3)…coming from factories and caused by car fumes. Fer lizers and …(4)… are used in 
agriculture. Crops are …(5)…to kill insects and pests. Above all, atomic and nuclear radia on 
is destructive and has had …(6)… on our health. 
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……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

13-There are certain rules of hygiene. You should always ….(a)….your hands before a meal. 
You should bathe more often in ….(b)….weather. you should be careful ….(c)….the food you 
eat or the water you ….(d)…. . Make ….(e)….that flies and other insects do not ….(f)….on 
your food 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

14-Mr. Ramy told us to revise new words. He said we should ....... (1)....... them daily. 
Without doing so, we will .......(2)....... them. We must revise the whole week’s .......(3)....... 
at the end of the .......(4)....... The month’s word list is at the .......(5)....... of the month. If we 
do so, we will become .......(6)…….in English 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

15-Mr.Sameer Ahmed Shereef was a teacher of English. He... (1)....born in 1943.He… 
(2)...AlexandriaUniversity, where he graduated. He became a..... (3)....... known teacher. He 
taught English… (4)…more than twenty years. Then, he worked as a supervisor. He was... 
(5)...successful. He died... (6)...Friday 28th December 2008.We'll never forget him 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

16-Tokyo  is  the  capital  of  Japan. About  seven   percent  of  the population of the country 
live there, so it is very …....( 1 )…... . It  is  Japan's  main  business ……..( 2 )…..…, and  Like  
New York, has skyscrapers and fast, wide ….....( 3 )…..…. These are always filled with  traffic, 
so Tokyo has  some of the worst ….....( 4 )…..… in the world. Tokyo is the home of Japan's 
….....( 5 )…..…, whose palace ….....( 6 )…..… in a beau ful park in the centre of the city 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

17-The Great Pyramid is one of the seven ....(1)... of the Ancient World. It was . . . (2)...at 
Giza some me around 2560 BC. It is.... (3).... largest single thing made.... (4)... stone. It 
originally rose to a..... (5)... .of 147 metres above the desert sand, but later it lost ten 
metres of...... (6).... pointed top. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

18-From 1967 to 1973, Dr Farouk El-Baz worked on the American Apollo space project, 
which landed men - - - ( 1 )- - - the moon. He - - - ( 2 )- - - advice where the astronauts 
should land, and told them how - - - ( 3 )- - - collect rocks - - - ( 4 )- - -soil on the moon. Dr El-
Baz - - - ( 5 )- - - born in Zagazig in 1938 and was educated -- ( 6 )- - - Ain Shams University. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

19-One day, there will be no oil left. Everyone - - - ( 1 )- - - that, but more and more - - - ( 2 )- 
- - are travelling by plane. This is because - - - ( 3 )- - - travel is cheaper than ever before. It is 
sometimes cheaper to - - - ( 4 )- - - to another country than to travel a hundred kilometers 
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on a train. As well as using fuel, planes produce air - - - ( 5 )- - - . We can't stop air travel but 
we should - - - ( 6 )- - - carefully before we decide to fly 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

20-Scien sts have discovered that c a r s........(1)..-. on vegetable oil which means that 
farmers will be able to........(2 )....fuel in their fields. Engineers now are w orking....(3)........a 
new type of car batteries which make energy out of hydrogen a n d ........(4)...... In the 
future there will be no........(5)...so we need to find a ......(6)....for petrol as soon as possible. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

21-The most common use of satellites is communication. Sat-nav, which is short for - - - ( 1 
)- - - , is an electronic - - - ( 2 )- - - which can help car drivers and pilots to know exactly 
where they are. If you have sat-nav in your car, it can tell you your best route and help you 
to avoid - - - ( 3 )- - - jams. Satellites have also made it easier to - - - ( 4 )- - - the weather and 
to - - - ( 5 )- - - people of forest - - - ( 6 )- - - or floods 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

22-People suffer a lot from air pollution. Their lungs are filled with (1)………gases from 
lorries , buses and cars. These gases can (2)……..the lungs .This may have a bad (3)………on 
children. In the future all means of transport will (4)……….on unleaded petrol.(5)………have 
developed new engines .These engines run on (6)…………..gas 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

23-Be careful where you eat in order to prevent diseases. Choose restaurants that are 
careful about………1……… and which cover food to keep off ………2….and other insects. Dirty 
things are covered ……3………germs which you cannot see but which can give you an 
……4……… in the stomach. If you have pain in your body, you should see a ……5…… .You 
should also follow the rules of hygiene and ………6……… 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

24-Hi   I’m Rana. I'm.....(1),..  Cairo and I’m studying Chinese at the university here. My 
brother Mohamed is also at the university here. He’s  .....(2)..... architecture. When he is 
older, he would like to……..(3) .... a new government building in Cairo   A er I.   ..(4)....., I 
want to work as an .....(5) . ..   I would like to translate people's speeches immediately. If I 
can’t do that, I 'd like to work in television-perhaps……(6)……….a news programme 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

25-It only rains every 20–50 years in the Western Desert. …( 1 )…., two million years ago, 
very heavy rain…..( 2 )….. there and a huge ….. ( 3 )… of water collected under the desert 
sand. Today, we need this water and the …..( 4 )… we have to thank for ……( 5)… it is one of 
Egypt’s …..( 6) …famous men, Dr Farouk El-Baz 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
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……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  
26-It only rains every 20 - 50 years in the Western Desert. However, two million .......(1)...... 
ago, very heavy ...(2).... fell there and a huge quan ty of ....... (3) ...... collected under the 
desert sand. Today, we need this water. We have to thank Dr Farouk El-Baz, one of Egypt's 
most ........(4) ........ men, for fining it. He is a space scien st and a .......(5)....... and the 
world's greatest expert in ......(6)...... sensing 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

27-As my train wasn't due ....(1).....leave for another hour . I had plenty of ....(2).... to spare. 
After buying some magazines to ... .(3)... .on the journey, I made my ... ..(4)..... to the 
luggage office to collect the heavy suit-case I had left.. ..(5).. ..three days before but the 
receipt didn't seem to be ... .(6),... I had left it  

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

28-There are some rules that you should follow to protect yourself from diseases. 
.......(1)...... your hands before you eat. You should also.......(2)...... more o en in hot 
weather. You shouldn't leave dirty dishes…....(3)...... around. .....(4)...... food so that flies 
don't land on it. .....(5).....tap water before drinking it. If you follow these rules, you 
won't..... (6)...... any disease 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

29-Cairo is one of the most overcrowded cities in the world. You can feel…… (1) all around 
you. There is also a (f)" Of noise Public means of (3) are slow, ......(4) the underground is 
clean and fast. On the other hand, it "it is one of the ..(5) ..... important ci es in the Middle 
East. It also : (6) Tourists from all over the world. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

  30-Dr Farouk El Baz is a famous scien st. He was……1……..in Zagazig. He is a geologist and 
……2……..scientist. He is the greatest………3………..in remote………4……… He...…5…….in Apollo 
Project from 1967 to 1973.He taught ……6….how to collect soil and rocks from the moon 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

31-It only rains every 20 - 50 years in the Western Desert. However, two million.... (1)...... 
ago, very heavy... (2).... fell there and a huge quan ty of.... (3) ...collected under the desert 
sand. Today, we need this water. We have to thank Dr Farouk El-Baz, one of Egypt's 
most..... (4).... men, for fining it. He is a space scien st and a...... (5).... and the world's 
greatest expert in...(6)...... sensing 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

32-I recently learned ...(1)... to use a computer, and I have many friends ...(2)... play 
computer games at home. Once people ...(3)... to write and think using their brains, but 
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now many people have become accustomed to ------(4)------ machine that they can't do 
anything ...(5)... them. There are many people who ...(6)...on electronic gadgets completely 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

33-Have you heard of Charles Dickens? A er Shakespeare he is probably the most ……1…. 
writer in the English language. He is the best known for his …2…… about life in nineteenth – 
century Britain. Dickens was …3….. in 1812. When he was s ll a young boy, his father went 
to …4…….. in 1824, because he had got into ……5…... . He saw how hard life was for poor 
people and  many of the ideas for the stories of his novels and ……6……… in them came from 
this time 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

34-Nabil was very happy during his journey to Italy .He thought he would ………….(1) 
……seeing  Places of interests he  had heard about. On the contrary , when he arrived in 
Rome, he found the ……(2)……. So high that he felt he couldn't……(3)…… for a month as he 
had planned. To…….(4)…… money , he went to places on foot than by bus. 
However,,……….(5)…… out of money in two weeks. There, he met his friend Ali 
who…….(6)…… him the money needed 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

35-A years from now I think my country will be a fantastic place . Every family will own 
a……………... and all the ……………….we need will he from the sun . Every home ill have a 
computer . and everyone will talk to his friend on the …….. . We will drive cars with special 
batteries and our …………………..will be cleaner and quieter. Planes will be ……………and 
cheaper . Perhaps we'll ……………….to the moon 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

36-Shakespeare is the most well-known playwright all over the world. One of his most 
famous ----- (1) ----- is King Lear. It is about an old king who decided to give his ----- (2) ----- 
to his daughters. He asked them to tell him how much they ----- (3) ----- him. The two old 
daughters told their father that they loved him more than they really did. The third girl 
couldn't ----- (4) ----- her love to her father so he was very ----- (5) ----- with her. At last, 
when Lear and his third daughter were ----- (6) ----- and sent to prison, he could know that 
his third daughter loved him more than any one else. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

37-A young boy is ill in hospital after a cut on his finger became{l) …….... The boy's family 
said that their son's bed was not(2)……..clean. Doctors and nurses said they were 
very(3)…....by the news.They promised to...(4)...the hospital and equip it.. (5)... The 
following week, they invited the boy's family to...(6)...the hospital 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  
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38-The human brain is more …………... than the most powerful computer. With it, you can 
see and smell flowers, remember holidays, feel ................... and hear your favourite 
singer's................................ .   Your brain receives messages from your …......................., 
analyses them and  sends messages back. Your brain also stores past memories and this 
makes.…………...... and remembering possible. At the same time, your brain controls your 
breathing, your heart, your body................................. and your digestion 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

39-There are various reasons behind the continuous rise in the prices of most goods. 
Because of the ever ……(1)……popula on, the cul vable land is……(2)….. into building and 
houses. In this way, our agricultural ……(3)……decrease. This makes us……(4)…….the basic 
crops from ……(5)…… countries in hard currency. This, in turn, nega vely affects our 
economy. Therefore, the…….(6)……..rise con nuously 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

40-Some years ago ,the government took decisive measures against buying meat from 
England because of the foot and mouth disease .It is an ….…1……… disease that is carried 
from one person to another . Strict ...2….were followed in order to …..…3…….. sure that the 
disease will not spread in Egypt .Mass ..……4…..... launched campaigns to warn the private 
sector from dealing ………5……… such foods. Now the public are aware ……6…… such 
diseases 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

41-One day, there will be no oil left. Everyone ----------(1)---------- that, but more and 
 more --------(2)------ are travelling by planes. This is because --------(3)------- travel is 
 cheaper than ever before. It is sometimes cheaper to --------(4)-------- to another country 
 than to travel a hundred kilometers on a train. As well as using fuel, planes produce air  
     -------(5)-------- . We can't stop air travel, but we should -------(6)-------- carefully before  
     we decide to fly . 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

42- If you need to make water safe to drink, this is what to do, start by ---------(1)-------  
     a kettle with --------(2)--------- from the cold tap . Next ------(3)------- the water in the 
     kettle until it boils, it should boil for ten ---------(4)------ After that, leave the water to 
     ------(5)------ then put it into a jug in the fridge to get it really cold. Finally , you can 
     -----(6)----- the water . 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

43-Taha Hussein was one of the best Egyptian writers. He was... ....in Minia in 1889. When 
he was young , he……......a disease that made him blind. He learnt..(3).,.....A1- Azhar 
university. He became the ... of Education. He considered education ..... ...... ...to man 
aswater .and air. Al- Aiam was his most famous…...... which was made a TV series. He died 
in 1973. 
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……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

44-There are some rules that you should follow to protect yourself from diseases. 
.......(1)...... your hands before you eat. You should also.......(2)...... more o en in hot 
weather. You shouldn't leave dirty dishes…....(3)...... around. .....(4)...... food so that flies 
don't land on it. .....(5).....tap water before drinking it. If you follow these rules, you 
won't..... (6)...... any disease  

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

45-These are some rules of hygiene. Wash your hands before a- - - ( 1 )- - - Be very careful 
about the food - - - ( 2 )- - - eat. Make sure that - - ( 3 )- - and other insects don't land - - - ( 4 
)- - - your food. You should boil tap - - - ( 5 )- - - before you drink - - - ( 6 )- - - 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

46-I think  life will be different in thirty years ' time . Cars will .. ..!.. . on fuel cell batteries . 
We ' ll. ….2. . . more as planes will be faster and ...3... "(Perhaps "planes will travel to the 
moon . The solar energy will provide all . . . 4. . . energy we need . Nobody ' ll . . . 5. . . the 
telephone any more . We 'II see people 'sface .... 6. ... the computer scre 
Getting a good job is not easy nowadays. Mona, one of my friends applied ....(!)..... a job 
with a small business company. She was ....{2)..... by one of thedirectors. She read the 
....(3).... In one of the daily newspapers. My friend was soclever that the interviewer was 
......(4)...., by her fine answers. Mona was happywhere she knew that she got the ....(5)..... 
She said, She was ready to work both Egypt and ...(6)...... 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

47-Naguib Mahfouz was a great Egyptian novelist . He …………… many wonderful novels . He 
is popular ……………….. all readers in the Arab area . Some of his ………. were made films . He 
………………… the Nobel Prize for literature . He was sick in ………………….. for some time . The 
Egyptians were sad when he 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

48-Some athletes take drugs to improve their performance. This can help them achieve …… 
(1)……This is considered ……. (2)…….. and is …….(3)…….. to the athletes' 
health.Therefore,athletes are regularly……(4)……. for drugs. Some athletes were stripped of 
their …….(5)……. for using drugs. Athletes are advised to keep away from taking drugs or 
they will lose their ……(6)…….. and may be their health 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

49-William Shakespeare was born…(1)…23rd April, 1564. He went to school when he was 7, 
but he had to leave at the age of 14 because his family had…(2)…problems. When he was 
18, Shakespeare….(3)…Anne Heathway. In 1592, he le  his family and went  to London to  
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become….(4)…actor. If he hadn’t found a…(5)…at this me, he wouldn't have become a 
famous writer. He wrote and performed….(6)…a theatre group called The King's Men 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

50-It only rains every 20 - 50 years in the Western Desert. However, two million .......(1)...... 
ago, very heavy ...(2).... fell there and a huge quan ty of ... (3) .... collected under the desert 
sand. Today, we need this water. We have to thank Dr Farouk El-Baz, one of Egypt's 
most....(4) ..... men, for fining it. He is a space scien st and a .......(5).... and the world's 
greatest expert in ......(6)...... sensing. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

51-Ahmed  and Ayman have been friends for a long me. They are the ....(1)..... age. When 
they were .....(2)....., they used to play together. They like doing the same things. They 
.....(3)..... athle cs and swimming. Their families some mes go on .....(4)...... together, so 
they spend a lot of their free me together. Their ....(5)..... are not the same. Ahmed is a 
.....(6)......, relaxed person while Ayman gets excited very easily 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

 52-Ramy Ashour is a well-known sportsman. In January 2007, Egypt's interna onally 
famous …(1).. player, Ramy Ashour, won an important …(2)…. in Canada. But what do we 
know about this young man? Ramy was …(3).. in Cairo in September, 1987. At the age of 16, 
he became the .…(4)…. player to win the Men's World Junior Squash Championship. In 
2006, he won the championship again. In the Hong Kong 2006 Championship, he was 
second. He …(5)... to another Egyp an player, Amr Shabana. Ramy's older brother, Hisham 
Ashour, is also an …(6)… squash player 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

53-A dic onary is very important for all…(1)…of English. It gives them the different….…(2)….. 
of a word. Most dic onaries help them……(3)….pronounce a word correctly …(4)… using 
pronuncia on symbols. Moreover, it shows the learner……(5)… to use the word by giving  
him ……(6)….. in sentences. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

54-Shakespeare is the most well-known playwright all over the world. One of his most 
famous ----- (1) ----- is King Lear. It is about an old king who decided to give his ----- (2) ----- 
to his daughters. He asked them to tell him how much they ----- (3) ----- him. The two old 
daughters told their father that they loved him more than they really did. The third girl 
couldn't ----- (4) ----- her love to her father so he was very ----- (5) ----- with her. At last, 
when Lear and his third daughter were ----- (6) ----- and sent to prison, he could know that 
his third daughter loved him more than any one else 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  
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55-The brain ………………... information from your senses and analyses it. It also…...  past 
memories and this ………............... learning and remembering .At the same time it …….. every 
thing you do    

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

4)- Correct the underlined mistakes in the following  paragraph:(4 Marks) 

1) I'd like to tell you about my best friend Hind. I’ve know him all my life. We used 
to play together. When we was very young, we go to the same school and 
spending most of our free time together. If I have a problem of any kind, he 
always help me. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

2-Pete is British but he left England when he was a young man. He lived in 
Australia since 1989. He and his wife, Christine, has two children. Their daughter 
has been at university since three years, so she will finish in one more year. Their 
son studying now to be a pilot. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  

                

3-Naguib Mahfouz was born in Cairo in 1911. He was youngest child in his family. He 
said he has a happy childhood. He was greatly interested with reading the works of great 
authors. His writings reveal the social conditions in Egypt who he lived. 

……………………………………………… -3  ……………………………………………… -2  ……………………………………………… -1  
……………………………………………… -6  ……………………………………………… -5  ……………………………………………… -4  
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Answer Only Four (4) of the following questions 
Review A 

1- Why did Oliver Twist run away to London? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
2- Who did Oliver work with in London?  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
3-Do you think Fagin is a good or bad person? Give a reason.     
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
4- How did Mr. Brownlow help Oliver? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
5- How do you think Oliver felt when he discovered that Monks    was his half 
brother? Give a reason.    
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
6- Do you think the rest of Oliver's life was happy or not? Give a reason. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

Review B 
1- What was the old man's job in "The old man and the sea"?  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Why couldn't the old man pull the fish to the boat? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
3- Why couldn't the old man sell the fish he had caught? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
4- Do you think it was a good idea for the old man to go fishing alone?Why?Why not   
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
5- Why do you think Manolin was worried about the old man after he returned from the sea?  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
6-How do you think the old man and Manolin felt at the end of the story? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

Practice Test 1  
1- What is a photographic memory? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2 - Mention two functions of the brain ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
3- How did Ramy Ashour become famous at the age of 16? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
4- Do you think we should be grateful to Dr. Farouk EI- Baz? Give a reason ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
5- Nabawiya Musa played an important part in education.Do you agree or disagree? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
6- Mention two reasons why children grow up on the streets? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

2Practice Test  
1- How will farmers be able to "grow fuel" in their fields? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Why are exhaust fumes so harmful? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
3- How is Frederic's life in A Farewell to Arms like Ernest Hemingway's life?  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
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4-Do you think Egyptians should have honoured Abu-Heif more in his old age? How   
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
5- Santiago was foolish to go to sea alone. Do you agree or not ?Give a reason ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
6 - What can you do in your life now to conserve energy? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

3Practice Test  
1- What must you do if you come in contact with a bird infected with bird flu ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Why shouldn't you eat food that smells bad? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
3- Why was King Lear angry with his daughter Cordelia? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
4- "Cordelia should have left her father and not tried to save him. " Do you agree? 
Why or why not?  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
5- How do you think Lear feels when Cordelia tries to help him? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
6- Drivers have to pay to drive into the centre of London during working hours. Do 
you think such a plan could work in Cairo? Why or why not?   
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

Exercises from Exams 
1-What is the photographic memory?  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
2-What is the capital of Japan? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
3-Do you think Santiago was foolish to go to sea alone? Give a reason. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
4-Why do you think we should be grateful to our scientists? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
5-In your opinion, how will farmers be able to grow fuel in their fields? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
6-What does the human brain control? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
7- What was the old man’s job in the Old Man and The Sea? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
8- What did King Lear decide to do? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
9. How should we avoid illness? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
10. Nabawiya Musa played an important part in education. Do you agree or not?  
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
11. Mention two functions of the brain. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
12. Do you think Egyptians should have honored Abu-Heif more in his old age? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
13- How do polar bears catch their prey? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
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14- What did Robinson Crusoe save from the ship? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
15- What does a flight attendant do? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
16- Name some of the wonders of the modern world? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
17- Give two disadvantages of the telephone? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
18- What qualities would you need to get a job? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
19- How can scientists influence their society? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
20-How does the brain control senses? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
21- Why is it so important for us to find a replacement for petrol soon? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
22-What is remote sensing? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
23-How did Egypt show its pride in Abu Heif? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
24- Why is cleanliness important?- How does the brain control senses? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
25. Why is cleanliness important? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
26. Santiago was foolish to go to sea alone. Do you agree or not? Give a reason for 
your answer. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
27. Why is it difficult to taste different fruits if you hold your nose and close your eyes? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
28. What will all cars use in the future? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
30. In the future cars will use vegetable oil. What is your opinion? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
31. Why shouldn't you eat food that smells bad? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
32. What qualities do people need to learn from their mistakes? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
33. Why mustn't we leave dirty dishes lying around? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
34 What qualities are needed by people who want to do dangerous jobs? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
35. What is the difference between hygiene and sanitation? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
36. What kind of work do people do without being paid? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
37- How important is Remote Sensing? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
38-Santiago was foolish to go to sea alone. Do you agree or not? Give a reason for 
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your answer. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
39- Was King Lear right to be angry with his daughter Cordelia? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
40-Mention two functions of the brain. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………   
41- How did you know that Abu-Heif loved president Nasser ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
42- What will happen if you sit in a traffic jam in Cairo? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
43-How can people protect themselves from bird flu? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
44-Who was Nabwaya Mousa? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
45-Give an example to show that Mr.Brownlow was kind.? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
46-What do you think of Abu Heif? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
47-What is remote sensing ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
48-What are the five senses? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
49- What is sanitation? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
50- How did Egypt show it was proud of Abu-Heif? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
51- Why couldn't Santiago pull the fish to the boat? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
52- Mention two functions of the brain.? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
53- Why didn't king Lear give any money or land to Cordelia? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
54- Why are today's cars engines better than in the past? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
55-Who is Dr Zahi Hawas? 
………………………………………………………………………………..…………… 
56-Why was Oliver grown up in a workhouse? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
57-What is a photographic memory? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
58-How will farmers be able to “grow fuel” in their fields? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
59-What can you do in your life now to conserve energy? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
60- Why was King Lear angry with his daughter Cordelia? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
61- Prove that Abu Heif was a great swimmer?.  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
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62- Where does the air pollution in big cities come from?  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
3- Why is it dangerous if a child has dirty hands?6  

 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
64- Both Tokyo and New York are similar, why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
65- Who, do you think, is to blame for pollution? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
66- Why did Oliver Twist grow up in a work house? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
67- What will happen if you eat food that smells bad? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
68- Why did Abu-Heif become a national hero? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
69- What was the old man's job in "The Old Man and the Sea"? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
70- Do you think we should be grateful to Dr. El-Baz? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
71-Why do you think King Lear was angry with his daughter Cordelia? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
72 - "What did Dr. El Baz advise astronauts on ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
73 - "How does Lear punish Cordelia? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
74 –Who did Abo Heif give his prize money to? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
75- "Why couldn't the oldman sell the fish he had caught? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
76- Mention two functions of the brain? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
77- Why shouldn't you eat food that smells bad 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

  78- Where did Oliver Twist grow up? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

  79- What are the functions of the brain? Mention two. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

  80- Why are exhaust fumes so harmful? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

  81- Why do you think, the old man went fishing alone? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

  82- What do you think we should thank Dr. El-Baz for? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
83- Do you think Cordelia loved her father? Give a reason 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
84- Prove that Abu Heif was a great swimmer. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
85- Where does the air pollution in big cities come from? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
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86- Why is it dangerous if a child has dirty hands? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
87- Both Tokyo and New York are similar, why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
88- What do you think you should do if you are not sure whether food bad or not? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
89- Why do you think Manolin stayed with the old man? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
90- How does the discovery of the femto second help scientists? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
91- Where did Oliver have to grow up after his mother's death? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
92- What makes a city like Cairo more beautiful? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
93- Which place, in your opinion, in Paris appeals to you? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
94- Why did Shakespeare go to London? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
95- In your opinion how did Dr. El-Baz help Egypt? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
96. Manolin refused to work with another fisherman. Give a reason 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
97. What is a photographic memory? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
98. How will farmers grow fuel in their field? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
99. Why was King Lear angry with Cordelia? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
100. What must you do if you come in contact with a bird infected with bird flu? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
101. What do you think Ramy Ashur did to become such a good squash player? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
102- What do you think Dr Zahi Hawass does to restore Egypt's glory? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
103- How does your brain control what you do? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
104-- Give an example to show that Abu Heif-was generous. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
105- What's your opinion of the old man's character? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
106- Mention two rules of hygiene. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
107- In your opinion, is it important for cities to have symbols like the Eiffel Tower? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
108 – What are the sanitary rules? 
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………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
109 – How does industry affect the environment? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
110 – What mistake did King Lear make before his death   ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
111 - Why do some readers admire Cordellia  ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
112 – What can you do in your life now to conserve energy? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
113 – Hemingway's personal life is mirrored in A farewell to Arms . "  Explain  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
114) why did Oliver Twist leave the workhouse? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
115) How was underground water found in the western desert? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
116) Why are exhaust fumes so harmful? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
117) Mention two functions of the brain? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
118) How will farmers be able to grow fuel in their fields? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
 119) How was Abu-Heif a generous person? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
120- Why couldn't the old man sell the fish he had caught? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
 2- Mention two functions of the brain. ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
121- How did Ramy Ashour become famous at the age of 16? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
122- What can you do in your life now to conserve energy? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
123- How will farmers be able to grow fuel in their fields? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
124- Why shouldn't you eat food that smells bad? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
125- What can we do with our brain? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
126- Why do you think people forgot Abu-Heif? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
127- Where does the air pollution in big cities come from?  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
128- When tourists go to cities, what kind of places do they like to visit? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
129- Give two main rules of cleanliness?  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
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130- What is remote sensing? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
131. Why was King Lear Angry with his daughter Cordelia? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
132. Why did Oliver grow up in a workhouse? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
133. Mention two functions of the brain?. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
134. How are the engines in today's cars better than in the past? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
135. Why is cleanliness important? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
136. Nabawiya Musa played an important part in education. Do you agree or not?     
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
137- Why did Oliver Twist grow up in a work house? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
139- What do you think makes a beautiful city? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
140- Why was King Lear angry with his daughter Cordelia? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
141- Do you think we should be grateful to Dr. El-Baz? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

 142- Why do you think Abu-Heif became a national hero? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
143- When did heavy rain fall in the western desert? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
144- What do you know about Dr Samera Musa? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
145- Why did Dr Zewail win the Benjamin Franklin Medal? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
146- What's Dr Zahi Hawass? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
147- What did Ramy Ashour win in Canada in 2007? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
148- What do you know about Nabawiya Musa? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
149-What is remote sensing ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
150- What terrible mistake did ’’King Lear make? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
151- What five sense does the brain receive information from? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
152- When did Abu Heif become internationally famous? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
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153- Mr. Brown low was kind to Oliver explain ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
154- How much does your brain weigh ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
155-Why mustn't you leave dirty dishes lying around? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
156-How does Abu Heif break the record?  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
157-Where was Oliver brought up? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
158-How many daughters did king Lear have? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
159-Do you think Cordelia and king Lear deserve that sad end? Why? why not? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
160-King Lear was wrong when he decided to divide his kingdom among his 
daughters .Do you agree with this statement or not? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
161. How is Frederic Henry's life in " A Farewell to Arms " like Ernest Hemingway's life? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
162. What do you think Lear learns from the mistake he has done? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
163. What is the thing in common between New York and Tokyo? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
164. Crossing the English Channel by Abu-Heif for the second time is a great 
 event. Give a reason.  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
165. Mention two functions of the brain. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

6. What advice did Dr, El-Baz give to the Apollo astronauts?16  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
167- Why did Oliver Twist grow up in a work house? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
168- What will happen if you eat food that smells bad? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
169- Why did Abu-Heif become a national hero? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
170- What was the old man's job in "The Old Man and the Sea"? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
171- Do you think we should be grateful to Dr. El-Baz? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
172-Why do you think King Lear was angry with his daughter Cordelia? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
173- Why did Oliver Twist grow up in a workhouse? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
174- Mention two functions of the brain. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
175- How did Ramy Ashour become famous at the age of 16? 
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………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
176- Do you think we should be grateful to Dr Farouk EI-Baz? Give a reason for 
your answer. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
178- Nabawiya Musa played an important part in education. Do you agree or disagree? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
179- How do you think Oliver Twist felt when he learned that Rose was his mother's 
sister? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
180- How dangerous is out-of-date food ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
181- Do you think engine’s in today’s cars are better than in the past ?  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

 182- What happened to the marlin which the old man pulled it ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
183- Would you like to be a famous swimmer ? Give a reason for your answer 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
184- What does the brain control ?  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
185- Who adopted Oliver and where did they live ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

 186-Discuss Abu-Heif was generous 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
187- What do you think of Dr Zewail ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
188- What is remote sensing ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
189- How heavy is the brain ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

. 190-Discuss Oliver had a hard life 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
191- Why didn’t Abu Heif retire at the first time ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
192- What is Dr. El-Baz ? Where does he work ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
193- What is the moral of Oliver Twist ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
194- How can we help people who have lost one of their senses ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
195- How did Abu Heif prove he was generous ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
196- What do you think the young man learns from Santiago ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
197- What can we do about the problem of pollution 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
198-Why should we be grateful to Dr El-Baz? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
199-Why was Nabawia Musa famous? 
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………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
200-Where does our brain receive the information from? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
201-Where did Abou Heif train in Cairo?  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
202-Why did Oliver Twist grow in a work house? 6- How was Abou Heif honoured in Egypt? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
203- How does the discovery of the femtosecond help scientists? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
2204- Where did Oliver have to grow up after his mother's death? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
205- What makes a city like Cairo more beautiful? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
206- Which place ,in your opinion, in Paris appeals to you? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
207- Why did Shakespeare go to London? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
208- In your opinion how did Dr. El-Baz help Egypt? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
209- Why was Dr Zewail awarded the Benjamin Franklin Prize? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
210- Why-did Dickens go to London?  
  ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
211- What makes learning and remembering possible? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
212-Prove that Abu-Heif was a great swimmer. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
213-Is the old man happy or unhappy at the end? Give your reasons. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
214- Why is air pollution a big problem? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
215. What five senses does the brain receive messages from? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
216. What happens if you put your hand in hot water? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
217-. How heavy is the brain? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
218. How would your life be different without any of the senses? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
219. Which of the five senses is the most important? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
220. Why do our brains think light comes downwards? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

1-Why is cleanliness important ?22  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
222-What do you know about Charles Dickens? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
223-What sort of animals and birds that can catch bird flu? 
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………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
4-How can people protect themselves from bird flu?22  

………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
225-Ho do some vehicles use petrol and batteries together? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
226-Why is an air bag beneficial? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
227-Why couldn't Santiago pull the marlin to the boat ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
228-Who is Manolin in The old man and the Sea? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
229-How did Abu-Heif become internationally famous? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
230- When did heavy rain fall in the Western Desert? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
231- Why did people use to find water under the desert? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
232- Do you think remote sensing so important in Egypt and other countries 
nowadays? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
233- Where did Oliver grow up and why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
234- Why did Oliver leave the workhouse and go to London? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
235- What do you think of Mr. Brownlow? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
236- What, do you think, makes the polar bear survive in me cold and ice of the 
North Pole? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
237- What would have happened to Crusoe if it hadn't been for the things he saved 
from the ship? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
238- What do kangaroos and camels have in common? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
239" Why did Fog and his companions get to New York too late to catch the boat to 
Liverpool?  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
240- How can satellites contribute to the agricultural produce? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
241- Why, do you think,the Egyptian Tortoise is in danger? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
242. How is Frederic Henry's life in " A Farewell to Arms " like Ernest Hemingway's life? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
243. What do you think Lear learns from the mistake he has done? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
244. What is the thing in common between New York and Tokyo? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
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245. Crossing the English Channel by Abu-Heif for the second time is a great event. 
Give a reason. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
246. Mention two functions of the brain. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
247. What advice did Dr. El-Baz give to the Apollo astronauts? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
248- Do you think Santiago was a brave fisherman? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
249-How does the brain help us to learn and remember? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
250- Why should we be grateful to Dr El-BAZ? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
251- What qualities did Abu-Heif have that made him such a great man? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
252- Why is it important to keep public places clean and healthy? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
253-Nabawiya Musa played an important part in education. Do you agree or disagree? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
254-Do you think Egyptians should have honoured Abu Heif more in his old age? How?   
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
255-Santiago was foolish to go to sea alone. Do you agree or not? Give a reason for 
your answer.  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

 256-Why was King Lear angry with his daughter Cordelia? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
257- How will farmers be able to “grow fuel” in their fields? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
258 -Why are exhaust fumes so harmful? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
259- How is Frederic Henry’s life in A Farewell to Arms like Ernest Hemingway’s life? 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
260- What can you do in your life now to conserve energy? 
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The novel 
8)A) Answer the following questions:            (8M)                                                                                                                         
1- What did Noah Claypole say about Oliver's mother that made Oliver so angry ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2- What is the setting (time and place) of Oliver Twist? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3- Why did Oliver cry when Mr. Bumble took him to Mr. Sowerberry?  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4- Oliver agreed that the notebooks were well made. Why did Fagin and the boys find this 
very funny?   
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions 

"Poor woman. She was so beautiful. We'll never know who she was. " 
1- Who said these words? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2- Who is the beautiful woman? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3- Why will they never know who she was? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- Mr. Sowerberry complained that Oliver was very big.  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2- Mr. Bumble frightened Oliver when he was locked in Mr. Sowerberry's cellar. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
8)A) Answer the following questions:            (8M)                                                                                                                         
1- Who took Oliver as an apprentice ?  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2- When the policeman took Oliver, What did Charley and the Artful do ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3- Why didn't the magistrate send Oliver to prison ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4- What was the game that Fagin played with the boys ?  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions 

" Well , I know a man who will give you work and a room for nothing." 
1- Who said this ? …………………………………..…………………………………… 
2- To whom was it said ? …………………………………..…………………………………… 
3- What kind of work will Oliver do for this man ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- Bill Sikes was sent to look for Oliver and bring him back.  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2- Mr. Grimwig is Mr. Brownlow's servant.  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
8)A) Answer the following questions:            (8M)                                                                                                                         
1- Where is the house that Sikes and Crackit want to robe ?  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2- Why do they need Oliver to help them ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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3- What happened when Oliver went inside the house ?  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4- Did Oliver want to help them rob the house ? Explain.    
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions 

" He 's run away from home. I 'm taking him back to his mother and father. " 
1- Who said this ? …………………………………..…………………………………… 
2- To whom was it said ?  …………………………………..…………………………………… 
3- Where was the speaker really taking " him " to ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- Jack Dawkins's friends call him " The Skillful Dodger ".  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2- Mr. Brownlow is a rich criminal who lives in London.  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
8)A) Answer the following questions:            (8M)                                                                                                                         
What did Fagin and the other boys do for a living? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
What plan did Mr Fagin have for Oliver? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
What three places did Oliver live in before going to London? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Why did Mr Grimwig think Oliver wouldn't return? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions 

 "please, sir, I want some more". 
1.Who said these words? To whom? ………………………………………….………………… 
2.Why did this person say it? …………………………………..…………………………………… 
3.What was the result of this request?  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
Oliver walked 7 miles to London                          (…………………………) 
Nancy and Charley took Oliver back to Fagin. (…………………………) 
8)A) Answer the following questions:            (8M)                                                                                                                         
1. What plans did Fagin have to Oliver? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. What do Fagin and the boys do for a living? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. How does Mr. Monks feel about Oliver being used in the robbery a empt? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4. Where was Oliver born? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions 

"It wasn't that boy! It was two other boys. He was with them, but he 
didn't take anything".  

1. Who said that? ………………………………………….………………… 
2. Who is "that boy" and "two boys"?………………………………………….………………… 
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3. What happened as a result of these words?  
………………………………………….……………………………………………………….…………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1. Oliver was strong enough to run away. (…………………………) 
2. Mr. Brownlow trusted Oliver but Mr. Girmwing thought Oliver would never run away 
with the money. (…………………………) 

 

8)A) Answer the following questions:            (8M)                                                                                                                         
1.Why did Mr. Grimwig think that Oliver wouldn’t return ?  
……………………………………….……………………………………………………….…………… 
2.Why was Mr.Sowerberry displeased with Oliver on seeing him ? 
……………………………………….……………………………………………………….…………… 
3.What did Fagin take out of a wooden box ? 
……………………………………….……………………………………………………….…………  
4.How was Oliver kidnapped back to Fagin ?  
……………………………………….……………………………………………………….…………… 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions 

         “But Where’s the boy?” 
1.Who said this ? To whom? …………………….………………………….………………… 
2.What happened to the boy? ……………………………………..……….………………… 
3.Where was the boy left?  Why? 
……………………………………….……………………………………………………….…………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1.Sikes blamed Fagin for their failure as that was not planned. (…………………………) 
2.Jack Dawkins is also called “ The skillful Dodger” . (…………………………) 
8)A) Answer the following questions:            (8M)                                                                                                                         
1- How did Oliver get involved in a crime he didn't commit? 
……………………………………….……………………………………………………….…………… 
2-What made Oliver disappointed when he reached London? 
……………………………………….……………………………………………………….…………… 
3- Give one example to show that Nancy was a deceitful girl. 
……………………………………….……………………………………………………….…………… 
4- What secret did Nurse Sally hide? 
……………………………………….……………………………………………………….…………… 
 B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions 

  "This was not well planned" 
1- Who was the speaker? To whom? …………………….………………………….………………… 
2- How was the speaker when he said these words? …………………….…………………………. 
3- What did the speaker refer to? Was it successful? 
……………………………………….……………………………………………………….…………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- Mrs Bedwin treated Oliver cruelly. (…………………………) 
2-Without Mrs Sowerberry's help, Rose would have suffered a lot. (…………………………) 

 

8)A) Answer the following questions:            (8M)                                                                                                                         
1. How did Oliver get involved in a crime he didn't commit ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. Why was the nurse sympathe c with the baby's mother ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. What did the manager of the work house do to get rid of Oliver ? 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4. Show that Mr. Brownlow was a kind - hearted gentleman ? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions 

                                      " He's run away from his house " 
a. Who said this quotation? ………………………………………….………………… 
b. With Whom was the speaker ? ………………………………………….………………… 
c. This phrase to true or false . explain if you take true or false 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

"I heard that if she hadn't died, they would have punished her," 
1- Who said this sentence to whom? What does the pronoun "She" refer to?   
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2- What was the reaction of the listener towards the speaker after telling him that?  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- Mrs. Mann complained that it would cost money to feed Oliver. (…………………………)                        
2- The master was furious when Oliver asked for more money. (…………………………)  
8)A) Answer the following questions:            (8M)                                                                                                                         
1-What did Oliver think about Fagin? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2-Where did Oliver grow up after he was born? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3-What do you think about Mr. Brownlow? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
4-Nancy was a thief, but she appeared to be kind-hearted towards Oliver. Explain 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions 

 “Why are you crying? You’re very lucky to work here.” 
1-Who said this to whom? ………………………………………….………………… 
2-Why was the addressed person crying? ………………………………………….………………… 
3-Was the addressed person really lucky? Why? Why not? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1-Sally, who lived with Mrs. Maylie, was a pretty girl of seventeen years old. (………………) 
2-Monks, Oliver’s cousin, blamed Fagin for not keeping Oliver with the gang. (………………) 
8)A) Answer the following questions:            (8M)                                                                                                                         
1- How did Mrs Mann treat Oliver ? 
…………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………
2- What was a workhouse ? 
…………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………
3- What's the setting ( time and place ) of Oliver Twist ? 
…………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………
4- How was Oliver punished when he asked for more food ? 
…………………………………………………………………….……………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions 

" She was ill and weak when she came ." 
a) Who was the speaker? To whom? ………………………………………….………………… 
b) Who were they talking about? …………………………………………………………………… 
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c) Where were they then ? ………………………………………….……………………………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- Oliver was sad to leave Mrs Mann . (……………….………) 
2- Mrs Sowerberry gave Noah better lunch than Oliver. (……………….………) 
 
8)A) Answer the following questions:            (8M)                                                                                                                         
1- How did Mr. Bumble account for Oliver's violence towards Noah? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
2- Give an example to show that Mrs.Sowerberry was unkind to Oliver. 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
3- Why did Oliver beg Fagin to take the books back to Mr. Brownlow? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
4- Why did Rose think that Oliver was lucky? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions 

"Now, get some sleep. You don't mind sleeping down in the shop, do you? " 
a- Who said this to whom? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
b- Why did the speaker treat the addressed person in this way? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
c- What do you think of the speaker's character? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- It took Oliver ten days to reach London. (……………….………) 
2- Mr. Grimwig was Oliver's friend. (……………….………) 
8 – (A)-Answer the following questions: 
1 - "Who was DrLosberne ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
2 - Who was Monks ? Why did he come to see Fagin ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
3 - Why wasn't the robbery successful? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
4 - What did the police officer told Nancy about Oliver ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
 (B) Read the fottowing quotation and answer the questions: 

"I will have this five pounds for our troubles" 
1 - "Who said this quotation? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
2 - 'Where did the speaker find this five pound note ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
3 - "What was this five pound note for ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
C ) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it 
a) The gang neededOliver as they were going to change into a house. (…….………) 
b) Oliver's bed was comfortable and the food was never enough . (………….………) 
8- A) Answer the following questions : 
1. Why did Oliver start to hit Noah hard? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
2. What advice did Mr. Bumble give to Mrs Sowerberry? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
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3. Why did Oliver think that Fagin was a miser ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
4. How did breaking into the country house end in failure ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
5. Why did Rose say that she was lucky ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
6. What did Monks blame fagin for ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
7. Why did Mr. Grimwig doubt that Oliver would come back to Mr. Brownlow? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
8. Why did Mrs Sowerberry object to Oliver's being very small? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
9. Why was the master furious with Oliver at the workhouse? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
10. What did the magistrate decide after the testimony of the bookshop owner? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
11. What did Mr. Bumble blame Mrs Sowerberry for? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
12. How did Dr. Losberne explain that a young boy can be a criminal? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
13-Who was Mr Bumble? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
14-What did Oliver's mother want before she died? What did she do? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
15-What health problem did Oliver face when he was born? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
16- Whose house did Sikes and Crackit want to rob? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
17- What did Charley and the Artful Dodger do when the policeman took Oliver? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
18- Why did the magistrate set Oliver free? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
19- Oliver agreed that the notebooks were well made. Why did Fagin and the boys 
find this very funny? …………………………………………………………………… 
 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the following questions : 

               " I 'll be a good boy , but I have no ……. " 
Who said this ? To whom ? …………………………………………………………………… 
What didn't that boy have ? …………………………………………………………………… 
Where were they going at the time of this conversation ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 

  " He is small, but he 'll grow " 
- Who said this ? To whom ? …………………………………………………………………… 
- What was the person they were talking about going to work ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
- Why did the speaker get rid of the person they were talking about ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 

   " I understand the problem. You have given him too much meat " 
- Who said these words ? To whom? …………………………………………………..………… 
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- Who does the pronoun "him " refer to? ………………………………………………………… 
- What problem did the speaker mean? ………………………………………………………… 

    " It wasn't that boy . It was two other boys" 
- Who said this ? To whom ? …………………………………………………………………… 
- Who were those two boys ? …………………………………………………………………… 
- How were these words very helpful to an innocent person? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 

    " How can such a young boy be a criminal ?" 
- Who said this ? To whom ? …………………………………………………………………… 
- What reply did the speaker get to this question ? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
- Was that boy really a criminal? State why? 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 

“Poor woman. She was so beautiful. We’ll never know who she was.” 
1-Who said this to whom,? …………………………………………………………………… 
2-Which woman are they talking about? ……………………………………………………… 
3-What happened to this woman? ……………………………………………………………… 
C) Find the mistake in each of sentences and correct it : 
 1-Fagin decided to take the five pounds in Oliver's pocket. 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
2-Mr Sowerberry, manager of the workhouse, decided that he needed an apprentice 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
3-Oliver was alone in a strange, dark room, surrounded by unfinished clothes. 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
4-Oliver was taken inside and there he saw Fagin, Noah and the Artful Dodger. 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
5-All the boys ate at the workhouse was thick soup. 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
6-Mr Sowerberry, the shoe maker, took Oliver as an apprentice. 
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
7-Mr. Bumble frightened Oliver when he was locked in Mr. Sowerberry cellar.  
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
8-Mr Brownlow is a rich criminal who lives in London.  
…………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………… 
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Translation  -6 
 consumption  natural resources   achieve 

 poverty   make best use of   achievement 
 security  shortage  culture  

 conflict  In all fields   agriculture  
 dispute  hard currency   industry 
 construction  devote  trade  

 housing   efforts   economy 
 Pros and cons  prevent  tourism 

 advantages   Youth   The progress  
 disadvantages    overcome   invest 

 conference   hinder  investor  
 traditions   issue  investment 

 religion   increase   prosperity  
 Morals   decrease-reduce   welfare 

 nations   backbone  flourishing 
 outstanding   Citizens   national income  

 resources   Unite  Peace  
 Traffic jam   terrorism  rationalize  

 useful   safety   a source of  
 efforts  loyalty   reform 

 The state   tolerance  improve - develop  
 contribute for  rights   solve  

 means  society  Suitable for 
 wars   education   attract  

 self sufficiency   Ignorance  environment 
 self-reliance   civilization  planet 

 illiteracy    charming   pollution  
 monuments   involve   birth control  

 treaty   project  crisis  
 characteristics    media  stimulate  
 Citizens   The Suez Canal   awareness  

 President   transfer   unemployment  
 Minister   global   protected from  

 current events  services   seek to  
 disputes _ Set up  vital role  
 inland   lifelong learning  over population  

   patience  encourage  
   solidarity  co-operate  
   production  co-operation 
   independence  corruption 
   justice  eliminate  
   injustice  get rid of 
   skill  stability 
   good  Social  
   evil  share 
   inspire   prove 
   adore  globalization  
   famine  manufacture  
   become   mass media 
   valuable  – support  
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2 
 

3  
4  
5 

)(do 
6 seek to 

want 
7  
8 

 
9 catch

–––
 

10 –
 

11  
Practice Test 1  

1- Ramy Ashour is a famous Egyptian squash player. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Neil Armstrong was the first person to step on the moon. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

1 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

Practice Test 2 
Using computers in all fields enables us to cope with the advanced countries. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

1.  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1-Abu Heif, Crocodile of the Nile, was one of the best Egyptian athletes.  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
2-Thanks to the Internet, it has become easy to communicate with our friends abroad. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

How to translate 
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 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………   

1- Storing past memories makes learning process possible.  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
2- People dream of leading a peaceful, quiet and comfortable life. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

1- If you don't use your memory for sometimes, it'll become weak. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Thousand of tourists come to Egypt every year in winter. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

-   
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

.  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

   
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

1- Tourism is one of the most important bases of the Egyptian economy. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………                 
2- Working hard helps us to increase our income and enjoy a high standard of living 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

1- The benefits of living in a large modern city are so many : employment,  a range 
of shops and good transport . 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Apiece of useful advice to avoid road accidents is to wear a seat belt even if you 
are not going very far 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

1 -  .  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………    

2 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

1. Do people pay to drive in London in the evenings? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2-Tourism is an important industry in many countries. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
EEvveerryy  yyeeaarr,,  wwrriitteerrss,,  tthhiinnkkeerrss  aanndd  sscciieennttiissttss  aarree  aawwaarrddeedd  vvaalluuaabbllee pprriizzeess  iinn  aa  bbiigg  cceerreemmoonnyy  

 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
 

………………………………………………………………………………..…………… 
1-Egypt is the gift of the Nile. It is full of a lot of monuments.  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
2-Ahmed Zweil is an expert in the field of laser technology. 
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………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
 

………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
1- The old man and the sea "is a story of Man's fight against nature. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
2- The human brain is more complex than the most powerful computer. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  

  
 Libraries play an important role in spreading awareness among citizens as they 
contain a lot of books in all fields and branches of knowledge 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Schools give due care to school activities and setting up camps so that students can 
practise their different hobbies 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………


………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1-Modern countries need industry, but industry leads to pollution. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Shakespeare’s family had financial problems, so he left school at the   age of 14 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

.ا  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- The Arabs must unite and forget their disputes through discussions and peaceful 
means 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- The international co-operation is a must to solve the problems in the Middle East 
region 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

.  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1-The government must exert efforts to find work for the unemployed. The problem 
of unemployment is a serious one. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2-Television is a great invention. It is a good means of culture, knowledge and 
entertainment 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- Egypt works hard for peace in the Middle East area. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Thousands of tourists come to Egypt every year as Egypt is rich in tourist 
destinations 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
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………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Thegovernment should do its Best to reclaim Sinai 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2-Dialogue and discussion help people to reach their goals 

………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
  1- A person's character is usually affected by his friends. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
  2- Abo-Heif won the best swimmer prize in the 20th century.     
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- We boast that education is the first national project in Egypt. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Increasing the production has become a national duty 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

    
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Punctuality is the root of every success. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
The more we use oil .the faster it runs out. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

   *  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- Humans have different remembering abilities. 
………………………………………………………………………………..…………… 
2- If a child's hands are dirty, they will be covered with millions of invisible germs. 
………………………………………………………………………………..…………… 


………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1 I was one of the participants in the conference last week.  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2. Water is the origin of life so we mustn’t pollute the Nile water. 

………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
   

………………………………………………………………………………..………………    
 1- Conferences are held every now and then to think of ways to eliminate pollution. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Authorities in Egypt imposed tight security around the churches across the 
country, in the wake of a suicide bombing outside a church in Alexandria . 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

.  
  ………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
1- Only the individuals  themselves can develop their given potentialities . 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- We can make use of distance learning in all fields. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
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ا           
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1) Man should do his best to achieve his dreams. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2) Sport teaches us co-operation and patience. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………   
 1- Street children are a timing bomb that may affect the future of our country. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- We should respect policemen because they protect us. 

………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
  . 

 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- English is the most widely spoken language all over the world. 
  ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- People now need to know English to be able to use the internet. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
We're proud that education is the first national project in Egypt. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Every year, a lot of tourists visit Egypt to watch its ancient monument. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
We boast that education is the first national project in Egypt. 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………In
creasing the production has become a national duty. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1. Dr.Taha Hussein was a professor at Cairo University 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2. Do you brush your teeth after every meal? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

؟  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

Scientists help improve people's life and solve many problems all over the world. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Hard work and patience lead to success 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
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………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- Many people think that Paris is the most beautiful city in the world. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Most doctors advise smokers to give up smoking as it is a harmful habit. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

.  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- If any man works hard , he will increase his income and enjoy a high standard of 
living  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Air pollution is a problem that worries people everywhere . 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Ramy Ashour is a famous Egyptian squash player who won an important 
championship in Canada in 2007 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Cleanliness protects us from infections includes both hygiene and sanitation 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1-I thanked my father for the nice present he gave to me.  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
 2-What are the countries of Africa famous for? 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

ی 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1. Thanks to Dr. Farouk El-Baz, we were able to use the underground water in the 
Western Desert and Sinai to reclaim more desert areas. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2. The twentieth century was full of great achievements and dangerous disasters. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- Egypt works hard for peace in the Middle East area. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Thousands of tourists come to Egypt every year as Egypt is rich in tourist destinations. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

-  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1 Ramy Ashour is a famous Egyptian squash player. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Visitors from all over the world come to see buildings from the time of the ancient 
Egyptians, especially the Pyramids. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
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………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- So as to avoid catching serious infectious diseases , we should all take the 
necessary healthy precautions as prevention is better than cure . 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- President Mubarak gave his instructions to establish the technological university 
suggested by Professor Zewail.  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- The internet is one of the most modern inventions today. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- To live a happy life, we should solve the problem of pollution. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

 *  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
 
1- The honored teachers  in the thirty-seventh anniversary showed happiness with 
this honor, which came under the auspices of President Mubarak. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- The development of education is the cornerstone of reform, development and 
construction of the Renaissance. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

2010  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
In some countries, people can’t eat all the food they produce so, they export what 
they don’t need 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  


………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- In one of his revolutionary speeches to the Nation, President Mubarak called for 
the reorganization of our country with a view to establishing a modern state based 
on science and faith . 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- A successful leader should be intelligent, strict, broad-minded, far-sighted and an 
example worthy to be followed 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1)Keep your city clean and don't throw rubbish in the streets. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2)The Egyptians have made a lot of progress in a lot of fields. 

………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
    

………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- Humans have different remembering abilities. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
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2- If a child's hands are dirty, they will be covered with millions of invisible germs. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Millions of people are suffering very badly from hunger in the poorer countries of the 
world. The world produces enough food to feed everyone, but it does not reach all 
those who need it.  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
l-Ramy Ashour is a famous Egyptian squash player. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2 -The Arabs had a great civilization in the past 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


………………………………………………………………………………..…………… 
Punctuality is the root of every success in life. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
The rich should give a hand to the poor to satisfy their needs 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1-The internet is used for many different purposes. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2-Most doctors advise smokers to give up smoking as it is a harmful habit 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

   
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
 We should use modern technology in all fields of production. 
  ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Invading space was a dream but later it became true. Today, satellites have  
 been launched into space. They are of great benefits.  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Peace is the hope of all people. We all hate war because it prevents people  
from enjoying their lives. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

*  
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
1- Armstrong was the first person to walk on the moon and collect rocks and soil. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
………………………………………………………………………………..………………  
If it weren't for hope, there would be no life  
 ………………………………………………………………………………..………………                                                  
They work for an Egret Conservation Society 
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………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
The establishment of many libraries for children is considered an important step 
towards enriching the child's culture 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………      


………………………………………………………………………………..………………             
1- Efforts are exerted to overcome the problem of illiteracy to push the wheel of development. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Violence is rejected in schools so that pupils can have a healthy educational climate. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

.  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………     
We boast that education is the first national project in Egypt. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Increasing the production has become a national duty.      
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

.  
………………………………………………………………………………..………………   
Ibrahim thinks the human brain is incredible. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
Amal couldn’t travel to London because she was ill. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


………………………………………………………………………………..………………   
1- Many people think that Paris is the most beautiful city in the world. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- Most doctors advise smokers to give up smoking as it is a harmful habit. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
True friendship doesn't know private interests. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
2- A person's character is usually influenced by his friends. 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 


………………………………………………………………………………..………………   

 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………  
2- Journalists often interview people before they write their reports 
………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 
The twentieth century was full of great achievements and dangerous disasters. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………..……………… 

   
Patience, stamina and strong will are virtues parents should bring their children upon. 
Unemployment phenomenon threatens social stability in the Arab countries. 
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paragraph 
1 paragraph 
2 


 

3  
4  
5 indentation 
6 capital letterfull stop 
7  
8 100 
9 full stop

 
10  
11 

 
  

 

With the help of ……..…we can realize progress and development and as a result of this, The 

government must exploit all our natural resources and does its best to encourage………..  to raise 

the standard living of citizens and  an important step to improve and develop the society. 



3The end  

 الخاتمة ایجابي
                From what we have mentioned above we can say that due attention must 
be paid to this matter and never be neglected as it is very important. 

 
- Finally, we can say that, it is quite clear that this topic is really important nowadays.   

 
 الخاتمة سلبي

               From what we have mentioned above we can say that due attention must 
be paid to this matter and never be neglected as it is very serious. 

 

One the other hand On one hand 
Over and above   In addition to that 
At the same time And  as a result of this, 

 Last but not least There is no doubt that 
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8) Write a paragraph of about seven(7) sentences about   

1- What you should do to help improve your country.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

2-Write a paragraph of seven sentences about : " Air pollution ".  

  

  

  

  

  

  

- 3-"Places of interest a tourist can visit in Aswan" 
" A day you spent outdoors and the places you enjoyed most." 

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

4- " Tourism " 

.  

  

  

  

  

  

…………………………………………………… 
....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................. 

…………………………………………………… 
....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................. 

…………………………………………………… 
....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................. 

…………………………………………………… 
....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................. 
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- 5-"The importance of remote sensing" 
  

  

  

  

  

  
 

-6" Prevention is better than cure." 

  

  

 

 

  
  

7- The job you would like to do in the future.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

   8-What we should do to keep our environment clean. 

 
  

  

  

  

  

  

…………………………………………………… 
....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................. 

…………………………………………………… 
....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................. 

…………………………………………………… 
....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................. 

…………………………………………………… 
....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................. 
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2015/   2014الدراسي األول للصف األول الثانوي للعام     
============================================================= 

  اإلجابات المتكررة عن أسئلة االختیار من متعدد لن تقدر ویتم تقدیر اإلجابة األولى فقط  : تنبیھ مھم 
1-Finish the following dialogue:                     { 4 marks } 

Emad is at the train station to book a ticket to Cairo. 
Booking clerk: Can I help you, sir? 
Emad              : ……………….(1)………………………………. 
Booking clerk: Single or return ticket? 
Emad              : ………………..(2)………………………………. 
Booking clerk: ………………...(3)………………………………? 
Emad              : Next Monday. 
Booking clerk: …………………(4)………………………………? 
Emad              : First class, please. By the way, how much is it? 
Booking clerk: It’s 75 pounds.  
Emad              : Well, here you are. 
2-Write what you would say in each of the following situations: ( 4 Ms) 
  1-You want to know your friend’s opinion of “Oliver Twist”. 
  2-Your teacher asks you to tell him some information about Dr.Zewail. 
  3-You can’t hear what your teacher is saying. 
  4-Your friend invites you to have dinner with him, but you refuse politely. 
3-Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d:      (5 marks) 
1-If metals are heated, they…………………  
a)would have expanded   b)would expand    c)will expand     d)expand  
2-…………..are the smallest parts of animals and plants. 
a)Hearts b)Brains c)Cells d)Senses 
3-Mustafa looks tired because he…………….all day. 
a)had worked               b)worked        c)has been working  d)works  
4-My sister…………… an infection while she was on holiday.  
a)caught b)did c)found          d)picked 
5-My father works for an oil company and………3000£ a month. 
a)earns       b)gains          c)wins                     d)beats 
6-An important rule of personal…...is to wash your hands before eating. 
a)sanitation b)cleanliness c)infection d)germs 
7-My grandmother is so ill. I think she………... 
a)will die b)is going to die c)is dying d)dies 
8-It’s normal for most students to feel worried………their exam results. 
a)on b)of c)for d)about  
9-A / An…………is someone who studies the history of rocks. 
a)biologist b)novelist c)geologist    d)archaeologist 
10-You…………to smoke here. You’re in a hospital. 
a)mustn’t             b)shouldn’t               c)can’t               d)aren’t allowed 
4-Rewrite the following sentences using (word)s in brackets to give the same meaning: Answer Only Four (4)  
1-During the match, the light went out.                               {While I….} 
2-Kareem had a shower after he had played a football match.      {until} 
3-We last met Mr.Yousry when we were in Assiut.            {since} 
4-Oliver Twist is the most interesting story I’ve ever read. {as……..as} 
5-He is used to coming to school  late.                                 {always} 
5-Read the text below, then write the word which best fits each space:  (3 Ms) 
      William Shakespeare was born…(1)…23rd April, 1564. He went to school when he was 7, but he had to 
leave at the age of 14 because his family had…(2)…problems. When he was 18, Shakespeare….(3)…Anne 
Heathway. In 1592, he left his family and went  to London to  become….(4)…actor. If he hadn’t found 
a…(5)…at this time, he wouldn't have become a famous writer. He wrote and performed….(6)…a theatre 
group called The King's Men.  
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6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:       (6 marks) 
      Many people look forward to ways to lose weight. But natural weight loss is something that experts recommend 
everywhere! A healthy diet and regular exercise are just the most important ways to control weight. There are many 
other ideas that can help you to lose weight fast. Healthy habits will surely put you on the right path.                                            
You need to ask your doctor's advice before you start weight loss programs. We all love celebrating birthdays and 
occasions with lots of desserts. In that case, don't eat too many of them. A healthy diet will help you to control your 
weight. Begin with a soup or salad as a starter. Soup and salad can help you to keep your stomach full. Have small 
meals around 4-5 times in a day. 
      You put on more calories by having meals at restaurants. There, you choose food rich in calories and eat larger 
portions. Eat homemade food instead. Fresh fruits and vegetables have fewer calories that make you lose weight faster. 
Exercise is the obvious solution for all weight problems. A home exercise routine will help you to lose weight quickly. 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1-What are the most important ways to control weight? 
2-Whose advice do you have to ask before starting a weight loss program? 
3-Do you think having meals in restaurants is good or bad? Why? 
4-What do experts recommend everywhere? 
B) Choose the correct answers:   
5- The writer prefers………………meals.  
a- heavy             b- big      c- large        d- small  
6- The underlined word "them" refers to…………. 
a- birthdays             b- occasions            c- desserts        d- a healthy diet 

============================================================= 
7-Answer Only Four (4) of the following questions:                (4 marks) 
  1-What is the photographic memory? 
  2-What is the capital of Japan? 
  3-Do you think Santiago was foolish to go to sea alone? Give a reason. 
  4-Why do you think we should be grateful to our scientists? 
  5-In your opinion, how will farmers be able to grow fuel in their fields? 
  6-What does the human brain control?  

============================================================ 

D)The Novel “Oliver Twist”     { 8 marks } 
8-A) Answer the following questions:                        ( 4 marks ) 
1-What did Oliver think about Fagin? Why? 
2-Where did Oliver grow up after he was born? 
3-What do you think about Mr. Brownlow? Why? 
4-Nancy was a thief, but she appeared to be kind-hearted towards Oliver. Explain 

 الصفحة الثالثة
B)Read the following quotation, then answer the questions below: ( 3 marks)  

“Why are you crying? You’re very lucky to work here.” 
1-Who said this to whom? 
2-Why was the addressed person crying? 
3-Was the addressed person really lucky? Why? Why not? 
C)Find the mistake in each sentence, and correct it:               ( 1 mark ) 
1-Sally, who lived with Mrs. Maylie, was a pretty girl of seventeen years old. 
2-Monks, Oliver’s cousin, blamed Fagin for not keeping Oliver with the gang. 
9-Write a paragraph of about Seven sentences about Only One (1) of the following: 
  1-The job you would like to do in the future. 
  2-What we should do to keep our environment clean. 
10-A) Translate into Arabic:                                ( 2 marks ) 
 1-Abu Heif, Crocodile of the Nile, was one of the best Egyptian athletes. 
 2-Thanks to the Internet, it has become easy to communicate with our friends abroad. 
    B)Translate into English:                                 ( 2 marks ) 

  .ینبغي أن تغسل أسنانك بالفرشاة قبل النوم كل یوم* 
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ترم  اول الصالحیة  الجدیدة 2014امتحان الصف االول الثانوي  
First Year Secondary      Time : 3 hours 

1) Finish the following dialogue: 
Mr. Jack is booking a flight to Sharm El-Sheikh 
Clerk: Good Morning, Sir Can I help you? MrJack: ..........................{!)...,...................... 
Clerk: When do you like to travel? MrJack: ..........................(2)......,................ 
Clerk: How many tickets do you want? 
Mr. Jack:.......,......................(3).......,..............,... : 
Clerk: There is an Egypt Air flight which leaves at 8 a.m. 
....................,..........,(4).......................? 
MrJack: "By credit card, please. 
2/ What would you say in each of the following situations: 
1- You are advised to drive back because the road is bumpy. 
2- A waiter prepared your table, but there were no forks. 
3- A friend stayed up late. He told you that he couldn't stay any more. 
4- You want to book a room in a hotel. You phoned the receptionist. 
3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c/ or d: 
1- People like those who do ................... Things. 
a) hero       b) heroic         c) heroine        d) heron 
2- The fish smelt................... 
a) nicely     b) well            c) bad           d) badly 
3- Where .................. since the bell rang? 
a) have you been b) were you   c) had you been  d) will you be 
4- Don't worry. I will just...... around the shops for half an hour. 
a) wonder      b)want              c) wander            d) fight 
5-Parents should set a good ........... for their children to follow. 
a) sample   b) simple         c) example            d) symbol 
6- You ................. smoke at school. 
a) shouldn't       b) should            c) must            d) mustn't 
7-1............... school until I had written the lessons. 
a) won't leave      b) am not leaving      c) left   d) didn't leave 
8- Mr.Ali is ...................... So most students like him. 
a) careless     b) modest       c) lazy      d) hard 
9-1 don" like the ................. of this food. 
a) look         b) sound               c) taste               d) touch 
10- You should be ................. of your bad behavior, 
a) excited b) pleased         c) shy           d) ashamed 
4) Re write the following sentences using the words in brackets to give the same meaning: 
1- I've just finished my work (ago) 
2- I've never read such an interesting story. (the most) 
3- Without concentration, you wouldn't have understood the lesson. (If) 
4- When did your father buy his new car? (How long) 
5) Read the text below then write the word which best fits each space: 
Getting a good job is not easy nowadays. Mona, one of my friends applied ....(!)..... a job 
with a small business company. She was ....{2)..... by one of thedirectors. She read the 
....(3).... In one of the daily newspapers. My friend was soclever that the interviewer was 
......(4)...., by her fine answers. Mona was happywhere she knew that she got the ....(5)..... 
She said, She was ready to work both Egypt and ...(6)...... 
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6) Read the following passage then answer the questions: 
Once, I invited some of my friends to have a light meal and some drinks. Theyagreed to my 
idea as all of us were hungry. We went into the first cafeteria on the way. Each of us had 
some sandwiches and a cool drink. Then came the time of payment. To my astonishment, I 
found no money in my pockets, I had changed my trousers and forgot to take the money,. My 
face turned red ,1 didn't know what to. ! asked my friends if they have money, but the money 
they had wasn't enough to pay the bill. The waiter became angry and wanted to take us to the 
police. To our good luck, my cousin came in to have coffee. I told him about our bad 
situation. He smiled and paid the waiter who thought that we were thieves. 
A) Answer the following situation: 
1- Why did the writer and his friends get into the cafeteria? 
2- How did the writer find himself without money? 
3- How did the cousin help them? 
4- What does the underlined word "They11 refer to? 
B) Choose the correct answer: 
5- The waiter wanted to take them to the police because they ................. 
a) ate sandwiches                b) were thieves   
c) had a cool drink             ^f didn't pay for the sandwiches and the . 
-6- The writer cousin came into the cafeteria to 
a) help his cousin          b)catch the thieves c) have coffee                      d) meet his cousin 
7) Answer ONLY four (4) of the following questions: 
1- How can scientists influence their society? 
2- How does the brain control senses? 
3- Why is it so important for us to find a replacement for petrol soon? 
4-What is remote sensing?  
5-How did Egypt show its pride in Abu Heif? 
6- Why is cleanliness important? 

D) The Novel 
 8) A) Answer the following questions: 
1- How did Mr. Bumble account for Oliver's violence towards Noah? 
2- Give an example to show that Mrs.Sowerberry was unkind to Oliver. 
3- Why did Oliver beg Fagin to take the books back to Mr. Brownlow? 
4- Why did Rose think that Oliver was lucky? 
B) Read the following quotation then answer the questions: 

" Now, Get some sleep. You don't mind sleeping down in the shop, do you? " a- Who 
said this to whom? 

b- Why did the speaker treat the addressed person in this way? 
 c- What do you think of the speaker's character? 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- It took Oliver ten days to reach London. 
2- Mr. Grimwig was Oliver's friend.. 
9) Write a paragraph of seven (7) sentences about: 

" The role of science In improving our lives" 
10) A) Translate into Arabic: 
1- Tourism is one of the most important bases of the Egyptian economy. 
2- Working hard helps us to increase our income and enjoy a high standard of living.  

.ي تنشئ الحكومة مشروعات عمالقة لتوفیر فرص عمل للشباب و زیادة الدخل  القو  
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         ==================================== 
Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue(4 marks). -1 

Finish the following dialogue: between Rody and Hagar 
Rody: You are wearing a nice dress, Hager………………(…1….)………………..? 
Hagar: I bought it last Friday. 
Rody: ……………………………………………………………………(……2……)…………………? 
Hagar: From Mustafa Mall in Assuit. 
Rody: …………………………………………………………………(……3…)………………………..? 
Hagar: It cost me about 200 pounds. 
Rody: Would you like to come with me to buy one? 
Hagar: …………………………………………………………(…4……)…………………………….  

.Write what you would say in each of the following situations (4 marks):2  
1- Someone asks your opinion about a film you have watched. What do you say? 
2- Someone asks you what famous Egyptian you admire. What do you say? 
3- Your friend asks for some advice on how to study.    
4- Your friend is ill and needs to see a doctor. 
3-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d (5 marks) 
1-The Statue of Liberty in New York is a………………………….. of  freedom.  
 a- sign        b- sample           c- symbol         d- signal 
2-There’s a new …………… of bird flu in Egypt. 
a- breakout            b- infection         c- outbreak            d- disease 
3- This is an easy exam! The answer is ……………….. 
a- done             b- made         c- public                   d- obvious   

4-Big cities are often crowded and have air ………………………… . 
 a- environment             b- condensation            c- traffic           d- pollution 
5- Hazam enjoys …………………….. cartoon on TV. 
a- watching              b- to watch        c- watches              d- watch  
6- I forgot to do homework so my teacher was……………..  
a- terrifying     b- furious          c- relaxed                  d- incredible   
7-While Sarah was sleeping, her mother was ……………….up. 
       a- washing          b-washed       c- was washing         d- is washing 
8- If I ……… enough money, I would buy new car. 
a-have                   b- will have             c- would have                  d- had 
9-Reham has lived in Assuit …………. 2004. 

a-since                b-in         c-for                 d-ago     
10-Mr Ahmed put…………weight because he eats much fats. 
   a. in                             b-off                c-out                          d-on   

Rewrite the following sentences using the words in brackets (4 marks):-4 
1-It is necessary for students to revise the answers well.                (must) 
2- After Mrs. Heba had checked prices, she bought the dress.         (until) 
3-Mr Mustafa teaches well.                                                                  (good) 
4 No one in the family is taller than Soha.                                           (tallst) 

write the word which best fits each space (3 marks)5 Read the text below, then  
  Dr Farouk El Baz is a famous scientist. He was……1……..in Zagazig. He is a geologist and 
…………2………..scientist. He is the greatest………3………..in remote………4………… 
He...…5…….in Apollo Project from 1967 to 1973.He taught ………6………….how to collect soil and rocks from the 
moon 
. 
6-Read the following passage and then answer the questions (6 marks): 
Mexico City is one of the most polluted cities in the world. There are mountains all round the city and there isn’t much 
wind, so the pollution is not blown away. The people of Mexico City have tried many things to cut the pollution, but 
nothing has made a difference. They have moved factories from the centre of the city to land outside. They have planted 
trees along the roads, because trees produce oxygen and help to keep the air clean. There are new traffic rules so that 
there are fewer cars on the city’s roads. The government put signs of seven different colours on all Mexican cars. So 
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people with green signs could not drive their cars in the city on Mondays. People with blue signs could not drive them on 
Tuesdays, etc. There was a different colour for every day. Unfortunately this system was not successful. Poor 
people did not go to work on days when they could not drive their cars, and rich people bought another car with a 
different coloured sign! This increased the traffic and made the problem worse. London used to have a problem like 
Mexico City. Now, drivers have to pay to drive into the centre of London during working hours on weekdays. This has 
succeeded in cutting the number of drivers who come into London every day. Many people now use buses and trains. 
People who live in the centre do not have to pay and nobody has to pay in the evenings or at weekends. 

 
Answer these questions  
1-Why did people in Mexico City plant trees? 
2-Why is Mexico City the most polluted city in the world? 
3-When can people with green colours drive their cars in Mexico City? 
4-Was the system successful? Why /why not? 
Choose the correct answer 
5-Mexcian government put signs of………..colours on cars. 
a-seven             b-three             c-five          d-nine 
6-Mountains in Mexico City made the pollution problem…………….. 
a-better               b-worse            c-useful           d-easy 

 
4 marks)of the following questions fourAnswer only  -7 

1-Who is Dr Zahi Hawas? 
2-Why was Oliver grown up in a workhouse? 
3-What is a photographic memory? 
4-How will farmers be able to “grow fuel” in their fields? 
5-What can you do in your life now to conserve energy? 
  6- Why was King Lear angry with his daughter Cordelia? 

 
Novel-8 

Answer the following questions(8 marks) -A  
1- Whose house did Sikes and Crackit want to rob? 
2- What did Charley and the Artful Dodger do when the policeman took Oliver? 
3- Why did the magistrate set Oliver free? 
4- Oliver agreed that the notebooks were well made. Why did Fagin and the boys find this very funny? 

:ead the following quotation, then answer the questionsRB.  
“Poor woman. She was so beautiful. We’ll never know who she was.” 
5-Who said this to whom,? 
6-Which woman are they talking about? 
7-What happened to this woman? 

Fond the mistake and correct it-C 
8- Mr. Bumble frightened Oliver when he was locked in Mr. Sowerberry cellar. 
9-Mr Brownlow is a rich criminal who lives in London. 

 
 

(8 marks)Write a paragraph of ninety (90) words about……….. -9 
(The importance of reading) 

10- Translate into Arabic (2 marks 
) 
1-Modern countries need industry, but industry leads to pollution. 
2- Shakespeare’s family had financial problems, so he left school at the   age of 14. 

 
Translate into English (2 marks)-B 

  .المخ یتسلم المعلومات من الحواس ثم یحللھا- 1
  
 
 

  


